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FOREWORD

Among the Symposium's objectives was the bringing together of

librcry and information experts to exchange knowledge, ideas and

experiences in the importance of and necessity for standards of

biblio3raphic control. Another objective was that of allowing the

participants to acquire knowledge of advanced information technology.

These proceedings are an attempt to capture the realization of these

objectives-

Tt is our hope that these proceedings will serve as an effective

tool which promotes closer cooperation among library and information

experts in the future and which serves to eliminate the current

proble:Is incurred in the library sciences.

It is an honor and pleasure for us to present these proceedings

to thos who are concerned with the advancement of library services.

We would like to express our most heartfelt gratitude to the

Interwtional Federation of Library Association and Institutions, the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the

Thai T,ibrary Association, Mc Chow ChowkwaNyun and all of the speakers,

participants who made the symposium a successful ones

Temchai Suvarnadat

Chairman of the Organizing Committee
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OPENING CEREmGNY mESSAGES

Report by the Rector of Thammasat Ur;MrsIty

Professor Krirkklat PhIpatseritham

September 5, 1989

Your Excellency, Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen :

On behalf of Thammasat University, the Organizing Committee and

distinguished participants, I wish to express our sincere thanks to you

for givin?; us the honor to preside over the opening ceremony of "the

International Symposium on Informa'-ion Technology: Standards for

Bibliographic Control° today, I would like to state briefly th(

background of this symposium.

Nowadays, the development of information technology gives us a

great deal of concern. The fast continuing growth of the information

in all disciplines makes it impossible for anyone to keep up with all

recorded knowledge. Information service professionals are cognizant

of this matter and are trying to seek methods to collect, organize and

store information systematically so that it can be accessed speedily

and easily whenever it is required, One approach that needs to be done

is to record lists of documents and use them as a tool to locate

appropriaty information and deliver it to users in response to their

information requests,

These lists of documents are bibliographies which are found' in many

forms such as the catalogue card, bibliographic database, printed books,

etc, have many format variations which cause many protlems, This is one

11



of many roosons why concerned persons in information should under-take

to underscaml the existing problems and make every effort to solve them.

Withil: this context, Thamm9sat University has organized the Inter-

national Symposium on Information Technology. Standards for Biblio-

graphic Conrol with the following main objec;Aves:

i. To bring together library and information exper,;s from

foreign co.Ttries to exchange knowledge, ideas, and experiences with

Thai particjpants.

2. To urge the concerned persons in the library and information

community co be aware of the importance and necessity for standards of

bibliograph,.c control

To allow the participants to acquire knowledge of advanced

information technology.

The sch:dule of technical conference will cover the next three days,

5eginnin(5 ,r.Lh the keynote speech by Mr, Winston Robert, resource person

from IFLA on the topic "Reflections on International Bibliographic

Standards. After that, reports, followed by comments and discusions,

will be prnted by participants from many countries,

In chls symposium, there aro 13 distinguished speakers and

particip'n'': from Asia, Europe and America. The Symposium would be

impossibi. -Ltliout the financial support from the Ministry of

Universly .1-flirs, our corporate and personal donors, and technical

assistanc. :rcn IPLA, UNESCO, University Libraries, Library Schools

and the 11-:1,1onal Libraries in vnrious countries.

VI
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It is anticipated that :

1. Persons concerned in information services will have good

opportunity to exchange their views and cooperate in implementing Lew

techniques :n 'providing effective services for the users;

2. The participants will learn from each other's point of

view and est:blish relatIonships to organize closer cooperation in the

future;

3 The activities so managed will ensure mutual understanding

and elimination of all problems involved.

Now, :)t this auspicious moment, may I invite Your Excellency

Tavich Klinpratoom, che Minister of University Affairs, to honor this

assmbly by delivering your address opening the International Symposium

on Information Technology Standards for Bibliographic Control.

TlItank you very much.

VII
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OPENING ADDRESS

3y tne Ministry of University Aff.jc,:

ACE, Mr. favion Kliopratonm

SptemOer 5, I*3J

Mr :1 etel., Distingished Participants, Honorable Guests, Ladies and

Gcnt1 e

:eel greatly henoured and priviledged to be presiding over ttk.

open,nj ceremony of the International Symposium on Information

Techno)ogy Standards for Bibliographic Control.

I think that there is a great need for those who are in the

Library and information Sciences to meet in an international

settilj, such as this one because we are in the age of global progress

in science ind .c..chnology. This progress iS essential in the develop-

m.nt .:conomic and social conditions. However, it also causes an

overuh,Aming growth of information which comes in many forms.

Libr'ies and Infornatio,: Centers are bringing in new technologies,

.2spec1,1ly computers, to help in the collection, management and sharing

of !.:orlaation. As a result, libraries and information centers need

to 0, oper-iti_ and establish universally accepted standards to record

and :change their resources with efficiency and ease.

P.,:re in Thailand, the Ministry of University Affairs has fully

reaii' d the importance of such bibliographic standards, In 1986

set guidtAincs for record structures for Monographs, Serials, and

Non-Printed Materials, using the International Standard Organization
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I30-2709-1981 (E) and The MARC formats.

.!:.:ediess to say, this gathering of library and informntion

profosoionals today, already suggests the participants good will

and dc1;ormination to discuss and exchange views, expe:'iences and

probials, I sincerely hope that the outcome of this symposium

will. h'..ing everyone another step closer to the universal standards

for bibliographic control which will greatly benefit information

users -Ill over the world. On behalf of the Ministry of University

Affnlcs I wish you all every success and a pleasant time.

herefore at this auspicious moment, I have the honour to

declr)ce the International Symposium on Information Technology

Standards for Bibliographic Control open.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

By the Director of Tnammasat Univrnty Libraries

Associate Professor Tamchai Suvarnadai

September 5, 1989

Your Excellency, Distinguished Participants, Honourable Guests, Ladies

and Gentlemen :

It is a great honour for me to be here to welcome you to the

International Symposium on Information Technology : Standards for

Bibliographiu Control. I strongly believethat there is a need for the

profession4ls in the fields of library and information science to get

together to discuss the common problems pertaining to the area of

bibliograph]c control, to formulate some ,:ommon standards or make

recommendations for the improvements of the existing ones. Needless to

say, the gathering of the participants and speakers at this moment

already sugz,sts anothcr step toward better understanding and cooperation

among thc: leading institutions in our fields.

In the face of our rapidly changing and growing world, the need for

co-operatic,n amohg information dispensers has never been greater. We must

keep pace wii:h the growth of information in order to make the world smaller

and more ..,ccessible to our clients. In sharing our resources, we are

helping cach other to fulfill our professional purposes.

We havL at present, honoured speakers and participants from many

nations. T1K West has come to meet the East. Together we shall reach

towards thc goals which bring us here today,

XI
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As chairman of the organizing Committee, I would like to thank you

all for mnking this event possible. I wish you a very pleasant and

profitable time. Fot those who have come from abroad, I hope you will

en,joy your visit to Bangkok and take home a thousand smiles

Than;c you vary much

XII
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REFlECTIONS ON INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC STANDARDS

W. ROBERTS

IFLA UBCIM Programme, British Library, London, U.K.
`Pil

AllatraQt,

There are now question marks over many bibliographic
standards developed over the past 20 years, and
librarians should consider how standards might evolve. A
brief overview is given of the aims 'of Universal
Bibliographic Control (UBC), and then of some assumptions
common to much standardisation work of recent years
inspired by the concept of UBC. Current economic and
technological developments influencing library standards
are discussed, and their relevance to both industrialised
and developing countries Technical developments include
retrospective conversion, OPACs and CD-ROMs.

It is considered that the technological gap between
North and South is growing, and possible ways to overcome
this are discussed. These include the strengthening of
national information policies, professional training and
automation on an appropriate scale.

Suggestions aee made as to how the various producers
of hibliographic standards should react. Possibilities
for specific projects in the area of bibliographic
control are listed, and suggestions made for closer
cooperation among national and regional associations of
information professionals. New developments in
bibliographic control can also help the less developed
countries to gain access, through their own libraries, to
elements of their own cultural heritage contained in
libraries abroad. IFLA is in a position to help maintain
and develop technical standards, and to mediate between
professional information workers from different cultures.

(1 )
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REFLECTIONS ON INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC STANDARDS

W. BOBERTS

IFLA UBCIM Programme, British Library, London, U.K.

1. Introduction

The title of this paper can be interpreted in two

ways - I hope to give you not only my personal

reflections, which are necessarily subjective, but also
to indicate some of the ways in which I consider that the

technological and economic environment reflects on the
standards we have developed and affects the ways in which

these are put to practical use.

the concept of a "standard" in the field of

information work (both in librarianship

information science), is somewhat ambiguous. It

that, for one group of professional information

and in

is clear
workers,

the term "Standard" covers codes of cataloguing rules,

classifiCation schemes and various other documents

containing recommendations for good library practice, all

of which are
for another

subject to varying interpretation; whereas

group

extremely precise

of professionals, standards

technical specifications

communication between software and machines

automated information

are

for

in an

processing environment. (Some

people, in fact, call these categories "soft" and "hard"

standards).

(2)
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In particular, from the point of view of promoting

international bibliographic control, "bibliographic

standards" are those documents disseminated across

national (and sometimes even cultural) borders, which

define the working practices egreed on after

international discussion aimed at systematising end

improving both the creation of bibliographic information
by national and other agencies and the distribution of

this information.

At its simplest, bibliographic control can be

defined as a system for recording and describing library

materials in a catalogue or database which facilitates
access to these materials in a library or documentation

centre. (Bibliographic control .should be distinguished
from the much broader concept of "universal bibliographic

control" (UBC) which I will discuss later.) Bibliographic

control implies the use of agreed standards and

procedures. It is not a philosophy nor an end in itself.

When applied at national or international level, it is a

practical idea with profound economic and social

implications, in that it allows us to avoid duplication
of human effort and the waste of scarce resourc3s: In the

long term, it contributes to cultural and economic

development by making scientific information rapidly and
efficiently available.

There are now many questions being asked about

bibliographic standards developed in the industrialised
countries over the last 20 years. Questions .arise not

only frOm professional experience in the actual operation

of these standards (experience which normally leads to

their amendment and refinement) but also from the

changing environment in which libraries world-wide are
having to operate. I am referring to changes in levels of

literacy, the extension of educational opportunities, the

increasing power of the publishing and communications
industry, and the increasing sophistication of the

software and hardware available to libraries and

information centres. All of these are of course factors
in the drive for greater cost-effectiveness and higher
productivity, which is leading some libraries to question

the standards which have been so painstakingly developed.

(3)
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In this paper, I will be concerned to discuss these

matters largely from the point of view of IFLA (the

International Federation of Library Associations and

Institutions). I in'-.end first of all to pick out some of

the themes and assumptions underlying recent efforts to

develop standards for libraries and the concept of

Universal ribliographic Control (UBC), promoted by IFLA.

I will consider what questions we shou be asking about

the aims of standardisation work and its role in the

international flow of information. I will discuss some of

the current trends changing the way in which standards

are applied in libraries and documentation centres and

also changing the way in which these standards are

perceived (by staff and - more importantly? - by users).

I will suggest hcw producers of bibliographic standards

might react. Finally, I will consider how professional

information workers in industrialised and developing

countries might better collaborate, and suggest how

professional associations (including IFLA) could play a

greater role in bringing them together.

2. The current scene.

2.! The development of current library standard. ,

Since the middle years of this century, the output

of publications in the developed countries has reached

proportions so enormous as to put great strain on the

capacity of national bibliographic agencies (and indeed

all academic and public libraries) to acquire,.catalc.le

,c.nd make them available to their customers. (Indeed, this

is now leading some national libraries seriously to

question the need for them to retain all the national

imprint.) Similarly, the tremendous growth in scientific

journal publishin- has inflated the databases of the

major abstracting and indexing services. Over the same

period, from the late 1950s, computers came more and more

into use in business, industry, public administration and

higher education. It was natural that the 1960s and

1970s should have witnessed the growing application of

this computing power to the various stages of technical

processing in libraries, and to the provision and

(4)
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exchange of machine-readable records by libraries and by
secondary services.

At the same time, there was a movement within the
library profession towards rationalisation of the
cataloluing standards underpinning bibliographic work. A
major manifestation of this was the International
Conference on Cataloguing Principles (ICCP), held in
Paris in 1961. This conference agreed on a statement of
principles for the choice and form of headings in library
catalogues, which have subsequently had a great influence
on the development of the major Western cataloguing
codes. These principles placed great emphasis on the
concept of the main entry for each document (with
appropriate added entries and references), the choice of
personal or corporate headings 'for entries, and the use
of uniform headings for consistency.

The second landmark in the 1960s was the
International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts (1MCE) in
Copenhagen in 1969. The IMCE resolved that;

"Efforts should be directed towards c-eating a
system for the international exchange of
information by which the standard bibliographical
description of each publication would be
established and distributed by a national agency in
the country f origin of the publication. The means
of distribution in such a system would be through
the medium of cards or machine-readable records.
The effectiveness of the system will be dependent
upon the maximum standardization of the form and
content of the bibliographical description."1

In the'early 1970s, IFLA's Committee on Cataloguing
established (in the British Library in London) an office
which later became the International Programme for
Universal Bibliographic Control.

2.2 The aims of IFLA in promoting UBC.

When the concept of Universal Bibliographic Control
(UBC) was formulated in the early 1970s, its aims were
detined as being:

(5)
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n ...the promotion of a world-wide system for the

control and exchange of bibliographic information.

The purpose of the system is to make universally and

promptly available, in a form which is

internationally acceptable, basic bibliographic data

on all publications issued in all countries.

The concept of UBC presupposes the creation of a

network made up of component national parts, each of

which covers a wide range of publishing and library

activities, all integrated at the international

level to form the total f,stem."2

Several years later, after the IFLA International

Programme for UBC had had some success in promoting this

concept, the aims of UBC were re-stated as follows:

"The current programme of UBC differs from the

earlier ideas of centralised world control in that

the "Universal" in the title has been seen as a

progressive development through the strengthening of

national bibliographic control and the development

and use of international standards and other

normative tools. The Programme is essentially

practical, with one aim - to prevent duplication of

efforts in cataloguing and bibliographic recording,

and is based on two simple convictions:

- that each country is best qualified to identify

and record the publications of its own authors; and

- that all countries are willing, in recording their

national publications, to follow international

bibliographic standards."3

The italics in the above quotations are mL., . they

highlight phrases which reflect a significant change of

emphasis. 'In tne climate of opinion of the time, :t had

been considered vital to set up structures, systems and

networks to take aevantage of the development of

..'utomated information processing, and to advance national

and international policy objectives. Many of the systems

set up in the 1960s and 1970s are now ,,e11-established -

not to say mature. Examples include the spread of

standard numbering, the ISDS, or systems such as AGRIS

and INIS; while shared cataloguing systems have

frequently grown into major bibliographik utilities.

Similarly, many of the bibliographic control standards

(6)
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promoted by IFLA, Unesco and major national libraries
have now become an established part of the mental
furniture of staff in most types of libraries.

More recently, the aims of the UBCIM Programme have

commonly been defined succinctly as: "the exchange and
use of compatible bibliographic records amongst libraries
in general and national bibliographic agencies in

particular;" and "to create, maintain and promote the use

of standards for the exchange of bibliographic data in
machine-readable form."

Over the years, the aims of the Programme have

become steadily less globally ambitious, one coLld almost
say more prosaic; but I believe that the Programme has
become more realistic. There has been no attempt to

impose standardisation, but rather to coordinate the

work of many groups within IFLA for the development of
texts reflecting international agreement on best

practices in certain areas of librarianship. These texts

have become de facto standards by virtue of their self-
evident value in the attainment of the economic and
cultviral objectives of UBC.

Since 1987, when the UBC and International MARC
Programmes were merged to form the present UBCIM
Programme, IFLA's work in standardisation has been even
more tightly focussed. It is now in a transitional phase
while di'scussions are under way to determine new

priorities and new areas of work.

2.3 IFLA's activities in pursuit of bibliographic
standardisntion.

The 'FLA International Programme for UBC
concentrated on four major areas of work:
- the development of the International Standard
Bibliographic Description;
- the improvement of national bibliographies;
- the development of international standards for the
exchange of bibliographic records in machine-reaaable
form;

- the standardisation of forms of headings for
bibliographic records.



In these four areas IFLA produced significant

achievements which led to the effective application

of standardisation. This work has been pursued in the

following ways:

2.3 . I I atarno,tio_aa LAI =Jar d... aibl i gsAphigDgaQx.ikldsan.s .

These derived from the above resolution of the

IMCE. A.B. Chaplin stated that the ISBDs were:

"designed primarily as an instrument for

international communication of bibliographical

information. By specifying the elements which

should comprise a bibliographical description and by

prescribing the order in which they should be

presented and the punctuation by which they should

be demarcated, it aims at three objectives: to

make records from different sources

interchangeable; to facilitate their

interpretation across language barriers; and to

facilitate the conversion of such records to

machine-readable form."4

Following the original ISBD for monographs came

others for, serials, printed music, cartographic

materials, antiquarian materials (rare books) and

indeed one for non-book materials (audi,i-visual and

other material). These documents were not and are not

intended to form a code of cataloguing rules - indeed,

this would be impossible, as the 1SBDs cover only

description, not the creation of headings which give

access to collections - 'out they are intended to ensure

that' bibliographic data is presented in the same way

whatever the language and script in which it may be

written. Since the early 1980s, a review of the ISBDs

has been underway, and new editions of each specific text

are appearing, incorporating additions and amendments

derived from practical experience. The ISBD was

incorporated into AACR and other cataloguing codes, and

underlies the descriptive data in iecords listed in the

printed national bibliographies of most countries and in

the online databases of the larger national

bibliographic agencies.

(8)
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2.3.2 National_hibliotrAMbig_SA

A major step toward the improvement of national

bibliographies was the organisation by .Unesco of the
1977 International Congress on National
Bibliographies, in Paris. On the basis of the

recommendations of that congress, the IFLA International
Office for UPC later prepared for Unesco a document
entitled Guidolines for the national bibliographic
agency and the national bibliography.5 This

document contained recommendations on how the records of
the national bibliography should be prepared, what should
be included in it, and what should be the primary and
secondary functiono of the national bibliographic
agency in preparing it.

This document began by stating that the concept of
UBC is based on two convictions: that each country
is best qualified to identify and record the
publications of its national authors, and that all
countries should accept international bibliographic
standards in making bibliographic records. Effective
national bibliographic control is the first requirement,
provided by a national bibliographic agency with the
backing of a legal deposit law, an adequate
administrative infrastructure, and responsibility
for publishing authoritative records in a national
bibliography. (In some countries today the
national bibliographic "agency" may in fact be a de
ft.e_.to network of contracting libraries, but _this ds
not inconsistent with the principles enunciated
above.) Mention was also made of the need for
retrospective national bibliographies to give an
overview of a country's cultural development, and
to provide other information for government planning.

The national bibliographic agency also has the role,
according to these Unesco Guidelines, of providing
access to the national imprint. The definition of
"national imprint" is in fact problematic now, with the
spread of multi-national publishing in the industrialised
countries and ,the common practice in developing
countries of including in their national bibliographies
records of books by their citizens published abroad

(9)



(perhaps in the form of theses presented at foreign

universities) and of books about these counteies

published abroad.

The recommendation was also made that the National

Bibliographic Agency shculd ensure that standard numbers

(i.e. ISBNs and TSSNs) were added to national records,

either by attriiiiting these numbers itself by agreement

with publishers and the ISDS, or by encouraging the

setting up of a separate national ISBN agency and a

national serials data centre. The NBA should also

persuade publishers of the value of Cataloguing-in-

publication both in marketing terms and in terms of

national bibliographic control. The NBA could also

become a national component of the various specialised

international scientific information systems. The

national bibliographic agency should also maintain

national authority files for names and subjects.

Recommendations were also made on the type of data to be

included in national records, the standardised

presentation of these records, and the role of the NBA

in distributing these records.

Various studies have shown

been made

aims.c

over the last decade

that much progrese has

towards achieving these

2. 3. 3 Slainsla .r.d s_...1w:_thc_. 2.4c.hangs f _mach ng re%table

r_e_coxsi a

In. 1975 the Conference of Directors of Nationa'

Libraries (CDNL) set up a committee to carry out an

international MARC network study. This study (the Wells

Report7) eventually defined three essential prerequisites

for such a network as: effective national bibliographic

systems, international compatibility

bibliographic and

telecommunications.

Network Committee

(i.e. use of

other standards), and adequate

The work of the International MARC

(IMNC) of the CDNL led to the

publicatioa of two particularly significant do(;Jments:

the International guide to MARC databases and .rer%ieess

(which not only listed the available serviee.; but

specified the bibliographic standards they apyiy), and

International t'ransfers of national MARC records1 (which

33.



provides guidelines for drawing up service agreements
between national bibliographic agencies wishing to

exchange their national records, thus extending the scope
of standardisation). Nevertheless, a recent review of
progress since the Wells Report concludes that "while
much has been accomplished and some areas have been
overtaken by events or technology, many aspects of the
international MARC network have never reached full
fruition."10

The IFLA Working Group on Content Designators
was established in 1972, and by the end of 1976
agreement had been reached on UNIMARC, the
international descriptive format designed to facilitate
the exchange of machine-readable records
national bibliographic agencies. Two editions
UNIMARC format were published, together

between

of the

with an
interpretative handbook based on experience with applying
the format. Further improvement and updating culminated
in the publication in 1987 of the definitive version of
the format,

development

the UNIMARC Manual". Work
of the UN1MARC Format for

is now nearly completed.

2.3.4 atandArdialitiall_a1quI5.

on the

Authorities

Many lists of uniform headings (for names of
persons, corporate bodies, states) and general works on
authority control were published in the early days of
the IFLA International Programme for UBC. These have
all been described and commented on by numerous
writers. I will simply recall a few here: EN,a Verona's
importa.nt work on corporate headings12 which later
led to -the UBC publication Form and structure of
corporate headings"; and the study on Names of persons:
national usages for entry in catalogues and its later
Supplement." Two other significant publications were
lists of uniform headings for legislative and
ministerial bodies in European countries" and African
countries." In recent years, however, the production of
such authority lists, and the updating of the early ones,
has lapsed for various reasons. It was originally
planned to produce a wider range of publications to

3,1
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balance the heavily Western orientation of these

publications, but few results were seen.

2.4 Progress with UBC.

Thus, during the mid-1970s, IFLA promoted the

concept of UBC, which was adopted by Unesco as a major
policy objective in 1974. UBC was defined as "a world

wide system for the control and exchange of bibliographic

information" - it rested on the assumption that each

country would implement national bibliographic control,
i.e. by making the deposit of publications a legal

requirement and setting up a national bibliographic

agency to create, publish and distribute records for its
national publications. At the international level, UBC

would be achieved by the eXchange of such national

records between bational bibliographic agencies. It was

also stressed that the raison a'etre of UBC was to make
library collections accessible.

One aiw of UBC was to improve the economics of

library work by urging the acceptance of each NBA as the
sole authoritative source of records of its
imp-int - i.e full records should only

created once, and could then he re-used as
other libraries around the world.

own national

need to be

necessary by

The fundamental aim of UBC was to bring cultural

benefits to the international community. The whole thrust

of IFLA's standardisation activities, now carried on by
the UBCIM Programme, has been outward. National libraries

have .been encouraged not only to upgrade their own work
but to engage in communication with others. It was
always recovnised that greater access to bibliographic

was of little benefit (other than to

bibliographers) unless free access to the original
documents was also provided. (This principle was re-

affirmed when IFLA set up its International Programme for
UAP Universal Availahil.t.y of Publications.)

2.5 Underlying assumptinn.

It is clear that 1:15C activities aimed at the

development of reconnendations and standards for the
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whole series of activities in what we might call the
"bibliographic chain." There were a certain number of
basic assumptions underlying this work, not all of them
perhaps consciously expressed. These were:

(a) that the data elements in a standardised
bibliographic description should largely be those
traditionally making up records included in the
catalogues of Western libraries, themselves based on the
printed book, the .predominant medium;

(b) that unii records should be constructed for each
item (i.e. witn all data elements given in one record
with a main entry heading and appropriate added entries
aod references); although the construction of unit
records might vary as appropriate to different media;

(c) that the design of machine-readable catalogue
formats should also accommodate the traditional
bibliographic dcription and the technique of the unit
record (this being also due to the fact that magnetic
tape, the predominant medium of exchange of bibliographic
records, offered only serial access);

(d) that the bulk exchange of machine-readable
records would continue to be largely a matter for
research libraries and publicly-funded national libraries
(or other national bibliographic ,.s.encies) able to invest
heavily in and deploy the computer syltems necessary for
the exchange of bibliographic records on tape.

Tn addition to these assumptions about th(
development of strictly professional matters, there were
other aasumptiens arising from the economic conditions of
the 1960s and early 1970s in the more highly
industrialised countries. Librarians had reason to assume
that' fin,,ncial support for library work, and hence the
implementation of agreed standards, would continue to be
available in sufri, lent measure. Also, as I have already
mentioned, the -oncop: of CBC was predicated on the
optimistic assumption that thEre would be an indirect
link between ad-,!_tw-os -n bibliographic control in all
counUries and grooi-,1 Pt :,nomly And social progress.

" 6 Pro.ficont trends.

It Is, 11.eJ, geme-rativ agreed that certain tr.:.nds
have begun, to year,3, Lo calise us to modify these

(13}
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earlier assumptions. Some of these trende or perceptions

are:

2.6.1. Limits to the increasing complexity of standards

for bioliographic descripti)n.

The current stage of development of the ISBAs is

seen as being the last, simply because t!iey have become

too complex for all but the largest libraries to need to

apply them fully. Moreover, the specific punctuation

prescribed by the ISBD system, originally the most

notable new feature of the system, is now seen by some

record creation and distribution agencies as being

unnecessarily complex, i.e. too expensive in terms of

cataloguers' ime. A more fundamental criticism is that,

in attempting to legislate for every conceivable

possibility, they have come more and more to resemble de

facto codes of cataloguing rules. It is clear also, from

the reactions of both systems designers ane library

users, that the TSBD structure in its present form is not

fully suitable for use in the simplified screen displays

oeing developed for public online catalogues. (A recent

study undertaken in the British Library has revealed

users' conflicting reaetions to traditional record

display formats.")

When libraries are newly implementing automated

systems, they often find theN are forced to examine

critically the need to provide for the full range of

options given in traditional cataloguing codes and

descriptive standards for the produetion of comprehensive

and authoritative records with full holdings data. Those

libraries committed to maintaining high-quality online

catalogues must somehow budget for the increasing costs

of employing and training highly skilled staff (both

programmers and cataloguers). Tt is indisputable that

automated systems are invested in to increase

p..oductivity in technieal proeessing and to increase the

:-etrieval speed and the general availability of records

to library users; therefore a slavish adherence to

complex descriptive standards may in fact be counter-

productive.

(.1s )



2.6.2. Online working within libraries and online links
between them.

In the industrialised countries, thanks to the

falling price and increasing availability of computing
hardware and the availability of sophisticated

telecommunications links, we have in recent years

witnessed the growth of cooperative input to shared
databases, or even the interfacing of automated library

catalogues which differ significantly in many ways (e.g.
in the classification schemes they apply, the level of
quality and detail in their catalogue records, the

quality of their inverted files, the search capabilities
they offer, and, crucially, in the degree of flexibility
and help they offer to the inexperienced user).

When records supposedly prepared according to the

same standards are input to a large shared database,
differences in the policies applied in the contributing
libraries can mean that records are unnecessarily

rejected, or duplicate existing records, if they are not
subjected to a lime-consuming editing process. If editing

of records is not adequate, on the other hand, then the
amount of "noise" in later information retrieval is very
wasteful and frustrating from the point of view of

library users. For this reason, many libraries and

cooperatives are having to strike a realistic balance in

the application of standards, and implement systems for
editorial control As large numbers of retrospectively
converted records are beginning to be fed into library
databases. Partly for this reason, research is now being
done (at. thP University of Braeifoii, U.K., and elsewhere)

into ways of automating qualicy control.

2.6.3. Open Systems interconnection (OST).

The increasing pace of deve) oint of OST protocols
will lead to interconnection at all levels from hardware
upwards to formats for tbe transmission of, data. The
achievement of OST will lead to the transmission of huge
volumes of data across national frontiers. Serious
attempts are now being made, in North America and Western
ay.-opt. (particularly in the context of the European
Commission's Action Plan #'or Libraries), to prepare for

(15)
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all the effects which this will have. Quite apart from
the questions of copyright and confidentiality which this

is already raising, particularly in terms of government
and commercial databases, the library and information
profession is now trying to foresee the effects which
this phenomenon could have on our existing bibliographic

standards. Will they stand up to such a powerful factor
for change?

(1FLA is currently involved in this area to the

extent that research is being conducted by its UDT
(Universal Dataflow and Telecommunications) Programme,
jointly with the British Library Document Supply Centre
and with the support of the Commission of the European
Communities, into the des;gn of a communications package
for the transmission of interlibrary loan requests. This
does not yet directly affect bibliov7aphic standards.)

2.6.4 Retrospective conversion.

Retrospective cataloguing (of previously
uncatalogued or briefly catalogued material) .should be

distinguished from retrospective conversion of existing
manual catalogue records into machine-readable form.

Retrospective cataloguing is very onerous, involving much
staff time used in matching data against records held in
other databases, but in the context of well-defined
projects (such as ESTC, the international Eighteenth
Century Short-Title Catalogue) is has proved its value.
Retrospective conversion can be a relatively simpler
operation when the quality of the existing records allows
OCR techniques to be used; but even where the quality of
the original data is too poor to give good results using
OCR, the re-keying of data (with post-editing) has proved
effective. A successful example of the latter technique
is the current British Library Catalogue Conversion
Project.

The national and research libraries of most
countries still have large manual (printed or card)
catalogues of their older collections of books,
manuscripts and other materials, in various languages. In
many cases, these collections not only include material
concerning the nation within its modern territorial

(16)
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boundaries, but also include written records and

cultural artefacts relevant to countries of the

surrounding region and in some cases to former colonial
possessions. In addition to their vtlue as a cultural
heritage, these collections constitite a historical
record of the development of mooern states. They are

still a relatively untapped research source of enormous
potential which retrospective conversion will allow the
industrialised countries to exploit in the context of
national policies for social and economic development.

Two other factors increasingly justify the large

investment which some countries are now making in the use
of mc rn technology for retrospective conversion or
catalo', sing. These factors are the need to have better
control of older collections for the management of

conservation (e.g. identifying the documents most at
risk, and adding to records up-to-date information on

conservation requirements and treatments applied), and

the political and professional requirement that expensive
collections be made fully available for public use. The
standards used to create and edit the bibliographic
records of these collections must therefore accommodate
the addition of further data elements to meet new
requirements for collection management; while at the
same time they must fully meet users' requirements by
providing for the clear and self-explanatory display of
information.

2.6.5. Competition in record supply.

.Economic pressures on national bibliographic
agencies in the industrialised countries (the higher
operating costs in the present environment, combined with
the increasing volume of national and international
publishers' output), have led to many libraries
expressing dissatiafaetion with current national

b:.bliographic services. Commercial firms have for several
years been exploiting this situation by providing
bibliographic records rapidly and efficiently - both
nationally and Internationally. They have in some cases
used bibliographic standards (for cataloguing rules and
designation of data elements) analogous to those applied
in libraries; but there has nevertheless been a

(17)
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proliferation of different

might question the need

publicly-funded national

continue in their present

certainly continue to exi

certain that, whether they

MARC-type data formats. One

and

to

will

for large, centralised

bibliographic agencies

form, but such agencies

st in some form. It seems

like it or not, they must

learn to collaborate to some extent with thf r commercial

rivals, at least in maintaining

bibliographic control, and possibly even

of services.

3aares for

ie provision

Opinions are divided on whether or not this

competition is beneficial: it certainly seems that it

will improve the rapid supply of accurate current

bibliographic records in the industrialised countries. On

the other hand it can be argued that such commercial

competition is

made available

guarantee that

developing

unfair: commercial databases are often

free or at much reduced

the serNice will not be

countries, where national

cost, gith no

withdrawn. The

bibliographic

control (in the UBC sense) is presently inadequate,

should pay cla-zr attention to this trend. A recent

survey of value of Third World national

bibliographies as library selection tools demonstrated

that 40% contained inadequate bibliographic data, and

that their speed of pui ication and extent of ceverage

were also inadequate in many cases." Commercial

competition to supply recoY-ds to make up for such

deficiencies could in fact make it even more difficult

for poorer countries to improve their own indigenous

systems for bibliographic control.

2.6.6. New requirements for authority control and new

possibilities for subject access.

Authority controi can be defined as the working of

those systems which are designed to facilitate

consistency in the presentation of access points.

NAMC.S;

For a long time in libraries throughout the world,

authority control was operated by means of manual lists

and indexes, and often by reference to national

bibliographies . and other printed sources. National

(18)
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authority control in many countries began to be

strengthened decades ago by the growth of shared

cataloguing and catalogue card distribution services.

More recently, with the application of computing power to

shared cataloguing based in national libraries and

regional library cooperatives, name authority control

became essential and at the same time more economical.

The best examples nre the National Coordinated

Cataloguing Program (NCeP) in the United States, and the

authority control possibilities designed into the

software of such networks as WLN. On a smaller scale,

numerous integrated srftware packages for library

heusekeeping increasingly offer authority control as a

standard feature.

The activities of IFLA in this area are generally

well-known, and I have aireads mentioned the publications

of the UBC Programme. The International MARC Programme

issued two editions of its International guide to MARC
databases and servicPs, giving details of the subject and

name authority cteol applied by the national MARC

record services which it listed. However, this guide

included data gathered in the early 1980s, and as it is

out of date both from the aoministrative and technical

points of view, a new edition is being planned by the
UBCIM Programme.

SJIbJ

Traditionally, controlled subject access has long

been provided bs eataloq:ues, whether on cards, printed or

on some computer-based menium such as COM fiche, arranged

either according to one of the great internationally

accepted classification schemes or by agreed systems of
subject headings, such as LCSH or the specialised

thesauri of particular disciplines, or indeed by headings

generated by some other indexing system (such as Precis).

EN,en with the a-kent of l.IRC-type formats and their

use in major blhliegraphie databaa,,,, it was natural that

automated rettieval of controlled subjoct information in

such databases -_-,hr)u:d coninur inlLtally to he largely

dependent on :;pocifying elds subject data
structured and expressed according to traditiona)

schemes; a,,fielugh of course pro-,-:sion was maue for

(19)
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uncontrolled subject data (in the form of "keywords") to

be retrieved from other fields (for names, titles,

publishers, references). Such retrieval was made possible

by the prior input of data whose content was designated

and articulated according to the structure of a specific

record format (usually MARC). However, throughout the

1980s, tremendous improvements in technology (e.g. in

terms of data compression, new storage technology, higher

operating speeds and more sophisticated indexing

software) have combined with radically new approaches to

making data publicly available - in particular, by means

of public online catalogues and the distribution of

records, indeed whole databases, on compact discs - to

cause us to reconsider the whole question of subject

access. Subject data is normally the most important

intrinsic part of any bibliographic record, from the

user's point of view. The question now is: should subject

authority control continue to be as structured as in the

past, or should we take advantage of technology to permit

freer searching, and if so, to what extent are present

standards still relevant?

Although IFLA has not been active in the development

of standards for subject authority control, there has

been much debate within IFLA in recent years about the

need for further action to develop and maintain standards

for authority control in general. Discussions about ten

years ago to set up an international authority system

seem to have produced relatiNely little result in terms,

at least, of the regular international exchange of

authority records_ between libraries. However, during the

present year, 1F1.4 researchers, with the help of the

UBCIM Programme, have again begun investigating the type,

structure and content of authority files used by national

libraries (and their availability to others). These

investigations have already allowed TFLA to draw some

preliminary conclusions about the relevance of present

standards to authority contrnl efforts, and the need for

new standards - (or these investigations may lead us to

conclude that a laisser-faire approach is in fact the

most practical). A group of 1FLA specialists is also

drawing up guidelines for the construction of subject

authority records, which will complement the existing

guidelines for-name authority and reference records.19

(20)
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The most important TFLA project in connection with

authority control is the development of the UNIMARC

format for authorities. (This is now being completed

ready for publication later this year.) This format will

of course allow the exchange of files of machine-readable

authority records, which can be automatically linked to

corresponding bibliographic (descriptive) records.

2.6.7. New distribution media.

New media are allowing public access to

bibliographic records created and maintained by libraries

and information services. The new medium for the

commercial distribution and exchange of both

bibliographic records and other information products is

the CD-ROM ("compact disc - read-only memory"). The

principal new medium, or rather the new instrument for

enabling the public to gain access to online databases is

the OPAC or online public-access catalogue, which can be

consulted within a library or documentation centre, or

made available over a public viewdata network. These

developments have various important implications for

current bibliographic standards.

2.6.7.1. CD-ROM.

In the case of CD-ROM, output of bibliographic

records onto disc need not be in the format used

internally by the distributing institution. In theoree,

the data can be structured in various ways, and

reassembled by software in the user interface (perhaps an

intelligent "front end") to be displayed in the desired

:ormat, (which may be a full national MARC format,

UNIMARC, simplified MARC, a proprietary format, or

whatever) or showing the ISBD structure. The implications

for liErary standards have not yet been fully worked out,

as the medium is not yet sufficient3y wen established.

It seems to me that the need for some sort of record

input format with standardised content designators will

not diminish (although whether punctuation will need to

be input is another matter), and different types of

institutioa will probably have to go on using different

types of record format - but the formats used will

(21)
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certainly have to become more compatible with each other.

The abandonment of the requirement for sequential access

has also opened up new opportunities for national

libraries to output their records onto disc not in the

traditional full form but in discrete packets of

authority, descriptive and subject data with appropriate

linking mechanisms - i.e. as a relational database.

2.6.7.2. OPACs.

In the case of OPACs, the implications for current

standarub are in terms of: the varying screen display

formats (with the user usually able to choose among

several levels of bibliographic detail), the requirement

to select a limited number of data fields for display in

the restricted screen area' (therefore raising the

question of the criteria for selection of fields), the

representation on-screen of subject information (by

listing data fields, or by showing the hierarchical

relationships of the data in a thesaurus context), the

question of to what extent boolean logic is relevant to

retrieval from an OPAC, the whole question of name and

subject authority contro3, the question of quality

control in the source database, the comprehensiveness of

indexing in inverted files, and many othe-s.

The problems are well illustrated by a British

example: the Joint Academic Network (JANET). Here, the

network allows the user access to participating

libraries' files (whether the source database,itself, or

in the form of an OPAC), but the user still has to employ

a new set of commands at each change of file, and cope

with a wide variety of bibliographic practices.

3. Other international concerns.

3.1. Bridging the gap between different cultures.

It has often been observed that many of the current

standards for bibliolraphic description and

classification of documents have a strong We'tern,

Christian and English-language bias. However, e_forts

have been made for many years to counteract this, while

(22Y:r)



still maintaining internationai compatibility. Many out-

dated concepts have been removed - e.g. those relating to

older tachnology, or te colenialiem. Meny netionel

libraries significantly adapt internationally accepted

standards for the purposes of national bibliographic

control and the production of national bibliographies:

examples are the National Library of Iran which has

expanded the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) and

Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) to cover

Persian language and culture, and the Bibliotheque

Nationale of France which uses a translated and adapted
version of LCSH originally developed in Canada. The

national libraries of Australia and N:w Zealand also

expand and adapt LCSH to suit their national contexts.

In the case of the ISBD texts, the recent

harmonisation exercise has enabled TFLA to make provision

in the revised editions for the inclusion in multi-script

descriptions of data reading from right to left. The ISBD
structure has also recently been incorporated into new.

Chinese national standards.

Library associations and other professional bodies
in many countries collaborate in efforts to adapt

standards of foreign origin to their national context.

The UDC is maintained by the International Federation for'

Documentation (F1D) with input from national aommittees.

The Dewey Decimal Classification has recently been issued

in a new edition (its 20th) which takes more account of
Africa. The Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) have
been adapted by many countriea of Europe and by other
English-speaking countries. With the encouragement of

IFLA. and Unesco, the Arab League Educational, Cultural

and Scientific Organisation (ALECSO) is engaged on a

programme of translating all the ISBD texts into Arabic;
and of course IFLA encourage, the translation of the

ISBDs into many other languages. Many translations and
adaptations of the UNIMARC format are in progress or have
been published in France, Portugal and Yugoslavia.

Unesco's Common Communication Format is now also

available in Fiench, and has been translated and

implemented as a national format by the People's Republic
of China.

(23)
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All these standards were developed painstakingly on

the basis of international discussions which therefore

prepared the way for implementation within individual

countries' library and information networks, to an extent

which varies in accordance with different national

economic and information policies, where such exist. All

these standards are flexible enough to be adapted, at

least partially, to different cultures. (Those most

difficult to adapt are of course the classification

schemes; while . the simplest are the formats for

transmission of bibliographic and other records, which

are frameworks for data in many languages and scripts.)

3.2. The economic gap.

It is a truism to state that there is a growing

technological ahd economic gap between the

industrialised North and the underdeveloped South. This

gross generalisation ignores the fact that, in certain

European countries, national libraries and library

networks are too small and under-funded, using out-of-

date methods, to be capable of fulfilling their proper

role. It also ignores the fact that national libraries

and other information services in some developing

countries are well resourced and do in fact demonstrate

a high level of technical expertise in the application

of automation and standards for bibliographic control.

Among many examples of this in the Asian context,

one may cite the case of Malaysia, where there is a high

level of experience and use of computers in education,

government and business, and where there exist both

library networks (MALMARC, a centralised cataloguing

system linking the Netional Library and most of the

university libraries) and government information

'crks, whose development is aided by a modern

telecommunications (i.e. packet switching) network.

Another example is Singapore, which is on the way to

becoming a truly "wircd-up" society.

Nevertheless, the gap between the richest and the

poorest countries is wide and growing wider all the time;

and this is, in many areas of the world, leading to 't

vicious circle *whereby an under-developed economy does

(24)
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not have the resources needed to obtain and exploit

information, and this lack of information in turn

prevents efforts being made successfully to tackle the
economic crisis.

Bibliographic control is one of several

prerequisites for access to information for economic

development. This type of information is currently
provided by the major regional networks (such as PADIS,

the Pan-African Documentation and Information System) and

world-wide networks (such as AGRIS, and the services of
CAB International): and scientific documentation centres
have been created even in the poorest countries to take
advantage of the existence of these networks.
(Information of value for cultural and economic
development can also be provided in the fields of the

humanities and the social sciences by the databases of
the large national and research libraries of the most
highly developed countries; but online aetiess to these is

difficult and expensive: more effective use can be made
of the bibliographies on different media, whether print,
COM or CD-ROM.)

4.0 Policies for bibliographic control

4.1 Awareness of the need for bibliographic control.

It is obvious that, for bibliographic control to be
effective, the rationale behind it must be fully
understood both by practitioners and those in a position
to form policy - there must be an Increased level of
awareness, throuvhout societ3 and certainly among
decision-makers, of the potential benefits and
implications of wider Access to information. In those
countries where national Information policies have been
or are being draw.: up, it is appropriate for such
policies to reaffirm the importance of the principle of
bibliographi,:: control and the need for technical
standards and tools to attain it. Very pertinent
comments were made in a paper to tne 1987 IFLA
Conference, in which the speaker described the obstacles
to creating information awareness in African countries,
and emphasised that:

(25)
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"...it is essential that information practitioners

do not remain librarians, documentalists or

information scientists alone but that there should

emerge a class of information managers who act as

politicians and defend the cause of information at

political forums; as salesmen who sell competitive

information products in a difficult market-place; as

public relations officers who form and change

information consumption habits; and as managers who

raise the increased financial, technological and

human resources required for information

pursuits."'"

Unesco, through its General Information Programme,

has promoted the development of national information

policies and plans in 22 of its . ember states; but it

recognises that there es much work still to be done.

Bibliographic control must be appropriate, i.e.

fully integrated into a flexible infrastructure in

accordance with the resources available in individual

countries. There must be mechanisms for receiving and

circulating information, and staff trained to operate

these mechanisms who have an un'instanding of

bibliographic control standards as well as subject

knowledge. Initially, th;s infrastructure must operate

manual procedures, and the training of staff must be done

initially at a basic level: there is no point in

introducing automation to information serices unless the

groundwork has been well prepared. Just as it is

pointless for developing countrieu to introduce

electronic IR services unless document repositories and

document distribution services exist, so it is pointless

for them Lo invest heavily in the automation of their

national bibliographic seivicc unless (a) there is

sufficient national demand, and awareness of the value of

literacy and public librarv services, (b) a satisfactory

manually-produced National Bibliography already exists

and (c) that manual yergien is aire&dy supnorted by a

proper legdl deposit law :,nd compiled by the application

of internationally agreed blbiiographie standards ( - in

support, once again, of the el .tives of UBC).

26
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In this context, it is interesting to note that

Wijasurija, in discussing the relevance of IFLA to the
developing world, has stated:

""Applying IFLA systems, guidelines and standards

may be useful, but it seems that in many Third World

countries actions of a far more basic nature may be

needed. Again, "encouraging translations of

publications in librarianship" may be far less

important than providing for translations in other

fields. Book development and availability, literacy

and the inculcation of the reading habit may be far
more important considerations in the Third World."21

This is undoubtedly true in the case of some

countries. Certainly, for example,

government publications held in Canberra in 1988

identified many fundamental problems in countries of the

South Pacific area, relating to professional training,

publishing, and the availability and bibliographic

control of publications.22 Action is needed to tackle

such basic problems. However, there are enough examples
of advanced countries in the Third World tc make it

possible and necessary to make progress at a higher level

in applying standards, guidelines and software developed

by all relevant organisations, including IFLA.

a seminar on

Efforts to spread the benefits of automation on an
appropriate scale must be encouraged. Many regional and

international non-governmental organisations are

developing data formats and software for appropriate

automation: two obvious examples are Unesco, whose

General Information Programme develol,s and maintains the

Common Communication Format (CCF) and the CDS/ISIS

software, and the International Development Research

Centre (IDRC) whch distributes the MTNISIS software

package. These efforts are vital and laudable: each

country must build up the framework for an information
infrastructure suited to its national context; but this

framework must be ,--othed. Information systems in

developing countries must be abie to acquire and use (in

machine-readable form) data from all foreign sources

which they consider appropr:ate to them. This conforms to

the principle of Universal Availability of Publications
(UAP), which was first put forward by IFLA, and later

50
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adopted as a major policy objective by Unesco. It is

worth repeating here that standards for bibliographic

control are not important in themselves but as steps on

the way to making source documents available.

Once the groundwork has been done, less developed

countries may finally be able fully to link into

international information systems, and circuits for the

automated distribution of bibliographic records.

4.2 Areas to be covered by information policies.

Library education needs constantly to be rexamined.

Is the value and correct application of standards taught

in library schools, or on "in-service" refresher courses?

If practising librarians do not have experience of new
technology to develop their professional awareness, how
can they be given access to such new methods?

Policies need to take into account the inter-

relationship of bibliographic control with mechanisms for

UAP, i.e. document supply systems, on the one hand, and

requirements for the preservation and conservation of

library materials ,particularly in tropical conditions)

on the other hani.

Policies must take into account the problems of

automation: the high cost of equipment (even at the

level of small personal computers) and telecommunications

links. T.E. Maki has pointed out the value of,PCs with
simple software packages in automating cumbersome manual
procedures, and in eiaating useful local databases, in an

African conteat: but he also noted some s eio-cultural

obstacles to greater popular understanding of new

information technology in some developing countries.23

The IFLA Regional Section for Asia and Oceania has
been considering a number of proposals for: the

improvement of professional training, an analytical study

of the informatioa infrastructure of countries within

developing regions, a union catalogue of periodicals in
Asia and Oceania, control of national imprints and the

implementation of UBC and UAP programmes in Asia and

Oceania - among other policies." The Canberra seminar,

(28)



previously mentioned, made very specific recommendations
for the development of bibliographic tools, i.e. the

production of the South Pacific Bibliography and the

South Pacific Periodical Index, and recommended special
projects to establish: a Pacific names authority file, a
list of Pacific subject headings to supplement LCSH, and

additions to DDC to make up for deficiencies in Pacific
coverage.

Furthermore, the International Conference on

Bibliographic Databases and Networks, held in Delhi
earlier this year, made strong recommendations for

improvements in developing countries' access (both in

intellectual and in telecommunications terms) to

scientific information services, and for improvements in
national bibliographic control. It stressed the

importance of standards, and observed that there are

numerous bureaucratic obstacles to the distribution of
information products (copyright problems, high customs
duties on equipment, etc.).25

5.0 Suggestions for action by professionals

5.1 Specific projects and studies.

It seems that, due to the technical and econmic
factors already mentioned, there may be a need for a

number of specific studies into the relationship between
theory and practice in the application of ,existing
standards and recommendations in bibliographic control,
to find out if these tools are still the most

approiriate. How should IFLA and other associations of
librarians and information specialists react? In the

medium and long term, I suggest that the following areas
of research should be considered:

- the true cost (in terms of cataloguers' and

programmers time) of the application ot current
descriptive standards in record creation for national

bibliographies, and the possible production of subsets of
specific ISBDs for particular purposes, (in addition to
the revision of the basic 1SBD(G) which is already
underway). In particular, applications handbooks could be

produced for those countries where bibliographic control

(29)
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is currently weak. This could be done in some cases in

collaboration with bodies outside IFLA.

- problems of legislation on copyright and

intellectual property, and its relation to the production

of national bibliographies in both developed and

developing countries.

- the relationship between national libraries,

information systems and commercial suppliers of

information, to consider rights and responsibilities

within the context of national information planning. This

could cover numerous issues, e.g. access to agricultural

information, document supply systems, the functioning of

CIP, descriptive standards, or planning a national

acquisitions policy.

- the impact of data-protection legislation on the

transborder flow of bibliographic data.

- a study df the impact ot CPACs on IFLA-sponsored

descriptive standards, and on subject-indexing practices.

the development of practical standards

(descriptive, MARC, subject access) for retrospective

cataloguing and retrospective conversion, and the

definition of national library policy for making such

material available by sponsorship or in joint ventures.

Greater attention should be paEd to mechanisms for making

information flom European libraries available to former

colonial nations, as is done, for example with material

held in the India Office Library in London (part of the

British.Library).
- the strengthening of regional library groupings,

and working jointly with those which already exist,

parti-milarly in A'rica, Asia, Latin America and the

Pacific, to discuss common problems,. A useful model for

such bodies might vie *he .7,FLC (European Foundation for

Library Cooperation).

continuing the present efforts of the UBCIM

Programme to coordinnt... 2nt1 promote the translation of

existing 1FLA standards from English into other

languages, porh:tps b .;oint efforts with commercial

publishers or internal bodies if the financial

resources or exporiit, :1,-eded are not available in

particular areas.

the commerc1 ,;;(1 te.chnical viability of new

media for the di;tribntin of bibliographic records,

bearing in !,ftrid r-,-.)u;rements of the industrialised

(30)



countr:es on the one hand and the developing world on the

other.

new projects following from the current IFLA

investigation into problems of authority control, not

only in terms of refining existing stand\rds, but in

systems and tools for authority control where these are
lacking.

5.2 The role of professional bodies.

In certain cases, as in the past, project work and
subsequent publication of new or revised standards could

well be undertaken in cooperation with other bodies.

These bodies could be professional, such as national

library associations (or regional like LIBER the Ligue

des Bibliotheques Europeennes de Recherche);

intcrnational, such as FID, ACURIL (Association of

Caribbean University, Research and Institutional

Libraries), ASCOBIC (African Standing Conference on

Bibliographic Control), or the Conference of Directors of

National Libraries (CDNL); non-profit-making bodies such

as OC",C (Online Computer Library Center) or aid agencies

such as IDRC; intergovernmental bodies such as ASEAN or

the South Pacific Comm%ssion; or various others such as

the Commonwealth Library Association (COMLA) or the

Congress of South-East Asian Librarians (CONSAL). It is

essential that close liaison should be maintained with
Unesco, within the framework of its 1990-95 Medium-Term
Plan, which providt..= for cooneration with non-

governmental organisations.

5.3 The involvement of IFLA.

IFLA, through its UBCIM Programme, will continue to
maintain and promote UNIMARC as an international

bibliographic exchange format. Records in UNIMARC format
can now be generated ,:sing MINISIS26 and CDS/ISIc; and

UNIMARC/CCF conversion tables will shortly be available.
IFLA will continue to encourage the adaptation of UNIMARC
to library systems of various types and sizes. It will

also promote the application oi the new UNIMARC format
for authority records.

(31)
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IFLA is in an ideal position tc help in the

maintenance of bibliographic standards because of its

experience in the strengthening of links between national

and regional library associations. IFLA's involvemaat can

be seen in many professional areas, and in its

development of Regional Sections, Regional Offices, and

particularly its Core Programme for the Advancement of

Librarianship in the Third World. Local professionals

and managers of library networks in SF Asia (as in all

regions) can help in developing technical standard° by

publicising their work and elachanging experiences with

other colleagues.

Participants in this Symposium should ask themselves

how IFLA and its Regional office in Bangkok can provide

the support and advice which Chey need. Should it, for

example, provide technical advice, or should its role be

to coordinate meetings and communicate publishing the

results of work of interest both to the local and

international community? Above all, I urge participants

to provide strong input to IFLArs professional

initiatives, and make their voice heard within this

international association.

6.0 Conclusions

Appropriate li'.rary standards for bibliographic

control are great value to all countries, provided

that they are technically well-designed, constantly

maintained, developed within the framework 'of an

information policy and applied in a cost-effective manner

by the public or private sector agencies which create and

market bibliographic records.

The application of such standards can indirectly

assist national economic development. It can also help

the newly industrialised and still developing nations to

gain access, through their own libraries, to elements of

their own cultural heritage contained in the great

libraries of Europe and North Ameriea.

Appropriate national and regional information

policies still. need to be designed in certain countries

(32)
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and areas, principally of the Third Wor3A. In some areas,
automation needs to be introduced, though with
circumspection.

IFLA, being an international non-governmental
professional association, is in a position to mediate
between professional librarians and information
specialists from different cultures.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL FROM THE USER'S POINT OF VIEW

Ruth A. Pagell
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Abstract

Libraries ,lorldwide are using new information technologies to

automate their ee,rd catalogs, create in-house databases, and establish

local and recon21 networks. Discussions on universal bibliographic

control and reeord fon have been a logical result. These are from

the point of vi,-; of the librarian or inf,)rmation specialist who is

collecting, or3an1zing and inputting the data. At times it appears

that a primary ;3oe1 of standardizing records and maintaining authority

files seems to be lost The purpose of bibliographic control is not

only to documont what we own or create a uniform catalog. It is to

improve access 'eo information for our users.

This paper uill look at user needs in designing an information

system. It i3 important to consider user access as well as staff input.

At the saw tinc thRt we are designing our system inputs, we should be

designing our system outputs,

Certain aspccts of bibliographic control become more important

when thc user lc rctricving information from a machine readable datafile;

others bccomo less important. Factors we need to consider include

Uhe will be accessing the information

What will be included in the record

What retrieval software will be used

( 37)



What is the output format

What access points dous it have

Is it appropriate for our user group

What documentation is provided

Examples o:' both catalog and database systems will be given,

including a iainframe online integrated system, an online system in

a multilingual environment, and internationally available databases

online and on CO-ROM.

(38)
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL FROM THE USER'S PERSPECTIVE
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AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION-US/8 LIBRARY/BOOR FELLOW
LRDC, ASIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,BANGEOX 10501
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,PHILADELPHIA PA 19104-0"1"4"041""'

Libraries worldwide are using new information technologies to

automate their card catalogs, create in-house databases, and

establish local and regional networks. Discussions on universal

bibliographic control and record format have been a logical result.

These are from the point of view of the librarian or information

specialist who is collecting, organizing, and inputting the data.

At times it appears that a primary goal of standardizing records

and maintaining authority files is lost. The purpose of

bibliographic control is not only to create a uniform catalog of

our holdings. It is to improve access to information for our

users. User needs and training are an essential component of

bibliographic control.

In the 1960's and 1970's, when western libraries began

automating the cataloging function using a shared utility(OCLC),

we made many mistakes. We did not envision the enhancements that

computerization would bring us. The means became the ends - the

automated cataloging system became an end in itself.

Instead of productivity increasing, backlogs increased.

Catalogers tried to create a record that fellow network users

would be willing to adopt. AACR1 changed to AACR2 accompanied by

recataloging and card modification. Online systems with difficult

command protocols gave rise to a class of lit/rarian called

"intermediaries". We put up artificial barriers between users and

information. Now, however, the trend is to create systems where

the individual who needs the information 1,, the one who can access

it.

There are many articles in the literature about bibliographic

control, especially in non-Western institutiorc. There are also

many about users of catalogs. There are few articles, however,

(39)
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about both and these are several years old.

This paper will look at user needs for information retrieval.

It is important to consider user access as well as staff input.

At the same time that we are designing our system inputs, we should

be designing our system outputs.

Certain aspects of bibliographic control become more important when

the user is retrieving information from a machine readable

datafile; others become less important. Factors we need to

consider include:

Who will be accessing the information
What will be included in the record
What retrieval software will be used

What is the output format
What access points does it have
Is it appropriate for our user group

What documentation is provided

Examples of online catalogs and commercial database systems will

be given, including a mainframe online integrated system, an online

systemewith many databases, and internationally available databases

online and on CD-ROM.

TABLE 1. The Information Retrieval System

THE SYSTEM

INPUT
WHO: Librarian/Information

professional

PROCESS OUTPUT
Librarian/

Information Professional
*End-User

WHAT: Books,journals,nonprint MARC records
grey literature,thesis Authority files
etc. Classification

schemes

HOW: AACR1, eACR2 Type/write
Terminal
Microcomputer

Cards
Microform
Book catalogs
OPAC(1)

Serial files
Multiple
access points

(1)Online Public Access Catalog

( 401
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USERS

A library or information center serves many client groups:

our funding agencies, ourselves, our user constituency, .z.ther

librarians, and outside information seekers. For many of us in

academic, public, and special libraries, our primary users are non-

librarians with various levels of sophistication.

Potential Primary Users

Scholars
Librarians and information specialists
Researchers in academia and government
Graduate and undergraduate students
Business community
Indisiduals seeking perSonal information

We know our collections and the organization of the materials.

Hopefully, we understand our access tools and can find what we

need. Individuals with a subject specialty can become familiar

with a small set of subject headings and titles in their

disciplines. But many library users and potential library users

cannot negotiate our systems.

Should a user looking for informatien on Thai dancing
need to know whether to look under Thailand--
Dancing or Dancing-Thailand

Should a user have to know that in some libraries, in
the card catalog, University of Pennsylvania is under
University of Pennsylvania and in others it is under
Pennsylvania. University of

Should a user need to know what a main entry is?

Assigning subject heaclings is not a science. In 1955, 340

Columbia University Library School students assigned subject

headings to six different books. An average of 62 different

headings were aelected per book of which 61 were different from

the heading in the card catalog (Swanson).

A survey on the use of on-line public catalogs at the Dutch

Royal Library and Groningen University Library showed an increase

)
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in searching by title and a decrease in subject searching as

compared to the card catalog. Another study at the Royal Library

concluded that in 90% of the publications, the subject wag

adequately described by the title (Donkersloot).

The formal organization of library materials, promoted as a

means of providing bibliographic control for improved information

access, in fact may limit information access for many of our users.

RECORD STRUCTURE

Consistent record design is a vital component of transborder

bibliographic control. But, in structuring a database, you must

not only consider the input fields; you must also consider the

output formats. What information dees the staff need to retriv?

What information does the user n)ed to retrieve? Public lervice

staff should be involved in planning as well as technical

processing staff.

Today, only a limited number of subject headings are assigned.

This rationing obviously is a result of the work that goes with

generating and filing cards. Library of Congress Subject headings

have only three possible levels, which must be retrieved in order:

for example - Indonesia--History--1945, Those subject headings

were designed for a very large, non-specialized collection.

Subject-specific terminology, jargon, and current "hot topics" are

not included. New headings are added slowly.

Machine readable databases free us from these restrictions.

Many subject headings may be assigned to a record as is being done

with commercially available databases like LISA or ERIC.

All of the following descriptors were assigned one article in the

ABI/Inform database:

Health care delivery; Technology; Evaluation; Capital
investments; Hospitals; Management decisions; Trends:

Conflicts; OTA; Federal legislation; Medicare-US;
Prospective payment systems; Public policy; Joint

ventures; Physicians; Cost control; Life cycles

Records can be entered in complete MARC record format; but

records can also be entered in short format for grey literature or

(42)
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ephemeral publications. We can add our own searchable fields if

we wish to include our own more specific subject headings in

addition to the controlled terms. We can include abstracts. In

AIT's in-house databases, book chapters are entered as individual
searchable records.

When we look at the MARC record structure, we need to ask why

each line of information is included. In institutions other than

national libraries and major academic institutions, is every line
needed? Will it improve access to information?

If materiel is sitting in the cataloging department for
three years because you cannot determine the official name of the
foreign organization who edited a fifty page paperbound
publication, who are you helping?

What we have learned is that an automated catalog allows us

to include materials that used to line the shelves of the back MON
of our cataloging departments or aet thrown into the Vertical File,

never to be seen again. Thesee, working papers, pamphlets and

newsletters are assigned short entries that include the information

that our users need for access.

RETRIEVAL SOFTWARE

Once we have identified our users groups and decided what
should be in each record, we then have to determine the most
appropriate way to present the information:

CARDS
MICROFORM
PRINTED BOOK CATALOG
%TUNE /OST. DISK CATALOG

Library cards have boen our downfall. "eve you ever counted

the number of hours your institutions open producing and filing
carde? There are special rules for filing cards. But the user
does not know these rules. Items are missed because the use: has

not looked in the "correct" eequence in the card catalog.

One criticism that I hear about automated catalogs is that

they require a large numbei of trminals, terminals are expensive,

and only one person c.an use a terminal at a time. This is true.

But what you are not counting is all of the paople who are not

se)
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finding what we own because they cannot use the catalog correctly.

People will wait for e machine if it is useful. Look at the

photocopying machine. Before photocopying, everyone sat at a

library table and wrote notes by hand. Many institutions have only

one or two photocopiers. Users not only wait but also pay to use

the it, because they recognize its value.

A card catalog is a fixed piece of furniture. It exists in

one place, within our Luilding. Users have to come to us to find

out what we own. If we are closed, the information is not

available. Machine readable catalogs can be distributed. They

can be printed in book format; they can be put onto networks.

Machine readable information also expands the potential access

points for the user. Bibliographic control, name and subject

authority are important in creating records for us. The ability

to access multiple fields and single words or phrases within a

record are important to our users.

Some important charae4-ristics in evaluating the retrieval

capabilities of the software we are considering for our catalogs.

are listed below:

Is it menu driven or command driven?
Can you do keyword searching?
Can you do field searching?
Can you combine terms?
Does it have an index?
Row does it truncate?
What is the screen display like?
what are the output formats?

In a paper presented at a conference sponsored by the Centre

for Catalogue Research, Bath University, Stephen Walker puts in a

plea for the user, recommending that greater attention be paid to

designing on-line public access catalogues around the user

interaction facet. He discusses the problem of combining ease of

use with effectiveness (Walker),

(4-4)
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DOCUMENTATION

First principle. Users need to know about information
aervices. This is rather obvious but it is important
to keep in mind ...(Courrier)

Whether our catalog is in print or machine readable form, our

users need instruction: handouts, signs,training, online help

screen, staff assistance. Even if we follow all of the cataloging

rules and have excellent quality control, but users will still walk

away empty handed if we don't tell them the rules.

If you are uFing a machine readable system:

Are there help screens and documentation?
What type of training is necessary for your staff?
What type of training is necessary for your users?

Help screens are part of the system design. The buzz word

now is "contextesensitive". When you press the key for help, the

screen that appears is related to where you are in your query.

For instance, if you ask for help while conducting a subject

search, the screen that will appear will talk about subject

searching. In less user friendly systems, you have to go through

a series of screens to find the help you need.

Training your sraff is important. Good managers recognize

that the introduction of aew systems is stressful for staff.

Provide a written training manual. All staff members should receive

some level of training, even those who are not directly involved

with the system.

You might find that group training of users is more efficient

than individual training iD academic settincs. Place simple

handouts near your terminal. Handout design takes time and

thought.. Users are net willalg to epend a lot of time learning how

to use a system. A system that requires more than two pages of

instructions is too coog,licated ..fw: public access! Have a staff

member available to provide help for the user. No matter howemuch

training ana ,fiocumeatation we provide, users still need human

communciatiune. When the information is being distributed on a

network, the library 7.:Isc, ;las to provide for a way to hole the

invisible user (Wayman-ztlir).

f 45)



FIGURE 1. SAMPLE BROCHURE FOR PENNLIN USIERS

PennLIIN

QUICK GUIDE

What is PennUN?

PennLIN, the Penn Library information Network,
is the online catalog of the University of Pennsyl-
vania Libraries. It can be searched by author, title,
of subject, from terminals located in the Penn
Libraries and from terminals and personal comput-
ers connected to Perin Net.

PennLIN includes an increasingly large percent-
age. nf the collections of the Univers;ty Libraries.
Most materials cataloged since 1968 sre Included.
For detailed Information on the content of
PennLIN, check the introductory screens.

University of Pennsylvania, August 1988

C3

6 A

REVIEW OF COMMANDS,TERMS AND SYMBOLS

r
ga. to search by author
t. to search by title
s. to search by subfect heading
sm= to search by medical subject heading

h to get help
to return to GUIDE screen from INDEX or

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD
Milne number) to see any entry in SUBJECT

HEADING GUIDE
I to return to INDEX screen from BIBUO-

GRAPHIC RECORD
!(øne number) to see any entry In INDEX
in to see next screen
e to return to the INTRODUCTORY scieen

GUIDE - when a broad searchrequest finds

more titles than mn be displayed on a .

sirgie AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX &Teen, a
GUIDE screen is supplied to make selecting
the appropriate !NDEX screen easier.

INDEX - tile INDEX screen displays a list of

books by author or title.

LCSH - Library of Congress Subject Headings,

authorized subject headims used In most

libraries on campus.

MeSH - Med:cal Subject Headings, authorized
subject headings used In the Biomedical

Library.

* precedes author name In AUTHOR/TITLE
INDEX
preceaes title or subtitle In AUTHOWTTTLE

INDEX
precedes pubP,cation date in AUMORITITLE
:NDEX

(46)
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SAMPLE SYSTEMS

Let us look at two different public access eystems. One is
TOTO 44. 4. UrrnRICA J.111. 41. QUM LP 0.0 4.1.. 4.0 4.,...0tACP,.4 41114110 Ottigr 4.45 NOT'S ail it

appeare at the University of Pennsylvania. ISIS is designed first

as a database package. It has been adapted for OPAC use. NOTIS

is designed to provide an integrated library system, based on MARC

record format. Both systems run on mainframe computers and are

distributed on campus and available for dial-up access using

telephone hookup. For the user, both have their strengths and

weaknesses.

ISIS AT AIT:

ISIS nicest feature is the ability to search for individual

words from a title or subject field. The order of the words is

not important. However, the system is command driven with no

online help or error messages. The user who types in:

Thailand and rice production

will get no hits because the proper format is:

ethailandericeeproduc$

On the other hand, a user who knows the system commands can find

books about producing rice in Thailand witheut knowing any

individual titles or subject headings.

ISIS on AIT'se mainframe is difficult to access. One full

page of documentation is needed just to explain how to log on. No

one has been able to develop a gateway or menu. The mainframe is

often down. In addition to Bookcas the A/T system includes an

acquisitions file, several internally produced databases from the

regional documentaiton centers, UNIO (the Union List of Serials in

Thailand), and a few external databases. All are searchable with

ISIS software.

NOTIS ut University of Penneeivania [PennLin]:

At the University of Pennsylvania libraries, some PennLin

terminals are dedicated to the Look catalog and remain permanently

logged on. Others are brought up each morning. Terminals are

distrebuted in the central .,ebrary and the departmental libraries.

r1)
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Individuals accessing PennLin from remote locations have been given

customized copies of Procomm communications software that allows

for automatic log on. The system is down infrequently. In

addition to the book eatalog, PennLin has two major commercial

databases, Medline and ABI/Inform and some small in-house

databases.

The catalog does not yet have a keyword search capability,

though command searching using BRS protocol has been promised and

is already in use for the database systems. The user enters one

of three choices: t= or s= or a= and an index listing will

cascade. For instance, if the user enters:

serice

a list of subject headings beginning with the word rice will

appear:

SUBJECT HEADING GUIDE -- 5 HEADINGS FOUND, 1-5 DISPLAYED
1 Rice
2 Rice--Asia
3 Rice--Drying
4 Rice--Malaysia
5 Rice--Thailand

The user enters the number 5 at the prompt and a list of titles
will be displayed in reverse order from loading in the database:

SUBJECT/TITLE INDEX -- 12 TITLES FOUND, 1-12 DISPLAYED

THAILANDRICE
1 Ricebasket of asia:producing rice in Th vanp:

2 Marketing rice and grain to developing aat lipp:

3...

A user who did not know the exact title of the book about

production of rice in Thailand could only have found it by browsing

through the subject/title index in this system.

Language and spelling variations are problems in multilingual

nvironments. A naive user entering organisations" in BookCat

would retrieve books with "organisation" as a title word but not

as the subject "organization". Also, systems in multi-lingual

environments really need to be more user-friendly than in

insitutions where the materials and the users all have the same

primary language.

(4B)
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TAnn 2. SYSTEM PESCRIPTIONS

AIT BOOKCAT

Softwa/e: ISIS
Records: 78000
Access: Cable, limited dial-in
Functions with a single record: Bookcat
Logon: Each user must log in through a multi-step process
Retrieval Capabilities: Command driven

Access points: Free text and field searching
Logical operators: Boolean symbols combining text or

previous sets
Truncation: Wild card *
Index displays: No

Screen display: One record at a time in card catalog format
Does not include holdings

Output options: On screen, offlit) prints;
downloading capability not offered to the public
Documentation: Four page handout for users; staff manual
Training: Student training as part of a computer literacy course;

daily sessions in the library
Other applications: Inhouse databases created by Regional

Documen,ation Centers, UNTO, Acquisitions
file, other files

PENVLiN

Software: Notis
Records: One million
Access: Cable, !etwork, dial-in tram home or office with password

control
Functions with a single record: Online catalog, acquisitions,

cataloging, serials check-in, circulation
Logan: For libral:y terminals, staff logs on once a day
Retrieval capabilities: Menu driven

Access:By first word(s) or title, subject or author name
Logical Operators:Not currently available for Book catalog
Truncation: Automatic
Index: If more than one record, displays an index

Screen display: Deplays a guide to multiple records including
author or title or subjecr heading; an index; a card with
holdings and loc:ations

Output options: Limited printk,,r access: print screen; multi-step
downloading process

Documentation: Staff manual; user pocket guide
Training: Staff training; user training as part of orientation;

individualized training for classes or faculty
Other applications: Cutr,mec:al databases (ART/Inform and Medline)

using BPS seez-ch .!,,:lftware; in-house databases

49,



FIGURE 2. SAMPLE RECORDS FROM &it:MCAT AHD PENHLIN

BOOKCAT Record

Search: =agricultur$ systems

Call number

Author

Title

Subject

PA= 001 --

T5 P7
Prince of Songklha.University. GRET Technological Reseal
and Exchange Group; Prince of Songklha University.

> Farming systems research and development in Thailant
Illustrated methodological considerations and recent
advances. Songklha, Prince of Sonklha University, 1988.

212 p.

kiricultural systems - Thailand'41
Journal title Y AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS

START DATE 1976
BARKING, ESSEX.
AIT: LB, V1,-
KAS:CL, V4,-Holdings

UNIO Record

ENDDATE FREQUENCY Q
APPLIED SCIENCE
,1976-
4979

iir.*****^.....1e41,vcare....*vrC...01,Aanmseuai....171.....:Arse.........11.

author, titlo, place,
publisher, date of
publication

similar books might be
found lag searcliing
Per...nLIN far ties*
subject headings

MAKE A NOTE CF
librarg location and
can number (shelf
position)

PennLIN record for a book_____________________
Your soarch: TvNIGHER LEARNING

Bibliographic iZscord NO.1 of Entries FOUND

1

Bok, Derek Curtis.
Higher learning / Derek Bak_ Cambricig*, Mass. : Harvard

Universal; Press, 19e6.
2116p. ; 24 ons.
includes bibliographic reforenc*s index.

; SUBJECT HEADINGS (Librar-1 of Congre-ss; usee

-r+ Education, IlIghe.r---lintted States.

title, beginning velum*
number lid btcrtnnulq
ci ate of rAsEtHc.stion

(not neoessarilg Penn's
holoings), place 3rit.1

pWJ1tSIlOY-

cta.rcnt issues
Current Periodicals
(2ti floor vast)

Universitics And colleges--United StateS.
Profcrssional edocation--United Staiws.

t-LocATION: Van Pelt
CALL fillYISSt: LA=7.:S .BE:511/11;
CIRCULATION STATUS: Circulation information not available

PennLIN record for a periodical
'facer laarab: T.--JOURNAL OF LATIN

Biblioqr 1phi:a Record NO. ?.." of *Z Entries FOUND
i

---...Journal of Latin Arr14.r4can artutlio-s. Y. 1 ". Mat; 19G9- 'London, 1

1 fto-er York:l C-111a.r1dqe Vrtsivrrsl-N Press.
i 24 cia -

1

Secniannuni_
Si/P.a.:CT HEADINGS (1.Thrarl of Congress; u.ser a.,* ) :

1

Latin AMA r>ericdivals

bound volumes of this LncAncit : Van Pelt
{att.-nal are located in CAL.I. NUMBER: F1401
Atli Van Pell Ltrarg VOLutiEs: y. (1969)-r.I B( 986)
stacks, at %or can
number.

"" r
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One U.S. OPAC is designed for semi-literate users.

Information retrieval is with a touch screen. The user looking

for information about rice would actually touch the letter "R" on

the screen, then "RI", etc. It assumes that this uaer may be able

to recognize what he cannot spell.

Commercial Search Software:

The most innovative software for information storage and

retrieval is found today in CD-ROM systems. Some of the more

sophisticated packages, like Compact Discloeure, Dialog, Wilson

Disc and Cambridge have different levels of search software, from

simple menu-driven systems to command systems that emulate online

timesharing systems. Users of the Dialog menu option can not only

search for words or phrases but also can search for numeric

information and create records that are compatible with

spreadsheets. The Cambridge menu user C A select fields, number

of words between terms, and create his or her own output formats.

UMI files have context sensitive help screens that will pull down

the appropriate help screen for where you are in the search.

A database like ABI/Inform was created exclusively for

machine readable retrieval and each article a large number of

descriptor terms. The systems will display indexes online. As

more libraries and information centers purchase CD-ROM and make it

available for public use, users will demana more from the online

catalogs.

CONCLUSIONS

I am not recommending that we abandon all bibliographic

control. What I am suggesting is a balaLce between internal needs

and external needs. The progress that we are making in gathering,

classifying and cataloging our national literature and our "grey"

literature is exciting. Machine readable catalogs and worldwide

networks are exciting. Our challenge is to create records that

maintain the integrity that we as professional librarians and

information specaalists expect from ourselves. At the same we must

create retrieval systems that Novide barrier

(51)
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FIGURE 3. MEND-DRIVEN SOFTWARE ON CD-ROg

The "easy menu" mode on Compact Disclosure leads the user through
search strItegy construction and allow the user to perform complex
searches without learning commands.,.....-,n

COMPACT DISCLOSURE

Sample screens in easy Menu mide

Select Main Activity

II Begin a N.tv. Search (clears existing search)
Quit Easy Menu Mode

.=...=.=.......a,..,..m.=.c.=.uaa==.ua.v..=.w...mw.,m:

Press; Fl foe MLo Iniormation

Would vou like to search by:
4

li Comoany Name. Jicker or Numbe,r
i

1 Type of Business
i

d Gaocraphic Area
1

1

iluarterly Financial :01-ormatiorl 1

Annual Financial information
Q

Funds Source/Use Information
i

il Stock F-ice Information
i4 Ratio Analysis Inform..tion

11 Owners. Cfficera. Directors
q Shares,Emolovses
!I E.tchango(NYS.AmS.OTH.NMS.NDO' 1

q
1

if hrrR Choices
::i.. ...........,........==.........ftmml

Bsginniny a New SeArch

4WWWW,M,Ximnr1WW1. .

Would you like to search by:

Company Name, Ticker or Nunber
fy

Gel Searcn type ol Busine=7777
An

4Qu1, Primary SIC codes
r-uit

Stp Search Method
R

aNt6.0 snietct itamy from a List
Shari Specify starting Inc! ending Range
E.: n -4.--m-rvzIrworrac.cus,ra-rnatImwes,..-vraaa =emus

More Cho:can
ft

'1its..carts.-4,1r=o.a=paarmrecreat.r.r.en:rmslcstave

(52)
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free access to these records to individuals all over the world.

To achieve this goal, we need to be flexible, reasonable, and

consistent. Technical proeessing and public service staff both

.have to be included in systems design. Technical processing staff

have to consider the implications of machine readable information

retrieval and modify their systems to take full advantage of the

power of the computer. Public service staff heye to be sympathetic

to the objectives of the processing staff. And everyone has to

remember that our number one goal is to expand information access

to our users.
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ABSTRACT

somii_pafttNTIPROBIAis fif WINWATIONAL STANDARD BOOK NUMBERS rpit

BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL

by

Proressor Cosette Kies
Chair
Department of Library &
Information Studies

Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, IL 60115
U.S.A.

The advent and wide acceptance of International Standard Book Numbers (ISBNs)
over the past two decades has resulted in certain advances and advantages in
bibliographical control. Included in these advantages has been a more precise
identification of editions and other bibliographical information. This has
resulted in a more accurate identification of various publications. It has

also resulted in improved bibliographical communication by increased use of
ISBNs in bibliographic citations and descriptions.

Some problems have developed with the use of 1SBNr, however. This paper will

focus on regulations and practices of publishers (primarily those in the U.S.)
in the assignment of ISBNs to materials which have been reformatted without
any change of intellectual content from previous printings. One example of
this is the reissuing of paperback books, often categorized as leisure
reading, with new covers and new ISBNs. This results in unsuspecting
consumers, including librarians, to purchase by uistake titles already in
collections. These reissuings of titles of materials without intellectual,
or even editorial, changes has resulted in confusion of identification, as
well. In most cases, librarians, bibliographers and scholars are interested
in the Intellectual content of the book, not in superficial, or cosmetic,
changes. Only rarely, for example, would someone be researching differences
in cover art, as opposed to book, or textual, content.

An exploration of problems of this nature should result in areas which may
need to be reexamined in the practice of using ISBN: in bibliographic control.
This should lead, in turn, to recommendations for passible changes in the
assignment of ISBNs to more carefully deliniate Plnong publications of
identical, similar, and different intellectual content.
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SOME CURRENT PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BOOK NUMBERS

(ISBNs) FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL

C. KIES

FACULTY OF DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

DEKALB ILLINOIS 60115 U.S.A.

There has been considerable interestand concern for some years in

the information fields regarding certain aspects of bibliographic con-

trol. This concern has been international in nature, and as our global

community continues to shrink in a communications sense, this concern

has been heightened. In recent decades, we have seen this concern trans-

mitted into problem solving, with some new systems evolving which have

been helpful in the area of bibliographic control. The importance of

such international systems as access to bibliographic control continues

to be of interest and attention, as evidenced by a recent statement from

the Association of Research Libraries ('RL) in the United States (U.S.)

which declares:

This body of machine-readable bibliographic records is

not only an international resources of inestimable value

in its own right, but it is also essential to schoiars

and researchers who wish to use the research resources

of North America which are developed and preserved by

member libraries.
1
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ISBNs

One system which has come into fairly widespread international use

is the system of Internat".....nal Standard Book Numbers (ISBNs). First

discussed at the third International Conference on Book Market Research

and Rationalization in the Book Trade in Berlin during November, 1966,

ISBNs were seen as a possibly helpful mechanism for publishers to use

in association with new computer technologies in order processing and

inventory control.
2 Additional discussion followed in the next few

years, primarily in Europe, and 20 years ago the International Standards

Organization (ISO) Recommendation 2108 was announced which sets forth

the concept of an ISBN identifier for unique editions of different

publishers works.
3

A Standard Book Number (SBN) had already been developed and was in

use in the United Kingdom. Some U.S. publishers had already been parti-

cipating in the British system. Fortunately, few changes were necessary

with the formal advent of the ISBN system.
4

For the most part, the

transition from SBN to ISBN went smoothly in the U.S., and the idea

and practice of using ISBNs became a relatively routine operation

with major American publishers. In fact, it was reported a yzar later

in 1971 by the Director of the ISBN Agency in the U.S. that publisher

prefix numbers had been issued to 2,533 publishers. Also, in 1971, it

was reported that 70 percent of the titles listed in the 1970 Books in

Print had titles included wIth ISBNs. Those publishers not requesting

ISBN .allocat:ons in the voluntary ISBN system would be assigned numbers

in later editions of Books in Print by the ISBN Agency.
5

The ISBN
......___

system appears to have been successful in the U.S. from the standpoint

of the publishers, who use the number primarily for the purposes of

identification in catalogs and for inventory control.

C9)
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COMPONENTS OF THE ISBN NUMBER

It may be useful at th:s point to quickly review the components of

the ISBN number. The actual number should always be prefaced by the

initials ISBN. After a separating space, the first number appears,

signifying group identi'ier, usually national, geographic, or language

group. For example, "0" signifies material published in the United

Kingdom, the U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.

After the first digit, a hyphen is inserted, followed by the number

assigned to a particular publisher by the national agency responsible

for administering the ISBN system in a particular country. This is

followed by another hyphen and a number which identifies the title of

the work. A final hyphen separates the final number, or "X", which is

a check digit for the particular ISBN itself.
6

Example I

ISBN 0-812-551557-9

SCOPE OF THE ISBN

A'number of different materials may be assigned ISBNs. The items

include printed books ,ind pamphlets, mixed media publications including

educational films/video and transparencies, books on cassettes, micro-

computer software, electronic publications such as machine readable tapes

and CD-ROM, microform publications, braille publications and maps. Not

included are ephemeral printed material; z-iuch as advertising fliers and

calendars, art prints and folders lacking printed text, sound recordings

7

and serial publications.
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PROBLEMS WITH ISBN FOR BIBLIOGRAPHERS

From the publishers' 1 int of view, it would seem that the ISBN

system has been quite successful in spite of recent difficulties with

newer technological formats requiring clarification of the system for

use with microcomputer software, for example.
8

The system has provided

unique numbers for identification of titles and editions, as wrll as

helping publishers to computerize internal operations, such as ordering

ISBNs in national and trade bibliographies has helped to J.dentify

particular titles and editi..7ns for publishers, librarians, bibliographers.

The publishers have not always, however, used the ISBN to their own

advantage. For example, although the ISBN guidelines plainly state that

publishers should include full ISBNs on all promotional material, includ-

ing l-tclogs, many do not. Some use an abbreviated version, the title/

edition identifier, and a few still clinge to their old numberi.g systems,

separate from ISBNs. Ironically, this has caused problem for bookstore

customers In some cases, for the bookstores are increasingly using ISBNs

for srecial orders, and should the customer not know the ISBN of a

particular title, the bookstore staff ma,,- not be able to provide needed

assistance.

A number of other problems have evolved as well for librarians and

bibliographers. One of these problems is one that is related to ..te

growing international control of publishing houses. Even though a book

may be identic .1 as published and issued by an international publishing

house, a different ISBN number may be assigned to the physical books

released, for example, in the U.S. and Canada. In fact, careful exam-

ination of the two physical books m.:y reveal absolutely no differences

between the two other than a different ISBN number. The textual material

may be identical, the cover desigl may ',.,e the same. the actual type cn

the individual pages may be the same, but the TqBP number if different.

(61)
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Traditional pracie with such ;ublications is well known. For example,

a book may be first published in hardcover in England with a new ISBN

number as-igned, than later reissued in paperback format with a new ISBN

number and usually with the same textual material but with a new cover

design. The book may then be purchased for republ.::ation in the U.S.

and a new ISBN is assigned, particuarly useful if there have been textual

changes, such as Amcricaniz:.ng some spellings and/or reordering short

stories in a collection. This one title (assuming the title has not

changed in the international process) now has at least three ISBNs, all

entirely appropriate for the three different editions of the title. The

following 'tample shows the verso pages of the English edition and the

American edition of Joan Aiken's A Whisper in the Night, illustrating

fairly standard practice in pubLshing background:

(62)
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Joan Aiken, A Whisper in the

Nielt., London: Fontana Lions,

1983.

EXAMPLE 2

Joan Aiken, A Whisper, in the

Night New York: Laurel-

Leaf, 1988.

First published in Great Britain 1982 by Victor GoHanes Lu

Firs; published in Fontana Lions 19E13

by William Collins Sons & Co Ltd

8 Grafton Street, London Wi

Copynght Joan Aiken Enterprises Ltd 1982

Printed in Great Britain
by William Coflin.i Som & no Ltd, Glasgow

Conditions of Sale
.This hook is sold subject to the condition

that it shall nut, by way of trade or othci ise,

bc le»t, rc-sold, hired out or otherwise circulated

without the publisher's prior consent in any form of

binding or cover other than that in which it is

published and without a siinilar condition
including this condition being »npased

on the subsequent purchaser

LAUREL-LEAF HOOKS
brIng together under asingle imprintoutstanding

works of fiction and nonfiction particulaily
suitable for young aduit

readers, both in and out of the classroom.
Charles F. Reasoner. Professor

Emcruso1Ctiildrens Literature and Reading, New York University. is

consultant to this series.

Published by
Dell Publishing
a division of
The Bantam Doubleday Deli Publishing Group, Inc.

66f.t Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10105

A m.ispvr in the ?liglit was fiist published, in a different form, in Great

Britain by Victor Gollancz Ltd.

The following stories in this boos were previously published: "Finders

Weepers" in Blaa Eyes and OA.. Spine Chiller:, Pepper Press; "The

Windowbox Waltz" in Girh Choice: A Coller:ion of Storier (Copyright C

The Hamlyn Publishing Group Ltd., 1965, 1979), "Two Races" in Isaac

Asinuni Scl'encc Fiction Magazine, "Old Fillikin" in The Twilight Zone

Magazine, "Homer's Whistle' in Thty Wait edited by Lance Salwa.

Pepper Press,

Copyright 0 1981, 1989, 1983, 19°4 by Joan Aikrn Enterprises, Ltd.

Ali rights reserved. No part of this book may be reptuduced or transmit-

ted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including

photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval

system, without the witten permission of the Publisher, except where

permitted by law For information address Delacorte Press, New York.

New Irock.

Thc trademark Laurel-Leaf Libraiy* is registered in the U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office.

ISBN. 0-440-20185-3

RL: 6.4

Reprinted by arrangement with Delacorte Press

Primed in the United States of America

October 1988

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

KR)
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It may be that this traditional style of assigning ISBNs has helal

contribute to the problem referred to previously, that of assignin new

ISBNs in unnecessary cases. The guidelines for application of ISBN are

clear in stating that:

A separate ISBN must be assigned to every different

edition of a book, but NOT to an unchanged impeession

or unchanged reprint of the same book in the same

format and by the same publisher. Price changes do

not need new ISBN.
9

This guideline seems clear, yet.there is reason to believe that

publishers in some cases may not be following this guideline and being

too liberal in their assignment ,f new numbers to their publications,

for there is an indication that by using ISBNs for inventory control,

the publishers may assign new numbers for a simple reprinting with no

changes other than the ISBN. This coupled with the rapid reprinting of

some popular titles, some with slight cover changes only, such as adding

"Two months on The New York Times Bestseller list!!!" makes it more

difficult for acquisition librarians to be sure of what they are orderina

and more difficult for bibliographers to know what particular edition

is involved. Finally, scholars may waste valuable time in searching for

a particular edition which may not have any textual differences at all

from another more accessible edition.

In the practice of traditional bibliogr.b hy, the physical description

of books varies. There are no clear rules at present for descriptions

of paPerbacks, for example, although some catalogs of older paperbacks

include a note on the cover illustrator, if known. It will probably

become accepted practice to include more descriptive notes on cover

information as paperback collecting irxreases and interest continues to

grow in this area of the rare book trade. This does provide publishers

with the solid rationale to assign new ISBNs. For an example of the

practice of assigning new numbers with new cover art, it can be provided

in a number of cases, such as a title by 3. N. Williamson, Premonition,

(64)
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first published,in 1981 by New York publisher Leisuce. The cover al:t

of the first printing showed a monochromatic realistic painting of a

woman's head shrnuded in grey clouds. The ISBN for this edition was

0-8439-0959-5. Apparently the book did not sell well, and a new, more

lurid cover was provided later in the same year, along with a new ISBN

of 0-8439-2334-2. There were no other changes in the book, other than

the wraparound paper cover design.

It seems to be an ironic twist, however, that bibliographers are

not as likely to include information on the ISBN of a particular item

as they are other more "traditional" descriptive notes, such as size of

the title being examined. As a result of bibliographers not always

including ISBNs and publishers not practicing careful, unified criteria

for assigning ISBNs, there is often uncertainty in knowing what exact

physical book is being described in a bibliography.

To continue with this problem of bibliographic identification in

cases of no textual changes and only slight cosmetic cover changes, it

appears that the publishers are technically correct in assigning new ISBN

numbers, although the guidelines do state that new numbers should not

be assigned if only the price of the book has changed. The possibly

rapidly changing ISBNs of popular titles makes purchasing difficult, for

publishers and suppliers do not always keep track of older ISBN assignments,

other than knowing a particular nvmber may be "out of stock" or "out of

print." The title may be readily available, but under a new number, and

the growing reliance upon the ISBN as an inventory control system may

mean a.new sort of unavailability to customers wh) are using old ISBNs

from oider.catalogs. Tracking IScINs has become an extremely difficult

new aspect of bibliographic tracing, primarily because the publishers

do not include ISBN information on the verso of the title page as set

forth in the guidelines. This information should appear in addition to

the publishing history already on that page, sometimes called the copyright

page.

(65)
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It was thought with the advent of the ISBN system that publishers

would include the ISBN evolution of publication history of the title

along with the publishing provenance of the title. This has not hap-

pened, however. For example, a recently issued paperback entitled

Christopher Columbus, Mariner by Samuel Eliot Morison contains much

careful description of the title's history on the verso of thc title

page, but no ISBNs are given there nt all, including the ISBN of the

current edition. The ISBN appears only on the spine and back of the

book. The verso information includes the codes showing that this book

is part of a particular printing, and one can also deduce that this parti-

cular issue was first published in 1984. Yet, there is additional informa-

tion that indicates the cover photograph was copyright in 1985. It seems

very plausible that this particular paper back was put out as a media

tie-in, for the cover photograph is from a television mini-series based

on this well-known biography.

(66)
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EXAMPLE 3

Verso of the title page: Samuel Eliot Morison, Christopher Columbus,

Mariner. New York: Signet, 1984.

ISBN 0-451-13879-1

CoPyrztoicr 1.:1 1942. 1955 al SAMUEL. Eucrr Mostisc.ii

Cover photo copyright S., 1985 by SrrizzilER1.

All rights resemed. No pan of this boak.in excess offive hundred wordc

moy be reproduced in any form without permissz.m in writing from the
publisher. For information address Little, Brown A Company. 34 Beacon

Street. Boston. Massachusetts 02106.

Published by arrangement with Little. Brown 4 Company, by whom the

work es published in association with the Atlantic Monthly Press A
hardcover edition As available from Lurk. Brown 4 Company.

This book previously appeared in a Mentor edition, and is also available

in a Plume edition, both published b,) New American Library.

0 SKI4ET nt.,tor.mmoukeo Us .A.: oFr AmVit.E7CH C04/4110:I

APOITTEALD ItADEmARKmARCA lk.C.CtSMADA

=HO ES C14$CAO0 u s A

StGNEr. SIGNET CLAssic. Mwrok, Ptulit, MEntotAti AND NAL Bcoxs

ate published by New American Library.
1633 Broadway. ?slew York. New York 10019

First Mentor Pnraing. October. 1956

First Signet Priming, March, 1984

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

P1KI110 IN TIN: um ltD TAIT S OR AMERICA
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THE PURL1SHERS' VIEWPOINT

In discussion of these matters with publishers, different rationales

are used to explain the practices of various publishers with the assignment

of ISBNs. The most difficult area appears to be the unwillingness of

some publishers to priet even the current ISBN on the copyright page,

particularly with paperback editions. There seems to be the feeling

that the ISBNs printed on the spine of the paperback, along with the

bar code on the back cover is sufficient, although there is some admission

that not putting the ISBN inside the book means no changes in the inside

book when a cover change only is contemplated. It is more difficult to

obtain valid reasons for not including ISBN sequences along with the

publishing history on the copyright page, but one is left with the feeling

that this information isn't considered necessary, i.e., not required by

law as is the copyright information, and that only the currently assigned

ISBN is of importance in the selling process.

Discussion with publishing representatives confirms that the current

practice of assigning new ISBNs even with only slight cover changes is

dictated primarily by inventory control. Problems with filling orders

when older ISBNs are used axe not acknowledged, since it is felt that'

"internal systems take care of that problem." There is some admission

that occasionally there may he orders that are not filled as well as they

might be, hut th( few sales lost in that way are more than equalized by

the cost effectiveness and efficiency of the systems currently in use.

Finally there is a tendency within some publishing houses to pass

the responsibility for the actual decision in assigning a new ISBN to

someone else, e.g., the ISBN assignments are made by one person, eased

10
on information decisions sent by others.

(68)
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OTHER PROBLEMS WITH ISBN

Additional problems exist for librarians in connection with ISBNs.

One of these is related to the practice of assigning ISBNs to a multi-

volumed set as a whole and to each separate volume in the set. The

guidelines state that publishers should do this routinely, and in pro-

motional material publishers should use the ISBN for the whole set if

promoting the set as a whole, as the single ISBNs if promoting ;he

separate volumes.
ll

This practice, of course, drives catalogers to

distraction, if not worse, for net only is it not customary in librarie

to catalog such sets both as complete sets and separates, but
t the

case of continuations, it may be more appropriate L- use an Internationel

Standard Serial Number (ISSN) instead.

An associated problem is that of regularly published new editions

of reference works which may be cataloged as a serial but the publisher

assigns eac* new edition/volume an ISBN rather than a unifying ISSN.

The ISBN area of concern which has received the most attention in

recent years is the area of microcompute, software/audio/video formattec:

materials. The growth of publishing/production of these materials in

recent years has brought about considerably increased volume in the

bibliographic control system. The ISBN International Ageucy in Berlin

ruled that microcomputer software should be numbers within the existing

ISBN system, rather than creating a new data base. As an example of the

growth in this one area alone, it was reported in 1985 th'at 397 of the

ISBNs in the U.S. were being allocated to software. 12

The practice of ISBNs in use with microcomputel software is not

different from practices with print format items. As a result, the same

problems have come about for librarians, purchase,s and scholars. The

history of the development of the software lacks a tracking of the ISBNs

involved. With software set.,, consisting of more than one item which can

be used separaiely, different ISBNs may be assigned to the individual

pieces as well as the set an a whole. Minor changes/improvements in the

(69)



software may or may not be given a new ISBN. This last item is somewhat

different from print formats in the ISBN guidelines, for these state in

connection with software:

No new ISBN should be assigned for . revision or

enhancement ,I a software. Usually these improve-

ments makes the earlier version obsolete and not

available for continuous sale.
13

Regardless of the actual guideline, publishers of software may assign

new ISBNs anyway, again for inventory control purposes.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

A number of problems concerning ISBNs have been identified. As

with any system, there is room for improvement and the possibilities for

a number of different groups to contribute to this improvement. Some

possibilities for improvement include:

I. Better utilization and care in the recordang and use of ISBNs.

Publishers should be encouragee to include ISBN provenance along with

publishing history ol the verso/copyright page of all publications.

2. Bibliographers should take care to record ISBNs as part of books

identification when describing items in bibliographies. When possible,

bibliographers should include ISBN history along with printing history

when discussing various titles.

3. Consideration be given to clarification of the ISBN so that

minor cosmetic changes could be allowed for within the current system.

Should greater care be taken with describing ISSN along with publishing

history as recommended in item 1., this would not be necessary. The

guidelines currently allow for an addition of five optional digits to

the ISBN. It is suggested that publishers can use this for price, but

it might be possible to use this number sequencein a different way in

(70)



order to help differentiate editionsireprintings.

4. Continued discussion between publishers and librarians in matters

of this sort in order to encourage a more smoothly working system that

will bebeneficial to all.

(71 )
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Abstract

This paper describc the conser project, why it came about, the

mechanics :Jr how it worKs including the bibliographics format,

difficulties encountered by crgarizors, and ho4 the bibliographic

information can tcnefit and be used i' verseas libraries
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CONSER A_MPM_CpolpgRNIIINT CATALOGING PROJECT

I. INTRODUCTION

In North America the CONSER Project has significantly improved
the bibliographic control of serials as weii as the quality of
serials cataloging. It is a cooperative program whose mission is

"to build and to maintain cooperatively a

comprehensive machine readable database of

authoritative bibliographic information icr

serials publications; to uphold standards and to
exercise leadership in the serials information
community". (I)

Initially the project was a cooperative com,ersion project among
ten research libraries ,,nd the national libraries of the United
States and Canada. The project's original goal was to convert
200,000 printed serial records into machine readable format. By

December of 1988 the CONSER database had over 677,000 serials
records of which 118,000 are for currently published titles. (2)

In order to emphasise the long term status of the project and to
account for the significant projects and developments such as
the NATIONAL SERIALS DATA PROGRAM/UNI1ED DATES POSTAL SERVICE
PROJECT, NEW SERIALS TITLES MAGAZINE, UNITED STATES NEWSPAPER
PROGRAM, and CONSER ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING COVERAGE PROJECT
which had grown out of CONSER, the full name was changed to
COOPERATIVE ONLINE SERIALS PROGRAM. lhe acronym CONSER remained
the same.

The first participants used the GUIDE
agreeing to use the same conventions and practiees for cataloging
the serial records. The most recent rules, conventions, and
practices are published in the newest, edition o he MARC_S.ERIALS
EDITING GUIDE. Since librarians can eas,i acquite this edition
from the Library of Congress, this paper will net rocus upon the
conventions And practices of the CONKER caialeging rules and
practices, but will instead outline the development of CONSER and
related projects, point-one problems enceuntered uy the

participants, describe its current. menagement strucl.ure and

operations as well as discuss ils se.nif,cance as both a

cataloging tool and model for coopeeative Caieleging wentures.

II. HISTORY

A. Conception and Early Implemeetation (197i - :(47Y)

In 1973 a group of North Ameriean serials IJiArianc recognised
the need for a machine readable sertel ctt i o i n database that
would reduce the duplication of the time, mouey, and effort
needed to convert paper serial records to machine readable
format. However creating and authentleating serial records is a
difficult task. Unlike monographs, seekales con,:tantly change:
titles merge and split; frequencies alter, permeations cease
only to be resurree+ed; names change; and pree,, ineeease. It

was also recognized t'at the existence of three majer barriers
prevented the rapid building of a comprehensive datahaso.

ci3
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1. The lack of communication among th
readable serials files

e generators of machine-

2. The incompatibility of format and/o
existing files.

r bibliographic data among

3. The apparent confusion about the exis
bibliographic description and format

With funding from the Council of Library
participants contracted with OCLC to provi
database because it could facilitate both b
online cataloging.

ting and proposed
'standards." (3)

esources, the original
de a "temporary host"
atch down-loading and

In the beginning the project did not intend t
standards or cataloging policies.

o establish any new

"Its leaders planned to create a databa
accommodate past, present, and future
format, description and identification.
group recognized the need to reconcile con
existing standards and policies such as the
Congress MARC-Serials format, the National S
Program internal format, the International Se
System Guidelines and the draft of the Cana
serials format." (4)

se that could
standards of
However, the
licts among
Library of
rials Data
rials Data
dian MARC

After many meeting the librarians agreed to follow a
of practices and guidelines for the creation of the r
became known as the "agreed-upon practices" and later
EDITING GUIDE.

n uniform set
ecords which
, the CONSER

The Library of Congress (LC) and the National Library
(NLC) agreed to become "Ceaters of Responsibility"
certain data elements accordtng to AACR and the ISDS Gu
In addition the National Serials Data Program in both C
the United States verified the ISSNs and key titles.
verification process was referred to as authentication". (

of Canada
to verify
idelines.
nada and

"Thia
6)

In 1975 the participants began to change their printed r
into machine readable format.

ecords

"Participants received LC training in 1975 and began
online work in the Spring of 1976. Bibliographic
records for titles were claimed or created,
modifications were made online when possible, and
surrogates (photocopies of parts of publications to
support the bibliographic description) were sent to the
appropriate Centers of Responsibility to support
authentication work". (6)

Preliminarr work was given a tremendous boost when in the Winter
of 1976 the Minnesota Union List of Serials as well as existing
LC and NLM records were down loaded into the database. Later
serial records from the Pittsburgh Regional Library Center and
the Florida Union List of Serials were entered into the database
after vigorous review.

(75)
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B. Phase Two -- OCLC management, Growing Responsibility of
Member Libraries, and New Projects (1977-1983)

In 1977 fiscal constraints prevented LC from being able to

support CONSER managerial and automation responsibilities.
Although the primary decision making continued to be exercised by

CONSER participants, late in 1977 OCLC agreed to become the
facilitator and manager of the CONSER database. Thus the role of

OCLC changed from that of "temporary host" to that of "host data

base".

The second phase from 1977 to 1983 was also characterized by two

developments. The first was the greater responsibility and
authority for individual members. LC and NLC maintained some
operational authority and began to provide extensive training

programs for full participants. As time passed the participants
became more familiar with the "agreed upon practices" and began

to assume more responsibility. The U.S. Government Printing
Office became the first institution to submit name authority

records to the LC Name Authority File and by 1981 all members
were contributing their authority files to LC.

The second characteristic was the increased use of the database

for other projects. Because of the accurate bibliographic
information, CONSER was perceived as a valuable source. Not only

were the projects able to take and use CONSER information, but
there-participants also added or ver;fied data enhancing and

improving the database. (7) Some of these projects are

described below:

NATIONAL SERIAL DATA PROGRAM

In 1978 the United States Postal Service (USPS) and the National
Serials Data Program (NSDP) began a major cooperative effort to
implement mandatory printing of the ISSN on serials mailed at

special rates throughout the Unites States mail. NSDP convinced

the postal service to use the ISSN number when billing

publishers. CONSER first helped by providing a comprehensive,
reliable source for ISSNs. Secondly, with grant money from the

Council of Library Resources, participants sent letters to

publishers and obtained "surrogates for NSDP to assign the ISSN

for those titles." (8)

NEW SERIALS TITLE*

NEW SERIALS TITLES (NST) is a Union Catalog for journals produced
by the Library of Congress. Currently, entries include such

information as place of publication, publisher beginning and
ending dates, and frequency of publication. Following the

bibliographic citations are a list of the holdings for each of
the contributing libraries. Listing the holdings information
became much easier and accurate in 1981 when the holdings
location information from the MARC-Serials file 850 field was

added into CONSER records by NST staff as reports were received
from its participating libraries. This process allowed issues of
NST to be generated from the file of authenticated CONSER
records. NEW SERIALS TITLES is now a much more useful tool
because of its broader coverage and fuller records. (9)



UNITED saArEs NEWSPAPER PROGRAM

In the early 1980s a new program called the United States
Newspaper Program (USNP) was established to organize, preserve

and make available U.S. newspapers by the National Endowment for

the Humanities. The program's goal was to inventory and catalog
300,000 newspaper titles published in the United States from 1690

to the present. In 1983 USNP became a partial CONSER participant
and began to enter records with detailed holdings information of

each state, territory and repository within the United States.

(10)

CONSER ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING COVERAGE PROJECT

A cooperative project between CONSER and eighty-five abstracting
and indexing services began in 1983 in order to improve title
coverage and to identify where serials were indexed and

abstracted. Each abstracting and indexing service provided lists

of their title coverage information and these lists were then
searched against records within CONSER. The project identified a
small number of subject specific titles that had been previously
excluded from the CONSER database, In addition the abstracting
and indexing information was added to each CONSER record thereby
making it possible 1.'oe researchers to learn where titles are

indexed. (11)

C. New Challenges and Changes (1984 and 1985)

By 1984 the projects initial goal of creating over 200,000
machine readable records had been achieved and exceeded far
beyond the founders wildest dreams. The responsibility of
members continued to grow as they began to authenticate their own

serial records and to make modifications to records previously
authenticated by LC. New members continued to join the project
and contributed their serial records.

However, CONSER faced two new challenges. The first being that
several of the original members opted to change from OCLC to the

Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN). Consequently
these members no longer directly participated as there was no

mechanism for them to load records into the OCLC database.
Because participants wcee assuming more responsibility for

authenticating records and some original members records and
expertise was no longer available, issues in database maintenance
were identified as important problems in need of resolution. (12)

The second challenge gained attention when the second edition of

the Anglo American Cataloging Rules (AACR2) was published.

Previously the database had records cataloged according to

CHAPTER 6 RULES and new records were being entered according to

AACR-1 and the "agreed to CONSER policies and rules". With the
advent of AACR-2 it became clear that the earlier policies and
rules needed to be reviewed and in some cases altered. It also
raised issues in regard to the standardization of the CONSER
database.

To solve these problems CONSER librarians deliberated over the
rules in many long,meetings. Most members felt that it was more

(7.7)
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important to emphasize online cataloging rather than

retrospective conversion. The reason being that more new records

were being added instead of paper records being changed to

machine readable formate. Finally, the policies were altered and

a "new" AACR-2 based CONSER EDITING GUIDE was published that
stressed online cataloging. (13)

As to the problem of database standardization many problems still

exist. There are in fact many duplicate records that have been

entered according to different eules. However, OCLC has taken

steps to improve the situation. Recently, their computer experts

ran a machine conversion that set flags in the records indicating

the set of rules used to catalog the records. However, the main

headings and subject headings were not altered. (14)

D. New Directions (1985 - present)

To commemorate the tenth Anniversary of CONSER the library of

Congress sponsored a study to make recommendations about

CONSER's future role. Researcher Julia Blixrud and Jeffrey

Heynen concluded that the CONSER Project had been a tremendous

success; however, "CONSER's management structure, decision making

processes, membership procedures, And general operations" needed

improvement.

Throughout 1985 and 1986 planning meeting were held and two ad

hoc CONSER committees drafted proposals regarding membership

issues, goals, objectives, structure, and operating procedures.

Finally in November of 1986 at the Arlie House retreat

representatives of the CONSER Advisory Group and CONSER

Participants Group met to reorganize and revitalize the project.

A new name was adopted to convey the permanent status of CONSER.
The organizations name was changed from CONversion of SERials

Project to Cooperative ONline SERials Program.

Five new goals were adopted which reflect the change from a
retrospective conversion project to a program:

1. The CONSER database should be a widely available source of

authoritative bibliographic information about serials.

2. The membership will consist of institutions committed to
participating in the CONSER Program at a national and

international level with potential local and regional

applications.

3. The CONSER Program should operate in a cooperative manner
with an effective and efficient governance and management
structure.

4. The CONSER Program should support and promulgate standards

and establish necessary standardized practices for the

bibliographic control of serials.

5. The CONSER Program should exercise leadership in the fields

of serials management and education and CONSER achievements

should be promoted. (15)
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III. MANAGEMENT

The CONSER program is managed by three standing committees, task

forces, and ad hoc groups who address specific issues. The first

committee is the CONSER Policy Committee which is composed of one

representative from each National Library, OCLC, and one

representative from each institution registered as a full

participant. The purpose of the committee is to review and

approve plans, goals, and objectives as well as develop long term

plans and policies. The committee also approves new members.

The CONSER Executive Committee recruits members from the CONSER

Policy Committee and is composed of representatives from LC, NLC,

OCLC, the chair of the CONSER Policy Committee and one other full

participant. It is a small working group that reviews new member

applications, drafts agendas for the CONSER Policy Committee and

makes internal policy decisions. The CONSER Operations Committee

also identifies reviews and documents operational procedures.

Currently there are seven task forces which are investigating the

following issues:

1. Database Task Force responsible for database maintenence and

retrospective conversion.

2. Microtechnology Task Force investigating means by which

uONSER Participants not wcrking with OCLC, or unwilling to

use OCLC can contribute records to the CONSER database.

3. Vernacular task force studying the methods of inputting non-

roman alphabet languages within CONSRR.

4. Multiple Versions Tasi_ Force examining the best method of

representing the multiple physical manifestation of a serial

in the CONSER eatabase.

5. Format Integration Task Force now considering the issue

involved in the implementation of the US Marc integrated

format in the CONSER environment.

6. Statistical Task Force is now creating 'Useful statistics to

help monitor costs and performance.

7. Macrotechnology Task Force is considering broad issues

related to record transfer, (16)

Finally CONSER is advised by members of the CONSER Advisory Group

whose members are recruited from national libraries not active in

CONSER as well as library associations. Advisory members review

the progress of CONSER and inform constituents. Current members

include the American Library Association, the Association of

Research libraries, the National Federation of Abstracting and

information Services, the National Library of Australia, and the

Canadian Library Association. (17)

IV. OPERATIONS

CONSER participants continue to be linked together by OCLC; the

predominant online system in the United States. When a

participant adds a new serial recorcl or modifies an existing



record, they must ensure tiat the records data content and
content designation conforms to the CONSIT_EDITING GUIDE. Full

Participants authenticate the record by reviewing the serial

record for data content and content designation. Each members

record is identified with their OCLC symbol in the 040 field of

the MARC record. Full participants may also create name

authority records for the LC Name Authority file and report new
titles to the editors of NEW SERIAL TITLES.

Partial members who have specialized expertise may also enter

data; however, they may onla update certain fields of the record.

As an illustration EBSCO's duty as a partial CONSER participant

is to up date the rate information in the CONSER records.

Similarly, the National Serial Data Program staff update the

International Standard Serial Numbers (ISSNs). If only certain

fields of the record are altered these elements must be

identified to indicate the degree of authoritativeness of the
data. (18)

V. SIGNIFICANCE OF CONSER

In the international arena CONSER has made two meaningful

contributions. It is a comprehensive database and provides

extensive bibliographic control of Western Language materials,
especially English language materials. Accuracy is very high and
the bibliographic detail comprehensive. International librarians

do not have to duplicate the work of their North American
colleagues but can instead benefit from their labours. For

example, CONSER records can be down loaded into local databases
from the Library of Congress's CONSER tapes or from CD-ROM

databases such as EBSCO's Serials Directory.

Secondly, the planners and participants of CONSER have provided a

model. They have demonstrated that it is possible to form a

successful cooperative cataloging venture, even in the vexing

field of serials. In fact much can be learned by both the

problems and the successes of CONSER.

One significant issue, the degree of standardization imposed upon
the database, is proportionally related to both the failure and

the success of CONSER. Although records have been authenticated,
there are many duplicate records because different cataloging
codes have been used. Nevertheless, enough standardization has
been introduced to permit valuable spin-off projects to emerge

because of the accuracy and reliability of the data.

With many participants adding records, the quality of the input
is of great concern. Yet, the quality of CONSER records is

commendable. CONSER participants were able to succeed by first

having LC and NLC act as "Centers of Responsibility" until

members were proficient with the new "agreed to" cataloging

procedures. Second, LC and NLC spent both time and money

training participants. Third, partial participants with special
expertise were permitted to update or change relevant fields.

Another concern with multiple participants is the problem of

continuity when members decide to withdraw. In the CONSER
example some original members decided to depart from OCLC and

thus the project. ,It was then uncertain as to whom would update

1 0 A.
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their bibliographic records when titles changed or ceased. In
fact database maintenance is an important CONSER issue which is
still being resolved.

Finally, the decision to build the CONSER database within OCLC
instead of creating a new database, has had both advantages and
disadvantages which have influenced the development of CONSER.
On the positive side it was possible for the project to
immediately commence because most libraries had OCLC terminals
and staff members were familiar with OCLC procedures and formats.
Also expenses have been greatly reduced because it has not been
necessary to purchase hardware or hire software programmers.
Throughout CONSER history OCLC has offered valuable assistance
and expertise. In some instances OCLC staff have provided
technical support and .n other cases they have been actively
involved in upgrading and improving CONSER records.

However, it can be argued that OCLC's involvement has stunted
some aspects of growth. The reason being that OCLC's interests
and those of CONSER sometime.. conflict. The RLIN issue is a
case in point. OCLC's serial holdings and services have been
greatly enhanced by the CONSER database and it is not in OCLC's
interest to give the same advantage to their competito- RLIN.
Librarians on the other hand want to disseminate CONSER
cataloging to RLIN members and recruit their assistance. Linking
up OCLC and RLIN is technically possible, but political and
economic issues will first have be resolved. Further, OCLC has
opposed the membership of other commercial institutions.
Librarians, on the other hand, have actively tried to recruit
such institutions because of their specialized knowledge and
expertise.

Since management decisions continue to be made by the CONSER
committees, these difficulties can and have been overcome. But
such problems would not exist if the database was owned,
controlled, and maintained by CONSER instead of being housed
within the OCLC database.

VI. CONCLUSION

Because of the quality of the CONSER records, international
libraries can use them for reUrospective conversion or to catalog
new titles. Thus, these records can form a cote database of
Western language materials, However, CONSER reflects the bias
and acquisitioh policies of North American libraries and will not
list most Asian language titles. Further to be a CONSER member a
library must first be an OCLC member. Unfortunately, OCLC
membership is not possible frer most libraries. The reason being
that the telecommunication costs required to link up with the
database are too high. As a result CONSER can not adequately
meet Asian librarian's needs for bibliographic control over local
titles.

Since bibliographic control is a fundamental prerequisite for
high quality reference services, it is not surprising that many
Asian librarians are considering cooperative eataloging projects.
The existing technology, expertise, and interest now render
national cooperative cataloging projects as reasonable ventures.
Programs such as CONSER can contribute bibliographic records,
reference tools such as the CONSER EDITING GUIDE and can act as

1
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models. However, the development of Asian cooperative cataloging
projects will be determined by librarians indigenous problems and

aspirations for high quality library services and bibliographic
control.

ir
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APPENDIX A

CONSER PARTICIPANTS (Full Membership)

1. Boston Theological Institute
2. Center for Research Libraries
3. Cornell University
4. Harvard University
5. Indiana University
6. Library of Congress

National Serials Data Program
New Serial Titles

7. MINITEX (Minnesota Union List of Serials)
8- National Agricultural Library
9. National Library of Canada

ISDS/Canada
10. National Library of Medicine
11. New York Sta',,e Library
12. State University of New York
13. United States Department.of the Interior
14. United States Government Printing Office

Periodicals Suppleme%t
16. University of California, Berkeley
16. University of California, Los Angeles
17. University of Florida, Gainesville

Florida Union List of Serials
18. University of Georgia
19. University of Michigan
20. University of Pittsburgh
21. University of Texas at Austin
22, University of Washington
23. Yale University

4. (
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APPENDIX B

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE CONSER PROJECT

1. The CONSER record is a bibliographic record which serves as
a foundation for a wide variety of applications or projects,
such as acquisitions, preservation, resource sharing, union

listing, and the like. The CONSER records is a

bibliographic record for a serie that has Sven

authenticated by at least one partic!.pant in the CONSER

Program.

2. While not precluding the addition of data elements to the
CONSER records, the database is not intended routinely to
provide all the data elements required to support fully such

activities.

3. The CONSER database aspires to achieve comprehensiveness
through gradual and phased expansion, with an emphasis on
current coverage and North American interests, but to

encompass eventually all time periods and international

interest.

4. The ideal of comprehensiveness should include full coverage

of serials in all formats, scripts, languages, and on all

subjects.

5. The CONSER record should be accurate and provide unambiguous
identification of the item cataloged. This is achieved
through creation of records conforming to standards and
standardized practices, i.e., the authentication process.

6. Serials do not remain static; neither can the records

describing them.

7. All reasonable efforts are made to maintain the accuracy of
CONSER records, with a concentration placed on reflecting in

the record those changes occasioned by the publication
itself.

1 i, 6
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APPENDIX C SPCTION I

SERIAL DIRECTORY RECORD FOR INTERCIENCIA

Subject: Science(General)
Title: INTERCIENCIA.
Date/Vol: V. 1-May/June 1976-
ISSN: 0378-1844
Ser type: Periodical
Country: VE
Language: Multilingual (English, Portuguese and Spanish)
Frequency: Bimonthly
rice: $55.00 (institutions) Venezuela; $15.00

(individuals) other
Publisher: Interciencia

Apartado de Correo 51842
Caracas 1050A Venezuela

Telephone: (682)92-32-24
Editor(s): Marcel Roche
Ind/Abstr: Coal Abstracts, International Aerospace Absxracts,

Biological Abstracts, GeoRef, Energy Research
Abstracts (Feb. 1977- ), Energy Information
Al,tracts, Life Sciences Collection, Current
Contents, Chemical Abstracts (1976-1983), Science
Citation Index, Environment Abstracts, Soils and
Fertilizers, Helminthological Abstracts. Series A,
Animal and Human Helminthology, Helminthological
Abstracts. Series B, Plant Nematology,
Protozoologica) Abstracts

LC Class: Q4
DD Class: 505
NLM Class: lil IN671
CODEN: ITRCDB
CONSER: 02513645
Ivd Avail: Index available

Cumulative index avAlable
Bk Review: Yes
Advertise: Yes
Circulatn: 1,500
Descript: Problems related to development within Latin America:

amazonia, nutrition, energy, health and population,
arid land, marine and earth sciences, tropical
agriculture and environmental problems, sciencn
policy and short communications.
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APPENDIX C SECTION 2

CONSER FORMAT FOR INTERCIENCIA

Entrd: 761019 Govt Pub:
Repr: Conf Pub: 0
Index: u Phys med:

Cum Ind: u Titl Pag: u

Lang: mul Source: d
Ctry: ve Ser typ: p
Cont: Frequn: b
ISDS: Regulr: r

S/L ent: 0
Alphabt: b
Pub st: c

Mod rec:

Dates: 1976-9999

TAG IND MARC DATA

001 0CM02513645
010 Sa 76645718
022 $a0378-1844
030 $aITRCDB
032 $a514610$bUSPS
035 $a(0CoLC)2513645
035 $a(DNLM)119040000(s)
040 $aDNLM$cDNLM$dDLC$dNSDP$dDLC$d0CoLC$dNSDP$d0CoLC$dNSDP

$d0CoLC$dSER$dNSTidRCS$dNSTWNSDP$dAIP$dNST$dAIPIteiNST
$dNSDP

041 0 $aengporspa
042 $alc$ansdp
043 $acl
050 0 $aQ4$b.1617
060 $aW1 IN671
070 $aQl.A115
082 $a505
270 0 $aInterciencia
222 0 0 $aInterciencia
242 0 0 $aInterscience.$yeng
245 0 0 $AINTERCIENCIA.
260 0 1 $a[Caracas, Venezuela,$bAsociaciwon Interciencial
265 $aInterciencia, P.O. Box 19315, Washington, DC, 20036
300 $av.$bill.$c28 cm.
310 $aBimonthly
350 $a$15.Q0 (individual)$a$25.00 (institution)
362 0 $av. 1- May/June 1976-
510 2 $aBiological abstracts$x0006-3169
510 2 $aChemical abstracts$x0009-2258$W976-1983
510 2 $aCoal abstracts$x0309-4979
510 2 $aEnergy information abstracts$x0147-6521
510 2 SaEnergy research abstracts$bFeb.,1977-$x0160-3604
510 2 $aEnvironment abstracts$x0093-3287
510 2 $aGeoRef$x0197-7482
510 2 $aJnternational aerospace abstracts$x0020-5842
510 2 $aLife sciences collection
546 $aEnglish, Portuguese, and Spanish.
650 0 $aScience$xPeriodicals.
650 0 $aTechnology$xPeriodicals.
650 0 $aScienceLatin America$xPeriodicals.
650 0 $aTechnology$zLatin America$xPeriodicals.
650 2 $aScience$xperiodicals.
650 2 $aTechnology$xperiodicals.
710 2 0 $aAscciacivon Int, rciencia.
850 $aCU-I$aCU-S$aDGW$aDLC$aFU$aGASU$aGEU$aICU$aIaAS$aKyLoU

$aLNT$aLU$aMCM$aMnSU$aNN$aNSyU$aNcD$aOrCS$aPPD$aTxCM
$aTxU$aULA$aViBlbVSaWp
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN MULTIMEDIA SOURCES

IN AN ELECTRONIC AGE

Tze-chung Li

ROSARY COLLEGE GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS 60305, U. S. A.

Abstrar.t

An imposing array of online databases and the rapid growt`t

of optical discs have revolutionalized information storage and

retrieval processes. The new technologies feature speed and

capability of multi-access points and multi-dimensional approach,

which make them an ideal tool for information retrieval. There

are, however, problems due to shortage of bibliographical control

of multi-media sources, lack of uniformity in data structure, and

diversity in retrieving information. The paper will discuss

information retrieval using major online database systems and CD-

ROM proCIcts from a user's point of view. Major online systems

which include BRS, DIALOG, ORBIT and Wilsonline as well as

representative CD-ROMs will be included in the discussion. On

CD-ROM, particular attention will be focused on ERIC which is

available on DIALOG Ondisc, SilverPlatter, and OCLC. The paper

will summarize the problem of diversity in information retrieval,

note the improvements, and present observations for future

developments.

(89)
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A cartoon that appeared in the Chicago Tribune depicts a

reference librarian receiving a call. The party on the other

line asks: "Is this the library? Please analyze Shakespeare's

plays and give me a list of quotes reflecting aspects of

existentialist thought. I'll hold on. It is humanly impossible

for the reference librarian to provide this information in a

short period of time. However, in an electronic age, it may not

be a mission-impossible. A television series, the Knight

Rider, dramatizes a car th-t not only can converse like a human

being hut is also able to provide answers to any questions asked.

In a scenario envisioned by science fiction writ:.:rs, a reader can

browse through a computer catalog and call for hooks which will

be delivered to him by a robot from the stacks, or a reader can

retrieve three dimensional information from an eucyclopedia or a
1

hard copy dropped on his lap. Though it sounds like a fantasy,

the reality may not be too far away.

In his keynote speech at the 1987 EDUCOM conference, John

Sculley mentioned three technologies that offers a new

environment for gathering knowledge: hypermedia delivering

informa ion beyond the traditional media; simulation pushing the

( 90 )
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knowledge boundary from static to dynamic; and finally,
2

artificial intelligence. Dialog Information Service added to

its service in 1988 the provision of images in the TRADEMARKSCAN
3

- FEDERAL database. The Encyclopaedia Britannica will market

very soon its Compton Electronic Encyclopedia in hypermedia in

which the reader will be able to have texts, sound, and image in

color.

In the last three decades, we have seen a significant array

of new technologies for storing and retrieving information:

microform in the 1960s, onlilie database in the 1970's, and CD-ROM

in the 1980's. Microform is a generic term including micro-

print, microfilm, microcard, microform, and microfiche. The

development of microform goes back to 1839 and microfilming
4

printed products began in the 1930's. In the 1960's, microforms

became a fashionable phenomenon for information storage. lo 1969

alone, the Library of Congress produced more than 11.3 million

individual microfilm exposures on negative films and more than

5.6 million feet of positive print film from these and other
5

negatives. The density of microform recording ranges from 4

times to 1,000 times or even higher of its originals. A

conventional microfiche provides about 900 pages per fiche. A

microform with high range of density has the capacity (LE

recording about 2,000 pages per fiche and can hold, with extreme

range of density, the full tex't of a bible within one square inch

of space. Microforms are excellent for storage and preservation

and the least expensive. But the search of data in microform is

slow and it lacks voltarity and Trultiple access points.
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Although the growth of microform has not heen as fast as

many people had anticipated, there has been an increased interest

in recent years in using mlcroform for storage and preservation

of materials. Charles Chat.Iwyck-Healey compared microforr with

videodisc technology and concluded that microforms will continue

to be used until electronic technology in storage and

transmission of data equals or improves microform in quality and
6

cost. Alan Calmes regards microfilm the best choice for storage

and preservation on three grounds: its life expectancy is longer

than all other media; its use life is far less limited; and its
7

maintenance cost is lower. He also reports that the Library of

Congress continues to regard microform as a mainstay of its

preservation programs with optical discs as a supplementary
8

technology. The publication of dual media, print and microform,

such as those published by Congressional Information Service, is

another example of continued interest in microform.

The introduction of online database In the 1970s has shaped

the library operation in many ways. Access to materials is no

longer physically limited to a library where materials are

housed. It contains a large quantity of data yet provides fast

retrieval capability. A computer search of a million records

only takes a few seconds. The most useful feature of a database

is its capability of providing multi-access points and a multi-

limensional approach. A searcher may locate items through

luthor, title, source, language, date of publication, document

type, and or any other access point imaginable. Users can also

isk the computer to match the terms and retrieve only those
9

locuments in which a match occv-1-s. In this respect, it is far

(92)
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superior to microform.

In the 1980s, the optical disc has caught the attention of

libraries. An optical disc is a high density platter for writing

or reading through a laser emitted beam. Data are impressrld

forming microscopic pits on the disc surface. There are four

kinds: CD-ROM (compact disc - read only memory), CD-WORM (compact

2isc - write once read many times), CD-I (compact disc -

interactive), and CD-Erasable (compact disc - erasable). CD-I

holds digital text, images, sound animation, and graphs, a multi-

media disc such as the Compton Electronic Encyclopedia just

mentioned. By function, there are character encoded discs, video

discs, and music discs. One side of a 5-inch disc can hold up to
10

72 minutes of digitability encoded music.

A single CD-ROM can store 540 megabytes of data or hold

16,000 pages of data equivalent to approximately 1.500 floppy

discs. In this cpacity, the entire Encyclopaedia Britannica can
11

be stored on one disc. CD `0 technology has gained rapidly

in popularity. A study, CD-ROM Market Opportunities, by Link

Resources, predicts that "between now and the end of the decade,

CD-ROM players and information products will generate 2.3 billion

in revenu,1 for hardware, media, software, service, and
12

information providers."

Both online databases and CD-ROM expedite locating and

lisseminating information. In using these new technologies, the

3peed, storage capacity, and volatility in retrieving information

Ire fascinating. Users are, however, also frustrated at the

?roblems in locating these sources and the method of retrieving

(93)
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information from them. They are specifically concerned about the

shortage of bibliographical control of multisources, lack of

standardization of data structures, and the diversity of software

programs for information retrieval. We will take a closer look

at these problems.

An ideal bibliographical control is to list complete records

of human communication, to indicate location where records can be

found, and to provide access to their contents. For online

databases and CD-ROMs, there is no shortage of bibliographies of

listing them separately. A few bibliographies of multisources

have been published. Government Reports Announcement & Index, V.

75- , 1975- , lists titles in various forms: hardcopy,

microform, and computer tape. The U. S. Bureau of the Census

Catalog and Guide provides its products in the form of printed

reports, microfiche, computer tapes, online access, Ciskettes,

and maps. But the information is confined to its own

publications.

Commercial publications have a more extensive coverage.

Ulrich's International Periodical Directory, 1932- , has a

section on serials available online. EBSCO's The Serials

Directory: An International Reference Book, 1986- , provides

information on additional physical forms, that is media other

than a serial's original or conventional form. There are,

however, many omissions. The bibliography of law books is

perhaps the first such extensive bibliography of multisources.

Law Books and Serials in P1:5nt: A Multimedia Sourcebook (1985,

New York: Bowker, 6 volumes with quarterly cumulations), part of

Bowker's Legal Reference System, lists, in addition to books,

034)
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audio cassettes, video cassettes, software, online databases, and

microform. For more convenient use, there is a need for a

bibliograhy that provides information on where to find materials,

the available media in which the materials are contained, and the

location of such media. It would be ideal for the National

Union Catalog and the New Serials Titles to take the helm in

providing multisources, listing not only print products but also

other media available on a particular title.

In a library, the library catalog is a bibliographical

control device that provides a :ecord of materials that a library

owns. Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules is designee as a guide to

cataloging fourteen different kinds of materials, i.e, books,

pamphlets, printed sheets, cartographic materials, manuscripts,

music, sound recordings, motion pictures, videorecordings,

graphic materials, computer files, three-dimensional artefacts
13

and realia, microforms, and serials. The computer file refers

to "a file (data and/or program) encoded for manipulation by
14

computer.* By this definition, CD-ROM and online databases are

included. It is commendable that the Rules generally keeps path

with new developments, yet, there is still room for refinemenc.

One obvious advantage of riint products over computer files

is that the former can be browsed. A reader opens a book,

glances it over, and acquires immediately some information about

its contents. A computer file is not visible to the naked eye

and has a different degree of retrieval capability. It calls for

more depth of description to present adequately its subject,

content, coverage, update frequency, and device for retrieval.

05)
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Indication of its relationship to other media would be extremely

useful.

It appears that the traditional concept of cataloging only

for in-house materials and for object in hand remains the basic

consideration of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. The

procedure is not clearly outlined for cataloging online databases

which are not physically in the library. The AACR is silent on

the following aspects: (1) data.Lases with different titles used

by vendors; (2) databases with different sizes marked by vendors;

(3) varied parallels, either broader or narrower, or lack of some

features in the counterpart of a database or vice versa; and (4)

databases with different abbreviations or file numbers for their
15

titles. Other pro'olems include the amount of detail needed to

describe the database an' the number of added entries to be used.

With reference to levels of detail in the description, Article

9.0D of the AACR refers to Article 1.0D under general rules for

description, that is primarily for print products and is not

adequate for online databases.

The effective bibliograhical control of databases suggests
16

the following:

1. Title with medium designator in the bracket, parallel

title, and other titles;

2. The parallel with other media, noting differences and

range of coverage;

3. Search title or abbreviation or file number for access;

4. Period of coverage, updated and cumulated periodically;

5. Added entries for vendors that market the database;

6. Added entries for a series of databases;

(96)
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In database structure, all files contain records and all

records are divided by fields or paragraphs, ard most fields are

directly searchable. But arrangement of records and fields of a

record vary with vendors. Take the American Statistics Index for

example. When it was marketed at one time through ORBIT (On-line

Retrieval of Bibliographic Information Timeshared), the Index

sub-records were arranged under main records, thus each record

contained many sub-recoras. The use of the logical operator AND

in this file because of its record size (main records include

many sub-records) will result in a large recall and is therefore

not advisable. LINK and LINK NOT must be used in lieu of AND and

AND NOT for more selective retrieval. In contrast, Dialog"

arrangement of all sub-records as a single record results in

smaller size of records. The use of AND and NOT will not

retrieve as large a recall as ORBIT.

The ERIC file is available in BRS, Dialog, and ORBIT. ERIC

provides some twenty-five searchable fields and several sub-

fields. The file is reloaded by vendors into their own systems.

Each vendor retains most of ERIC searchable fields, but deletes

some sub-flelds, and adds its own field, sLch as Dialog accession

number. BRS does not use single word, major subject, and minor

subject in the identifier field. It does not separate accession

numbers for update, whereas ORBIT omits minor subject in both

descripter and identifier fields. It must be noted that the

deletion of some sub-fields has little impact on information

retrieval. Such a variation is usually ignored by users.

However, the most frustrating for user may be the diversity in

(9.1)
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labelling the fields by the various systems. Each field is

generally labelled by two characters. There is no uniformity of

labelling. In the searchable fields of ER/C, only five similar

labels are used by BRS, Dialog, and ORBIT, and another five

similar labels are used by two of the three systems; the

remaining fields are labelled uniquely by each system.

Not all databases have the same fields and not all similar

fields use same labels. In reviewing the fields of databases in
17

three systems, the fcllowing data are found:

Number of Fields
BRS Dialog ORBIT

basic Tndex 67 44

Additional Index 400 156

Total 208 467 200

It may be noted that searching is generally classified into basic

index searching, or subject searching, and additional index

searching, or non-subject searchili9 (called subject-implicit

searching in ORBIT). BRS does not make such a distinction. Not

only do the number of fields and their availability in each file

confuse the user, what is more confusing is that the same label

can designate different fields, or the same field can be

designated by different labels. For instance, in Dialog, the

field CC= and CN= designate more than ten different fields each.

Records in CD-ROM are similarly arranged, consisting of many

fields, most of which are searchable. Bowker's Books in Print

Plus has two search modes: search and browse. There are nineteen

fields in the search mode. The browse mode consists of nine
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fields. The Wilsondisc also provides two modes of searching.

The browse mode consists of subject and personal name search. In

the search mode, it provides six searchable fields: subject

words, author, title, journal name, organization, and Dewey

number. The search variations are far less than those available

in Books in Print Plus. One unique feature of Wilsondisc is that

it consists of more than one file of the Wilson family.

ERIC CD-ROM is currently marketed through three vendors.

Although the data structure is designed by ERIC, variations in

retrieval exist. The SilverPlatter's ERIC CD-ROM provides some

twenty-nine searchable fields and sub-fields, whereas Dialog ERIC

Ondisc's fields for menu search is quite limited. The ease of

use, however, does not lie in the number of fields, but in the

search mechanism.

Practically all searching in CD-ROMs for information

retrieval is structured in menus. The user must search

information step by step according to the displayed menu

instructions. It is time-consuming, yet easy to grasp with

little or no training. But the degree of ease varies. In Books

in Print Plus, nint:teen search fitlds are displayed in the search

mode, each is represented by two characters followed by an &pull

sign "=". The user selects a field and inputs information for

the system to search. The user may select another field and

combine the search results. Although seaching process is simply

and straight-forward, there are caveats to keep in mind. First,

a title search mast be given exact words. If the title contains

the word, AND, OR, or ANDNOT, the entire title must in quotations
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so that the system will ignore these words as logical operators.

Second, there are inconsistencies in input of the word, such as

"the" and "and." The "0 sign or the word "and" are used

inconsistently. The search will fail if the user keys in the

title with the word "and" in it, when the system uses "0 :nsteae

of "and," or vice versa. Another inconsistency arises with the

word "she" which is included in some cases, but omitted in

others. The search for the title "The Garden Jungle", for

example, should be entered as "Garden Jungle" or it will result

in zero posting. For title search, if exact words are not known

for certain, using the browse mode is advised.

SilverPlatter is the most convenient to use. Although

basically a menu search, it imparts features of free-text search.

The user may enter any terms and phrases and disregard the stop

words. The user may, for instance, enter "pursuit of happiness,"

"gone with the wind," or "government of the people,' The system

will retrieve documents in which these words are present in the

same field. Hyphenated phrases are searched as descriptors.

Other features include display of index terms and downloading.

Dialog's Ondisc provides both menu and command searches.

Its command search is the same as most Dialog online database

commands. Its menu search is designed for a step by step search.

The user may limit the search result by adding another term or

using other options. It is also capable of downloading. Though

it lacks the menu volatility of SilverPlatter, its Dialog command

search is superb and sets off the limited Tranu field search well.

The concept of searching is basically the same for all

these systems. These systems all enable users to search cny

(100)
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word in the text, match the searched word, search the words in a

string or near one another, limit the search to type, year, date,

or language of publication, combine terms with author or other

fields, and repeat the same search strategy in different files.

But in operation details, each sys' differs from the other in

access, protocols, commands, and output format. Operation

diversities may be grouped as follows: (1) different proceduree

for access; (2) different commands with the same result; (3)

different features with compatible results; and (4) features not

common to all systems. The chart below lists some features not

common to all systems:

Features
(Y/N) BRS

Systems
Dialog ORBIT

Security Code in addition
to password

Y N Y

Online thesaurus N Y N

SELECT STEPS N Y N

SHOWSELECT (display of all
terms in the SELECT list N N Y

Negative OualifieA. Y N N

LINK/LINK NOT N Y N

SELECT after each term
EXPANDed/ROOTed required Y Y N

Online sol'ing Y Y N

Searched terms highlighted Y N N

Print field in any sequence N N Y

Images N Y N

A benefit from diversity is the competititon for excellence.

( 101 ) ..
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But in many aspects, it serves no meaningful purpose. Simone

Klugman has questioned the validity of having different commands

for logoff, varied symbols for truncation, and inconsistent
18

formatting of citation. In additon, one may wonder why longon,

stacking command, and field labels cannot be standardarized. The

lack of uniformity and standardization )-t. only among the systems

but also within the system itself is an area most users consider

an inconvenience. The user must memorize different protocols,

comMands, field labels, and other different features in switching

from one system to another.

Over the years, the three systems have made noticeable

progress toward compatibility, though not uniformity, in logon,

search, result, and logoff procedures. Below are some of the

achievements made by the three systems:

1. The Stacking command (7) in BRS can be changed so as to
conform with the other two systems.

2. The ..SET DETAIL=ON command in BPS and the AUDIT=ON
command in ORBIT achieve similar results as Dialog's
Super Seleca.

3. The BREAK function in BRS is no longer limited to
stopping print.

4. The introduction of proximity searching is a great
feature by ORBIT to achieve compatiblility with other
systems.

5. BRS has made available its online sorting capability.

6. Tailored print command iE now available in Dialog.

7. ORBIT uses LOGOFF as an alternative to its STOP.

8. In displaying dictionary terms, EXPAND can be used as an
alternative to NEIGHBOR in ORBIT.

In online retrieval, one significant development in easing

diversity is the gateway faciliti by which one system serves as a

(102)
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revolving door to other system. The gateway enables one system
19

to be linked to other system and/or other databases, such as

the Westlaw to Dialog, ALANET to EasyNet, and OCLC to BRS, just

to name a few. An obvious advantage of such a gateway is that

the user needs one logon procedure saving the steps of providing

communication protocols, identification number, and passwords to

different systems.

The emergence of gateway and front end software for

microcomputer use is another milestone towards minimizing the

problems stemming from of diversity. The gateway is defined as

the type of software that takes the user *to the entrance of the
20

databank (the gate) but no farther.* Of the many software,

Perfect Link, Cross Talk, and Smartcom are three well-known
21

packages. Smartcom, for instance, is able to perform an

automated logon function.

Front end software is more sophiscated. Over a dozen front

end software are available on the market, including DialogLink,

Pro-Search, Sci-Mate, and Wilsearch. The front end software

features, in addition to gateway functions, access to several

systems, pro-search editing and uploading, dat .1se selection,
22

and post-processing of search results. Since all front end

packages use menu driven searches, one drawback is time-

:onsumption, and its repeated step-by-step quaries most tedious.

Diversity and lack of standardization in CD-ROM remain a

Pig problem to tackle. It would be an ideal to develop a program

:hat makes the use of different CD-ROMs compatible. In online

3earching, efforts have been made towards tandardization. In

(103 )
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1980, Subcommittee Z 39G (Standard Tclrms, Abbreviations, and

symbols for Use in Interactive Information Retrieval) of the

American National Standard Committee X-39 was formed for the

purpose of reducing existing diversity :n the command languages

presently in use. At the same time ISO (International

Organization for Standardization) Technical Committee 46/Sub-

Committee 4/Working Group 5 was formed for the same purpose.

Standardization takes many years to achieve and requires close

cooperation, extensive discussion, continued debate, and eventual

compromise. Complete standardization may never be accomplished.

What we need now is an interface that enables us to use one

system to retrieve information on the other.

It is reported that Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL) has developed an intelligent gateway that allows a user to

access diverse database resources. The software handles all
22

communication, logon, and access procedures. In 1986, an

agreement was reached by participants of the Linked System

Project (LSP). In this project, the four participants, the

Library of Congress (LC), the Research Libraries Group (RLG), the

Western Library Network (WLN), and On-Line Computer Library

Center (OCLC) will set standards that permit each of them link to
23

other for searching. The latest service offered by H. W.

Wilson is for its database Licensing Service to provide machine

readable magnetic tapes of databases for local online access.

The servicc is adapatable to NOTIS (Northwestern Online Total

Integrated System) commands and protocols. Both ORBIT and BRS

were purchased by the same company. It has been reported that an

interface will be developed in about six months to enable the use

'100
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of BRS commands to search in ORBIT or vice versa.

Evidentallv, the problem of diversity is dlready becomming

less of a problem. It would not be at all surprising to see a

spurt of developments by 1995 for convenient, effective

ret,:ieving information in multimedia sourc2s. Bibliographies of

multimedia sources of information will emerge in different farms.

The user will be able to locate multimedia sources from one

source. There will be increased use of subject-based rather than
24

medium-based meaterials regardless of their forms. A user may

use a single medium that contains information in whatever form,

such as text, films, slides, photographs, and drawings. There

will be intelligent programs by which a user may automatically

logon, select database and systeTs, retrieve information, display

the result, and legoff. An interface in making diverse systems

compatible with each other to access information will become a

reality. The interface will be an integrated system that has the

capabilities also for word-processing, spell-checking,

spreadsheet and graphic presentations, and latabase management.

The user may single out the information retrieved with automatic

citation; edit, re-format and re-process it; input the piece of

information into his own datafile for future use; and present, on

the basis of retrieved information, statistical data or graphic

illustrations. It would not be beyond belief to see the

full development of arcificial intelligence application of which

can select systems, begin particular databases, retrieve relevant

information, analyse the information retrieved and reach

a decisinn, and even geoerate new concept and idea.

(105)
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Abstract

When setting up a bibliographic information and retrieval system,

the systems analyst is confronted with a multiplicity of different aids

to designing the database in the form of bibliographic exchange

formats,

This paper takes the three most important international exchange

formats, 'ale Unesco Common Communication Format, IFLA's UNIMARC arid

the UNISI3 Reference manual and describes them in terms of their aims,

technical aspects and their user base.

The conclusion is that everyone has to decide with whom they are

likely to want to co-operate in order to make their decision as to

which forliat on wnich to base their system.
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A 910ESITON OF FORMATS

A. HOPKINSON

INSTITUTE OF DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
BRIGHTON BN1 9RE, UK

INMODUCTION
Anyone who is even a little acquainted with bibliographic standards

for the exchange of data will know that there are a number of

standard formats for the exchange of data. Probably the most used

are national MARC formats, USMARC, UK MARC, AUSMARC, MALMARC, etc.

In order to exchange data between these, an international MARC

format known as UNIMARC has been developed. Other organizations,

particularly the secondary services, use the UNISIST Reference
Manual. And more recently, we have been hearing about the Uneaco

CCF. This paper introduces and describes all three.

UNTKARC: THE STANDARD INTERNATIONAL MARC NaTtIORE EXCHANGE FORMAT

UNIMARC was the brain-child of IFLA. It was conceived of as a

tool for an International MARC Network. Although the record structure

which later became ISO 2709 was accepted early on, during the first

co-operative project between the Librar: of Congress and BNB, there had

been disagreement on the fields, or content designators as they are

called between LC and BNB and later between other national libraries.

In 1971, a recommendation was made to 1FLA that they be responsible for

establishing an international stan3ard for content designators. In

August 1972, at the IFLA General Conference in Budapest, the IFIA

Committee on Cataloguing and the IPA C.-enmittee on Mechanieation jointly

sponsored the IFLA Working Group on Content Designators. This Working

Gro' p had the task of exploring the reasons for the differences between

the different MARC formats and arriving at a standard for the

international exchange of data in machine-readable form. It limited its

investigations to the requirements of the library community, i.e.

libraries and national bibliograpUes Bowevet, to ensure coordination

of efforts as widely as possible, all working papers were submitted to

the ISO TC46/SC4 Working Group on Content Designators as well as to the

UNISIST Working Group on Bibliographic Data Exchange which were both

invc7ved with formats for the secoadary services. During deliberations,
it was realised that each coantry needed to retain or establish its own

format because of difference:, between nat'onel requirements, relat_ng

partly to the fact that national billiographic agencies differed from

each other in their roles and partly because of the language barriers

that exist between nations. Each national agency would also arrange for

the development of conversaon ptograms to convert the data in its own

national format into that of the international format. One feature that

was agreed on was that the Inteleaajonal Standdrd Bibliographic

Descriptions should be the basis of the data elements relating to the

descriptive area of the catalogue lecerd This was a wise move; not only

were the ISBDs becoming the basJa ,At national cataloguing codes; C'eir

adoption in UNIMARC gave the new 1-ormat an international flaveur and a

reference point which librarian: ne*: iet familiar w'th automation could
understand. Another feature that va% egreed upon was that it should
eventaally be hospitable to ali meterials. This was a departure from the

Library of Congress practice of having e format for each iifferent type
of material and one that gave UNIMARC dn adventage over other na,ional
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formats when countries newly developing a national format sought models

on which to base it. UNIMARC was published in 1971 at a crucial point in

the history of the International MARC Network, between the completion of
the International MARC Network Study document and ie_s approval for

pUblication.
The second edition of UNIMARC was published in 1980. This new edition

was spurred on by the completion of I3BDs for cartographic materials,
and non-book materials and by the revision of the ISBDs for Monographs

and Serials.

UNIMARC manual
After the second edition of UNIMARC was published, work began on a

UNIMARC interpretive handbook which was later published as the UNIMARC
handbook. This uncovered a number of problems in UNIMARC and so a
revision was made of UNIMARC and rf the guidelines end these were
published in the UNIMARC manual.

Also, during the 1980s, a review had taken place on the ISBDs for
Cartographic Material, Monographic Material, Non-Book Materials and
Serials. Described as a "harmonization process", the review was designed
to ensure consistency, to provide further and more varied examples, to
consider the particular problems of non-Roman scripts and to modify
ISBD(NBM) to make it hospitable to many kinds of material without it
assuming the function of a cataloauing code. It was completed in 1986
and though the four ISBDs were not published until 1987 and 1988,
they we, e in a definite enough state to be considered in the revised
the UNIMARC manual which was published ir 1967, so becoming the 3rd
edition of UN1MARC. Thus, UNIMARC ceased to be con,ained in a basic
standard-like document, but was embedded in its interpretive document.
It was expected that this edition would herald a period of relative
stability for UN1MARC. Nevertheless, some revision will be required
in the future. A group is examining the ISBDs for Antiquarian
Materials, Printed Music and Computer Files to ensure harmonization.
ISBD(G) will be scrutinized to see if any adjustments are needed as
a result of the review programme.

CD-RO"
A word on the international MARC community's efforts on standardi-

zing for CD-ROM will be useful here. The Conference of Directors of
National Libraries set ep ,n 1936 discussions under the umbrella of the
International MARC Network Committee (IMNC) with a view to achieving a
common applications-software standard for the publication of databases
of national bibliographies on CD-ROM. The ultimate aim of the standard
was to anew the easy interchange of CD-ROM products from different
agencies. The discs would be accessed searched and downloaded using
the local search language and would be able to switch between discs
without changing language. At a meeting in London in December 1987
at which repreeentatives were present from the national libraries of
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Portugal, Spain, Norway, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom, and at which input was received
from the US Library ef Congress and the National Library of Canada
the British Library it was decided that the British Library
and the Bibliotheque Nationale of France should go ahead with a
joint CD ROM production M. This consisted of abeut 30,000
recorde in UK MARC from the IINBMARC database and the same nueber
of records in UNIMARC from the French database. These were both
searchable using the same eearch lainguaue ,n either English or
French. This has since been evaluated within the national
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libraries of the European Economic Community with help from the

Commission [21. The records may be viewed in UK MARC or in

UNIMARC, depending on the source, in a diagnostic-type

format where tags and indicators precede the data.

UNIMARC - technical details
UNIMARC was designed on the basis of a set of nine principles which

were published in the different edi-ions as 'Gtidelines for Format

Design', These were based on experience which had been gained in the

different national MARC formats and are too detailed to include here.

Characteristic features relating to UNIMARC as an exchange format

An interesting features of the format is the inclusion of fields in

blocks defined by type of data element. Up to the development of

UNIMARC, the major national MARC formats had ordered the different

fields in a way that reflected the order of the field on a traditional

catalogue card. UNIMARC avoided this bias towards one partieular end

product of a machine-readable
bibliographic record and put all name

access points in one block instead of supplying differeht fields for

author as main entry from author as added entry.

All title acc is points are defined in the 500 block other than title

proper which is field 200 which begins the descriptive block as the

title is usually required in the same form as an access point as in the

descriptive area.
The 100 block is for coded data. Field 100 includes codes common to

all materials and each type of material has another field fo, codes

specific to that type. The blocks and the fields they contain are

in the UNIMARC manual.

Linkinieues
The most novel feature of UNIMARC is its treatment of links between

one bibliographic item and another.

Bibliographic items have relationships with each other. They may have

previous editions, they may, ae in the case of serials, have related,

earlier cr later titles. Moreever, they may be in the same journal or

series as each other. In special cases, some bibliographic items are

translations of others.
Another kind of relation is the sharing of common subject or

authorship.
UNIMARC has e number or different ways of showing these linking

relationships.
Relationships between bibliographic items are indicated by means of

fields in the linking entry block, fields 410 to 488. The largest number

of these relate to serials, such as "Continues", "Continues in part",

"Changed back to", "'merged with x and y to form". The names of these

linking fields are in fact the text that would be associated with the

name of the serial in a note generated for the link in a traditional

catalogue record.
Also for serials are "Supplement", "Parent of supplement" and

"Issue;.1 with".

For monographs and serials there are the fields "Series" and

"Stbseries". These can be used in monographs and serials to link to a

containing series and subseries. Links can be made to other editions and

to translations or from a translation to its original. These may apply

to both monographs and series.
There in additionally a set of linking field entitled "Levels" which

enable links to be made betweer items in a bibliographic hierarchy.



These link to Set, Subset, Piece and Piece-analytic. Since processing of
records containing hierarchical links is more complex, character
position 8 in the record label is reserved to indicate if this technique
has been used. Organizations which had not developed conversion programs
for recolds including these links can thus be warned that they will not
be able to process them correctly. Also, it shows that other records
will be required for the complete processing of the record that contains
these fields. This code has been adopted from character position 19 of

the US MARC leader.
In all these cases, the linking fields can be used in two different

ways. A link can be made to another record, or the data relating to the
related record can be embedded in the linking field. Since one of the
main aims of MARC records is to produce catalogue records in printed
form, an indicator, the second indicator, specifies whether the field is
to be used to print a note: the first indicator is always blank.

Following the indicators, the subfield identifier is $1. There then
follows, if a link in being made to a record control number, the record
control number preceded for identification by 001, the tag for the
record control number or identifier.

If the embedded record technique is used, each field in the embedded
record follows the tag which indicates the relation and each field is
preceded by $1. These embedded fields are not found in any directory, so
processing of these fields in the embedded record is quite different
from processing of fields in the main body of the record.

In the record for the serial 'Bus and coach which was preceded by
'Moeor transport' would appear in field 434 the following:

1$15300_$aBus & coach (" represents spacej

The first two characters are indicators of field 434.
$1 indicates start of the first embedded field 530
0_ are indicators in the embedded field
$aBus & coach are the data which follow immediately.

434 occurs in the directory with pointers to the data string shown
above.

If a laink were being made to a record number and the record number of
'Bus & coach" was T01564, then the field would appear as follows:

_1$1001T01564

UNIMARC was the first in the family of MARC formats to include this kind
of linking meahanism. Hitherto, formats had indicated relationships in

other waya, and these methods are retained in UNIMARC itself.
ln a traditional catalogue, series relationships are indicated by

means of added entries. An item in a monographic series will have an
added entry under the name of the series and, if applicable, the number
within that series. The series statement which is pnrt of the
description of the monograph according to traditional cataloguing
practice may be used as an access point if it is the established form.
Otheawise, field 410 must be used to contain an embedded record relating
to the series. The embedded record way consist of the title of the
series; or it may include both author and title if cataloguing rules
would require an author/title access point.

If the field contained a record control number, then the program
could proceed as follows when L. preduced the record in the catalogue
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from this record. If the record to which the link were made (that of the

series) had a main entry under authoi, an author title added entry would

be produced for this item in the series. If the record of the series on

the other hand was entered under title, then a title added entry for the

series would be produced in the record ot the monograph.

UNIMARC Authorities
From the outset, there had been problems of how to cope with

references in many MARC formats. LC MARC did not include them. UK MARC

included in each record every reference required for all the headings in

that record. The rationale behind that was that if you had taken only

that one record with a particular heading, you would need to find all

its references in that record to add them to the database. The logical

way forward was for a format which would facilitate the setting up of

databases of authority records. UNIMARC itself had incorporated in the

access point fields a sunfield, $3, whech would allow the entry of a

code which hopefully in the future would be an international authority

number but for the present would be a number allocated to a heading n a

particular system. It was not clear in the original manual or in he

UNIMARC handbook how this would be done. Would there be records

including the text of the headings and the code, or would the headings

be replaced by codes? The logical way to deal with access points in

modern database management systems is to create separate records for

each heading and link them to all the recores in which they need to

appear, calling them in to those records by means of the database nuMber

or some other identifier. However, this is not true of exchanging

bibliographic records since it is hard to ensure that all authority

records are included in files along with bibliographic records. It is

probably better to exchange records in complete form. If the records

have originated from a source where an authority file has been used

consistently, then the receiving system should be able to match them up,

and perhaps replace them by authority records created from the names

held as bibliographic data. However, many organizations also wish to

have access to authority files for their own iecord creation and the

best way for them to obtain tht:se from national agencies is in

machine-readable form so that +.1-ley may be used directly in their record

creation and reduce the vast effort put into .zreating headings and their

references.
To facilitate the ex.'lanoe of authority information, the IFLA

Sections on Information Teelno3ogy and Cataloguing jointly set up the

IFLA Working Group on en International Authority System, in 1979. This

submitted in 1983 the Guidelines for ateAloritv and reference entries (3]

(GARE) which set out tLe datzl etements that .hould appear in authority

and reference entries in eye-readaLe form, using conventions akin to

the punctuation in ISM.
Then followed the deve)upme,lt of a companlon format, based on the

underlying principles of UN1MARC arui under the auspices of a Steering

group on a UNIMARC Format for Autn,:rities 141,

Critique of UNIMARC
Although UNIMARC has been adopted a a national format in many

countries, it is intended as an ic.t,=rnational exchange format into which

national agencies will convert thei:: national records to cut down on the

bilateral conversion arranQements ;z1 which lattonal ayencies would

otherwise have to engage.
As an international exchanee format, it had to bo able to cater for

all the idiosyncracies of existing national formats.
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For this reason, the ITIMARC format contains some redundancy; one
reason why the ONIMARC haadbook was consissioned was to give users of
UNIMARC guidance as to which option to take in those circumstances where
data could be transferred from one field in a national format to two in
UNIMARC. One can see a certain amount of overlap between Uniform Titles,
Collective Uniform Titles, Uniform Conventional Headings and Topical
Name Used as a Subject.

Because records created under different catalaguing rules may be held
in the UNIMARC format, it is difficult to cater for every eventuality.
Some cataloguing codes, increasingly as adaptations are made for
automation, may not have the concept of main entry. So a way has to be
included to code these records as UNIMARC does cater for main entry.
Unfortunately, records using main entry and those that do not will
never be completely compatible. But compatibility is a relative
concept and it is well-known that if we want to share records we always
have to make some compromises.

In future, it is expected that many countries will adopt UNIMARC
or a national format which is convertible to UNIMARC. IFLA is now
promoting -NIMARC particularly to deeeloping countries by means of
workshops le first of which was held at the IFLA General Conference
in Sydney ee 1988, the proceedings of which have been published [5].

UNISIST REFERENCE MANUAL
History and use

UN1MARC and the MARC fonmats have been developed for the library
sector of the information community.

Computers were already being employed by secondary services before
being introduced into librariee; but, in the context of the exchange of
data the secondary services were to follow the libraries. Since the
record structure of the MARC format had been made a national standard in
the USA, ANSI 239.2-1971, [6] it was the obvioes standard for the
information community as a whole to follow. In the United States, the
Chemical Abstracts Service followed the Librar- of Congress in setting
up a similar cooperative project to that which the Libcary of Congress
had set up with the British National Bibliography, this time with UKCIS,
the UK Chemical Information Service. They. too, took Z39.2-1971 as the
standard record structure. In the UK, the Institute ef Electrical
Enginee:e started in 1969 a tape service for bibliographic references,
aut.( Ling their abstracting and indexing service which began as Science
Abstracts in 1898. This, too, used the same record structure. The need
for a standard set of data elements for the exchange of bibliographic
data was spreading to the secondary services, so they began to look for
something akin to the MARC formats. They based their format on the same
record structure, though they adopted their own system of tags for the
data elementr.

Resolutions adopted at the 14th and I5th Sessions of the General
Conference of Uneseo which took place in 1961) and 1968 authorized the
Director-General of Unesco to undertake and complete :aointly with the
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) a feasibility study an
the establishment of a World Science Trformation System (UN1SIST).

The UN1SIST-ICSWAB Working Groep on Bablio-jraphic Descriptions,
set up in 1967 as pait of the UN1S1ST programme decided that it was
necessary to develop a standard for the recording and exchange of data
in machine-readable form. The outcome of this was the UNISIST Reference
Manual for Machine-Readable Bibliographic Descriptions [7] and the group
that had worked on it included representatives from the the British
National Bibliography, the Centre National de Recherche Scientifigue,
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France, the Institution of Electronic Engineers who had set up INSPEC,

and Chemical Abstracts.
When the format was being developed, the Working Group had only the

early MARC formats as -lodels. The members decided that they should take

great care not to cause confusion with the existing MARC formats and

decided that tags should begin with an alphabetic character, aed

sabfield identifiers should be numeric. Beceese the International

Serials Data System was engaged in the control of star:el titles, it was

decided that the Reference Manual should not include 1 treatment of

serials as a whole, so no provfsion was made for tilt_ owever, fields

were included for the treatment of contributions ir e als. The Manual

included matrices or tables giving the fields regweed _or each

combination of biblioaraphic level (e.g. analytic in monograph in

series; monograph; monograph in series) and it wae made clear that this

format should not be used for serials by excluding the category of

'serial only' from the table, and to exclude holdings data.

After publication, it was felt that the manual needed a main-

tenance agency to look after it and so the UK government agreed to host

a UNISIST Centre which was set up to maintain it and called UNIBID. The

Centre was responsible for publishing the second edition of the

Reference Manual which was published in loose-leaf form in 1982.

After hosting the Centre for five years, the British Library

transferred the functions of UNIBID to the Unesco Division of

the General Information Programme which continued to provide copies of

the manual to enquirers. However, the second edition, despite being

published in loose-leaf format was not updated as such because of

shortage of staff and the labour intensive nature of the distribution of

loose-leaf publicatjons, and this edition was superseded by a third

edition incorporatil, all the changes in 1985 which, though in the same.

format, was not marketed as being loose-leaf.
The manual was widely circulated by Unesco and it is likely that it

had great influence on systems that were being developed. It was used as

a source of data elements by (eganizations developing formats. It was

used by the International Develepment Research Centre in Ottawa as a

format on which to model the format for DEVSIS, the Development

Information System, and was then adoeted for the MINISIS software

system. This package, developed by IDRC as a package to be made

available to organizations in developing countries for their library

databases is prominent among software packages in having foul-digit

alphanumeric tags (one alphabetic character followed by three numeric,

the last of which is a subfieid identifier).
A further user of the Manual is the American Geolceical Society's

abstracting service GeoRef. This organization as one of the first

agencies to adopt the Reference Manual as the basic format of its

automated bibliographic information system. They specialize in

indexing all English Language material in their subject field.

Mulvihill tells [81 how when they decided to extend the coverage to

French material by means of a co-operative agreement with CNRS in

France, cney had no difficulty in merging files with each other;

since CNRS had been heavily Involved in the design of the Reference

Manual, its format was compatible with that of GeoRef.

Technical features of the format
The major feature of the format is that it gives equal prominence to

bibliographic records whether they relate to analytics (meaning journa)

articles and contributions in iournals as well as works found pablished

separately elsewhere but here bound together), menocraphs or serial
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titles. The format was desioned to do this because it was developed by
t:econdary services which give eq un. prominence to the different

bibliographic levels. It does this in a so-called 'flat record

structure. The record contains no distinctive feature to permit a
hierarchy to be indicated7 instead, different tags are allocated to
fields at a particular level. Thus, a computer program interpreting the
record has to hold a table in which each field is separately identified.
Additionally, certain fields such as ISBN and peblisher are not
identified as belonging to any particular bibliographic level; in most
cases the level of these fiele; is implied, as publisher, for example,
relates te the monograph. As mentioned above, the group developing the
format avoided enabling the format to be used for serial titles, and in
the matrix in the first edition giving combinations of fields for types
of material there is no column for serial title. Tag A08 is the field
identifier for title of analytic, A09 title of monograph and A10 title
of zollection level. A03 is the field for title of serial. In the second
edition of the Reference Manual, the scope of fields A13 and A19,
(Person and corporate body associated with collection) has been extended
to include responsibility for serials.

The format has found favour with secondary services all over the
world but has not made much inroad into libraries with the exception of
certain countries such as Turkey and Macedonia in Yugoslavia. This
is probably in part due to the fact that the manual iecludes simple
cataloguing rules which may conflict with national cataloguing codes.

UNESCO COMMON COMUNICATIun FORMAT
Although Unesco had developed the Reference Manual with the help of

ICSU/AB, it had not been accepted unquestionably by the audience it was
intended to serve. Many organizations continued to approach Unesco for
assistance in developing bibliographic information systems; sometimes
these organizations were related to naticnal libraries and needed to
establish data bases that were compatibL eith MARC. Sometimes they were
organizations that straddled the divide conventionally believed to exist
between the libraries and secondary services. Some were even situated
within national libraries but were secondary services, so it was
difficult to see whether they should follow the Reference Manual
developed fez- tne secondary services or UNIMARC, developed by and for
national libraries. In order to solicit wider opinion on the problem and
thereby to help in its decision making, Unesco sponsored the Internat-
ional Symposium on Bibliographic Exchange Formats. This took place in
Tacrmina in April 1978 and was organized by UNIBID, the office supported
by the Unesco General Iniormation Programme (which by then had been
set up to include the UNISIST programme) and the British Library
which was then responsible for maintaining the Reference Manual. The
Symposium also enjoyed the sponsorship ot ICSU/AB, TFLA and ISO. Papers
were given on a number of iesues relating to the then state of the art
of exchange formats and outlfnes were given of the main features of the
major international formats. The proceedings were published in late 1978
[9]. As a result of resolutions passed at the Symposium, Unesco set up
the Ad hoc Groep for the Establishment of the Common Communication
Format. This Group contained experts from ICSU/AB, ISDS (the
International Seials Data System), IFLA, ISO and UNIBID, as well as an
expert from the group that had ,.ised MEKOF, the format of the CMEA
(Eastern European) countries. The Group worked on the basis that the
nes format must be cempatible with the MEKOF, UNIMARC and UNIE'ST
Reference Manual formats. It also took into account derivatives of these
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formats, namely the USSR/US Exchange Format (based on UNIMARC) and an

ICSU/AB Extension to the Reference Manual developed by the Four Ways

Cammittee. The Group agreed that the record structure of the format

should be that specified in the /SO 2709 standard, which was in any case

used by all the formats being taken into account. A consultant prepared

a data element directory which included the majority of the data

elements from those formats.
In the early days of the Group, much of the discussion centred on

the adoption of a basic set of mandatory data elements. It was clear that

the secondary services were not prepared to adopt the mandatory elements

of ISBD. For instance, the statement of responsibility was not provided

by many of their databases. The libraries community was persuaded that,

though the 1SBD elements were, in principle, desirable, records without

certain of them from sources without the tradition of fullness of the

record that is found in the national libraries would nevertheless be

useful to them. The format was aimed at operations which needed to

provide records to and receive records from both library and secondary

service community, and as many of these organizations were in developing

countries, it was decided to keep the format simple in terms of its data

elements and data element definition. Taking into account the fact that

there was not then, and indeed still is not, any international agreement

on cataloguing rules, the format was kept free of anything amounting to

cataloguing rules. In order to achieve compatibility between the

different record structures of the formats and their differently-defined

bibliographic levels, a record structure was defined for the CCF

implementing the latest version of ISO 2709. The structure of the format

has at times been criticized as over-complex. lt might be tree that it

is not easy for catalocuers to understand: that is because it requires a

different approach from that of traditiona2 cataloguing on which,

incidentally, secondary services practicee also are usually based.

However, the CCF is, as a standard, only required to be emplemented as

an exchange format, so the total computerized system should take this

into account, and allow records to be created In a way that more closely

resembles data entre practices in other automated systems. This will

require a data entry format which is different from the exchange format.

It may be obvious to many users that this can be done to simplify data

entry. However, there are otter users who are still of the opinion that

to follow the CCF it is necessary to use the data elements as described

in the manual, and their identifiers, at every possible level in the

system. This is possible for the MARC formats as they were developed to

automate existing manual systems geared up to the production of

catalogue cards. The CCF on the other hand was designed from a data

element directory.
The format was published in 1984.

Users of the Format
Even before the format was formally published, two major

organizations were alreaoy using It. The Dag Hammarskjold Library of the

UN in New York adopted the CCF. A data entry manoal has been published,

the UNBIS Reference Manual 110].
The Office of Official Publications ot the European Communities was

developing new software and adopted the CCF because of its flexible

record structure. They were interested not only in providing a mechanism

for linking bibliographic records to each other but also in 1-,roviding

the facility for the linking of the actual text. They publish the

Official Journal of the European Commun:.ties which consists of small

items of information in a daily journal with weekly supplemonts. These
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have been put in a large database, each item including its text
constitutine one record. The main aim is to enable the journal to be
printed from tapes in different centres throughout the European
Community. The bibliographic levels and segments of the CCF have been
used to the full to enable the data from the defferent sections in the
publication to be arranged in their appropriate segments. FCAMEX has
been published and from the document it can be seen that it adheres very
closely to the CCF.[11]

Probably the first network to adopt the CCF was the 1CONDA Group
developing an international construction database. They had originally
planned to use the UNISIST Reference Manual, but, because they were
intending to merge databases which had elready adopted data entry rules,
they found the CCF easier to implement and have based their manual on it
[12j.

Since publication of the CCF, a number of organizations have been
helped by Unesco to investigate the advantace of using the format, and,
where it has proved advantageous, to adopt it in one way or another.
able to start afresh. Simmons W] relates how COLCIENCIAS, a
semi-autonomous government agency took on the task of creating and
co-ordinating a co-operative national information system to include the
resources of documentation centres, libraries and archives, many of
which were microcomputer based. These organizations were separately
funded and chose their own computer hardware dnd software. A 'switching
format' based on the CCF has been designed called the Formato Comun de
Comunicacion Bibliografica pare Celembia (FCCC). Each participating
agency required a pair of programs to be written, to core,ert its records
to FCCC and neck. Programs will also enable the conversioe frem FCCC to
CCF and back.

The International Co-ordinating Committee for Development
Associations (ICCDA) has developed an implementation of the CCF on the
CDS/1SIS Microcemputer Software Package which is intended for producing
databases which can be exchanged between participants. A manual
accompanies the software package [14]. The work on the package was
co-ordinated by the OECD Development Centre and supported by IDRC. This
package is being used as a model for other similar implementations
outside the development community wishing to use the CCF and the
CDS/ISIS package.

In China, too, the CCF has been translated and is beginning to be
promoted in organizations that need to participate in both the library
and secondary service the lrbiary and the secondary services community.

The second edition of the format was published in May 1988, and in
April 1989, the first Users Meetino took place at the International
Bureau of Education in Geneva, sponsored by Uneeco, at which progress
reports, technical papers and practical demonstrations were given on
topics such as implementing the CCF on particular software systems,
future exteneions to the format for additional kinds of material and
conversions between the CCF and other formats (15).

flnicaiasects
The record structure of the CCF has been criticized by some users

as over-complex. In fact, as a machine-readable format it is the
opposite, and It can be thoueht of as complex only when it is regarded
as a data entry format which it was not intended to be. it is
complicated for cataloguers to enter data into the format, especially if
they try and create manually the links between records or between
segments in a record.

There are two main features of the format that distinguish it from
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other formats. The first feature is its simple set of data elements that
can be used at any bibliographic level and are disassociated from
cataloguing codes. The second is the logically-defined record structure
which uses the fourth element of the ISO 2709 directory to denote
bibliographic level and field occurrence. The use of both of these
features is a product of the circumstances in which the format was
devised. Since the format was designed to be conpatible with a number of
other already existing international formats, it was necessary either to
include all data elements from these other formats, or a subset.
Including all data elements, in particular those that are seldom used,
would have decreaeed the level of compatibility in the CCF. It is in the
lesser used data elements that the formats have gone their own way.
Therefore it was decided to include the basic elements in the format for
exchange and let the less commonly used data elements be added as
private date elements between parties to an exchange agreement. Another
reason for tnere being fewer data elements than there would otherwise be
is that data elements relating to different bibliographic levels are not
allocated to different fields at each but appear only once at one
designated field. Field 200 is the field for title. If the title is the
title of a monograph, it will be designated te a segment containing all
the fields relating to the monographic level. If the title is that of an
article it will be designated to a segment containing all the fields
relating to that article.

The record structure of the CCF was devised to take into account
different structures in the format from which records would originate.
The Reference Manual and formats related to it have fields designated
for different bibliographical levels. UNIMARC has fields designed
primarily for the monographic and serial level but can also use those
fields embedded in linking fields as fields describing an analytic. The
Reference Manual has four bibliographic levels, analytic, monograph,
serial and collective, whilst UNIMARC has analytic, monograph, serial
and collection. Collective in RM corresponds to mu.ti-volume monograph
in UNIMARC (only a subset of monograph). ln both eource formats, the
fields relating to appropriate bibliographic levels can easily be
identifind. However, the relationships could more easily be converted
into a third more logical structure than into the structure of the other
of the original formats, sc the structure of the CCF was designed to be
logical. It was designed to make use of a then new feature of 1S0 2709,
the fourth element of the record directory, so that each field is
denoted (in this fourth part of the directory) as belonging to its
bibliographic level and each field in ttw record is uniquely identified
there by an occurrence identifier.

Field to field links have also been included in the CCF. The second
edition includes codes to denote links between an authot name and his
affiliation (which will usually be entered in its own field and nay be
formatted like a corporate body if the rules permit) and between
?ublisher and ICIBN where a record includes two publishers of a
simultaneously published work.

In evaluating the CCF it is necessary to remember three points:

a) Relationship with existing formats
The CCF was not designed from first principles but was based on major

existing international exchaT:qe fonmats and was intended to be used for
the transfer of records between systems which were already capab-e of
providing output into the these major exchange formats.

It was not expected to haw: to do anythi.ng that e-ould not be done by
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any existing exchange format.

It is possible to take a bibliographic item such as a series of
annual conference proceedings where each member of the series has its
own individual articles and create one record containing all the data
relating to what would amount in most bibliographic systems to a number
of records. However to comply with the CCF, this record will contain a
segment for each separately occurring instance of each bibliographic
level. One of these segments has to be labelled the primary segment and
this will contain certain elements of control information such as record
control number. If the format had been designed from first principles it
would have probably contained a control segment in each record which
would always be present and would contain information as to which
segments would make up a complete bibliographic record. As it is, it is
the primary segment which contains this control information.

b) The CCF is an exchange format

The CCF is intended as an exchange format and as such has to contain
bibliographic data for exchanging between systems. It does not govern
what can be done within the systems themselves, so it cannot be looked
to as a guide for creators of on-line public access catalogues or other
systems. Of course, the definition of data elements will affect the
internal architecture of systems using these data elements, but there is
a large amount of agreement between organizaticns as to the definition
of the key data elements in a record. This can be noted by comparing the
data elements in a national bibliography and in a secondary service
publication. The data elements author, title, publisher, date, to
mention only a few, will be there in every case although they may be
presented in different forms, acccrding to different cataloguing codes.

c) The CCF is intended for exchange of bibliographic data

Thirdly, when the system was developed it was intended for the
exchange of those data eiemenes of the bibliographic record that were
needed for the identification of a document in a catalogue or
bibliography. It does not ccntain fields that woui a! be required for
library circulation systems or inter-library loan. An individual system
using the CCF as an exchange format to facilitate record creation by
taking records created externally in the CCF may add any other fields
required for its own purposes. Moreover, systems wishing to exchange
data elements other than those provided for in the CCF are free to
allocate unused tags to those data elements or to allocate alpha-numeric
tags (e.g. AAA, BAZ, H97).

CONCLUSION

This paper has preseneed the tac,s about the different international
exchange formats. Each user has to decide which format he needs in his
system on the basis of whether he is part of a library network, a
secondary service, or whether Ile falls between the two and needs
to exchange with both.
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ABSTRACT

Most of the less deVeloped countries have already
embarked, or are likely to do so, in, the progressive
establishment of decentralized national information
systems based upon networks in which the participating
units at various levels use micro-computers for the
production and maintenance of bibliographic data bases.

Micro-computer techaology appears to offer indeed
an unique and effective answer to the shortcomings of
their documentation infrastructures, in particular the
shortage of skilled professional manpower. However, if
applied without a reference standard for the definition
of formats, it could instead lead to the worsening of
present duplications and incompatibilities.

ln order to facilitate the establishement and
operation of sAch networks, a reference manual for
national bibliographic data bases, called BABINAT, has
been produced by a consortium of French organizations
which currently support the development of information
systems in the less developed countries.

It is able to cater for all documentary functions
assigned to the information units from the lowest up to
the upper level within complex networks involved in the
co-operative production of local, institutional,
sectoral and multi-sectorel data bases. It takes into
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account the specific constraints of such systems,

including the need to minimize the repetitive recording

of the same data elements and to secure full

compatibility with international information systeme.

The format is presently implemented with such

standard documentary software packages as TEXTO and

Micro-COS/ISIS which are commonly used in the less

developed countries, especially in Africa, and could be

installed on any equivalent software. Programmes have

been produced for the routine export and import of data
among systems using either softwares and for reformating
in the BABINAT formet data downloaded from any data base

(under TE7.T0).

Further to a test under a preliminary version in a

few countries, the format is now _Jing implemented in a

first operational version in national information

systems of such countries as Cameroon, Cate d'Ivoire,
Madagascar and Senegal. In addition, it has been adopted
by the French institutions producing bibliographic data
bases related to the less developed countries as their

common basic format.

It is anticipated that the use of BABINAT will
spread while the format itself will be improved and the

manual expanded on the basis of experience in its

utilization. An english version is under preparation and
a portuguese one contemplated.
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1. STRUCTURE AND CONSTRAINTS OF NATIONAL INFORMATION
SliSTEMS

Partly because of the kind of technology and the
models which were then available, and partly for sake of
potential economies of scale, the development of
nationsl ieformation systems in the less developed
countries has been focused from the inception and till
recently on 'national documentation centres", either
multidisciplinary or specialized.

These centres are geeerelly attached to high levels
of the structure of an institution of the public sector.
They are made responsible for gathering, organizing,
processing, preserving and disseminating the documents
produced by the organizations active in the considered
sector(s). They are also often responsible for
undertaking all or part of these documentary functions
for the documents produced in other countries and held
by the same organizations. In most cases, such centres
are also appointed, complementarily, as the national
focal point in order to ensure the country's
participation in international information systems,
either subject or mission oriented or regional (tough
such mandates do not always fit with the distribution of
competencies at the national level). Seldom will a
single administrative structure be entirely in charge of
all aspecte of a given sector. Even if this happen,
relevant information is produced and kept by other
organizations beyond its sphere of authority. In
addition, each administrative structure is in fact made
of a complex hierachized set of specialized units, at
any level of which more or less functional documentation
units may be found.

The need for co-operation among the various
documentation units belonging to the same organizational
structure or sector was of course stressed from the
inception of efforts towards the organization of
documentation in the less developed countries. It was
soon noticed and has not yet been contradicted that the
concept of 'documentation networks', if it early
appeared, did not however turn itself into concrete
achievements with regards to the establishment of
effective information systems [1). These co-operative
networks are based as a matter of fact in most casos
upon the good will of each participating unit, generalle
represented only by the one time person in charge. They
remain largely informal and loosely structured for what
concerns both their technical processes and their
management. The only real rule in such networks is the
obligation for participating units to provide records of
the documents produced by theie parent organization in
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the format defined by the documentary system of the

coordinating centre. This format respond to the

requirements of this particular system but is seldom in

a position to integrate the variety of particular

requirements found at the level of the participating

units. In practice, it is superimposed to a number of

"local formats, which may be as big as the number of

participating units itself.

One may therefore observe the establishment of

information infrastructures, whatever their level of

diversification, bound to a logic of participation into
an external, or upper level, network which should have

priority over the satisfaction of users needs at the

local level. Their effectiveness tends, as a result, to
diminish as the number of participants increases, while

tho level of national bibliographic control,

participation into international systems and service

remains unsatisfactory.

From this relatively long and partly successful

experience, one obvious conclusion arises. Information
need to be controled at the very place it is created and

used and where it remains for the largest part of its

active life, that is the elementary units within an

organization. National centers aro located too far away

from both the information producers and users and the

local units, considering physical distance as well as

administrative barriers. They experience great

difficulties in maintaining a constant flow of

acquisition and dissemination. The scarcity and rerity

of usable information tend to exacerbate the natural

retention tendencies.

The de facto structure of a national information

system, which should be understood as a concept, or

design, more than an institutional, or material,

construction, can be described as a complex network of

components spread over eight (at least) levels (Figure

1). Local information units may , Or rather should,

exist within each elementary unit of the organizations

where a specific activity is implemented with

significant resources, expecially professional staff

(level 1). Thus they could be interwoven with the core

of the "system' which is composed of the producers and

users of information (level 0). These local units are

linked with intermediate units at the upper levels of

the oraanizational structure (level 2 and 3) which are

all connected with an organization-wide unit (level 4).

Since in most cases, the information related to any

sectcr of activity is distributed among several national
organizations, a fifth level is made of sectoral units.

0
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Figure 1.

Schematic representation of the basic structure
of a national information system
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LEVELS
0. Users/Producers of information. Personal or ad hoc
data bases
1. Service, municipal office, research station, etc.
Local data bases
2. Division, District office, Research centre/
department, etc. Aggregated local (divisional) data
bases
3. Directorate, Regional/Provincial office, Research
Insitute. Aggregated local (departmental) data bases
4. Technical Ministry, Autonomous regional admi-
nistration, etc. Aggregated institutional/national data
bases
5. Sector of activity, eg. agriculture, health,
industry,etc. Aggregated national sectoral data bases
6. National. National multisectoral data bases
7. Exterior. Regional and International data bases
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The sectoral data bases maintained at the former level

%ay be merged, fully or in part, into a single national
data base at the sixth level, were a national centre
night exist. The seventh level consists of the external

morld where international systems, either regional or

worldwide, should receive appropriate input from the

national sectoral or global data bases and provide them
mith access to their own resources.

Note that the term 'unit' refers here to organized
information functions rather than institutional bodies.

Data bases need to be set up and operated for

effective information resources management at levels 1
to 6, bearing in mind that from level 2 these data bases
should be compiled from extracts of those of the lower

levels. In addition specific requirements may exist at

each level and some of the corresponding data might need

to be preserved at the upper levels. Conversely, it may
moll be that below level 4, the available information
personnel is not suff4.ciently skilled in order to

produce full and correct records, though it could make a

limited, yet useful and necessary, contribution to the

control of information, while the users/producers
themselves could also participate if compatible
procedures tailored to their own information needs could

be devised.

Because ot the interdependence among the various

units composing an institution and the natural overlap
between the attributions or areas of concern of the

various organizations within a single or different

institutional structures, information need to be

exchangeable between any point of the network and any
other one from level 1 io level B. In addition, national
information should be forwarded to international
,eiformetion systems, this contribution being a condition
for having access to their resources.

Under present circumstance, where data bases

formats are institution or unit specific, due to the

absence of a reference format, these exhanges imply full

Dr partial transcription of the data elements and

reprocessing of the records for each exchange.

Meanwhile the real differences between two records are
not likely to roughly exceed 20% of the substantive data
elements and 40% of the conventions for their

presentation.

The same national record, eg. of a document on a

programme for expanding the production of a medicinal
plant in order to reduce dependency from imported drugs
and improve the effectiveness of an eradication
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campaign, for instane, will be subject to as many

records as there are documeetation unts which hold it,
plus as many reprocessing as there wp,1 e0e point to pint
exchanges. It will further need to'be pasid'to 1st least ,
two 'different international systems, eg.-APINMAP and

AGRIS, whose formats and specifications are different
enough to require again two discrete operations of

reprocessing.

Such multiple ,processing of the saMe data are
implemented -at the expenses of a more comprehensive
control of national information, utilization of

international information and provision of more

effective services to the users. This wastage of

resources is not acceptable. The organization,
management and above all methods of information systems
should be primarily oriented towards the elimination
as far as possible of the burden of preparing multiple
records,-in particular by using for data base design a
'meta-format', fully compatible with international
standards and the specifieatións of international
information systems, which allows for the automatic
production of different versions of the same record with
minimal human intervention.

2. BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE USE OF

MICRO-COMPUTERS FOR INFORMATION WORK IN THE LESS
DEVELOPEre COUNTRIES

The most critical feature of the information
infrastructure in the majority of the less developed
countries is the shortage of manpower and of+en its

insufficient qualif ;ation. Meenwhile, the successive
steps in information processing, from accession to

delivery and exchange, imply the repetition of similar
tasks, more specifically the successive recording of

identical data elements on various forms. Micro-computer
based systems can eliminate this eonstraint and thus
release staff for more productive activities [21. They
further offer a structured, though flexible, framework,
and possibly interactive support, for implemere:ing the
various routines of information processing. This greatly
reduces the negative effects of the generally loose
definition of work flows and procedures in manual
operations and/or of their erratic observation by often
insufficiently trained personnel, whose working
conditions and compensation are not such that they could
really be motivated.
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rt is fascinating to note that the same arguments
which wore presented some twenty years ago against the
first installation of a computerized documentation
system in a developing country, Morocco [3], are still
vaiced, in particulmr Mis information spocialists frost
the North as well as from the South, against the use of
miero-computers. It is rightly pointed out that
information technology, especially micro-009puters, are
nothing but a tool which can not by itself overcome
'unsuitable' conditions and lend to real benefits. It
would therefore he advisable to introduce them only whenld
an appropriate stage of 'institutional matplially' has
been reached [4]. No yardstick is hcwelowr osed in
order to determine if such a stage has been reached.
Less caution is in practice applied in the introduction
of other modern, and possibly dangerous, technologies,
when they are more profitable.

There i certainly much truth, i principlt, in
Parker's point that "Projects, if they are to succeed,
must be smell scalu, unambitiom, and long term... Tho
key to succass is smallness and simplicity' [5]. rt
remains to be demonstrated that the old fashioned
methods are more simple than those which use modern
technology.

As a met-ter of fact, the use of -a modern technology
like the micro-computer is a significant asset in the.
self esteem of the information specialist as well as in
the recognition of his/her professionalism and the
teehnicity of the work by administrators and users. In
societies predominantly marked by the "oral tradition",
little prestipe. will ever be associated with the
handling of , ted matte'. Notwithstanding its fallacy,
the computer magic is positive when it introduces its
servants among the people worth consideration.

Few documentation units in the less developed
countries need to keep large files. Even national
sectoral bibliographic data bases could now easily be
accomodated in today's stand alone mi)ro-computers. It
is thus possible now to achieve the kind of decent-
ralization which was considered as the major potential
benefit of micro-computer tecnology and as a pre-
requisite for the effectiveness of information systems
[6]. Shared use of larger hardware, and even of a

micro-computer, always prove cumbersome for a
documentation unit wflich constantly needs to be able to
access its files.

It further opens the gate for the establishment of
national or regional co-operative data bases (compiled
from a variety of sources), which are seen as the only



mean., for the less developed country to reduce their

growing depeadance from the international sources, as

they become more and more easy to access, pnd possibly
take their share in the international exchanges of

information with value added products [71.

The obstacles which have been discussed at length
in earlier literature on the topic [8] have obviously
not vanished. If equipment and supplies are more widely
available at most locations, they also are often

over-priced as compared to the current prices in the

North. While computer firms tend to mushroom in many

capital cities of the South, their reliability may be
dubious and their life span short. The availability of
funds from the current budgets to cater for

amortization, maintenance and supplies follows the fate
of declining economies and Government funding. Few

manufacturers seem to even understand what
"teopicalization' of their products may mean. Customer
support for hardware and, more drastically, for software

is minimal when not simply inexistent. Information
professionals presently in charge of the documentation
units had little or no training in the use of

micro-computers, while it remains to be demonstrated
that those currently trained by the various schools of
the South, and even the North, will in fact be better
prepared. The standardization of hardware and software
is still in most cases wishful thinking, especially to
the extent most investments are bound to a variety of
foreign aid programmes, whose coordinat.ion is another
standing item on the agenda of international
conferences.

Anyone who actually had to look for fixinlj a

duplicator, buying a filing cabinet or simply catalog
cards or regular A4 paper in many of those places travel
agents call a paradise would know however that the above
mentioned 'obstacles" are not peculiar nor more
prohibitive as compared to those one faces when using
traditional methods. It a micro-computer needs power, so
do the staff to reach its office at the 10th floor of a
Government building or simply write and read in the
relative darkness of most offices.

The most pervasive and significant change which
occured during the past few years is the proliferation
of micro-computers in all types of working environments
in the less developed countries. This is probably due to
their relatively low cost as well as to the spread of
computer literacy among national and expatriate staff.
So the real question is not if and when could this
technology be introduced but how to avoid its misuse.
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Except when the micro-computer is a central
eponent in a well designed project specifically geared
arde eha devlepment of information services, two
.gerous trends con be observed.

In first place, documentation units are allocated a
Aachine which happen to he available, or are encouraged
to use one available in the mother institution or
conversely struggle by themselves for having access to
it. In the absence of proper system design, selection of
ee'twsre nnd documentare applications, and training,
this a priori positive aeove results, more often than
not, in the establishment of some kind of surrealist
data base, ingenuously structured along the
misinterpretation of a general purpose data base
software (mostly D.Base II), by a self promoted
specialist with an impressive background in computerized
accounting. Non standard data elements are eventually
retrieved and displayed in curiously truncated forms.
Obviously no change can be made to the system and hardly
the (feta could be exchanged with any other one.

Parallely, based upon the assumption, or sometimes
reality, that there is no such facility as a regular
documentation unit anywhere around, people associated
with specific projects, in many instances expatriates,
who happen to be information conscious, embark into the
compilation of bibliographic or referral files with
generelly an approach and results similar to those
mentioned in the previous case. It also often happens
that this work is done with ordinary word-processing
packages.

If, PA i is free .nt, two such endeavours take
place en tee same country, or organization, at the same
time, there is the eighest probability that the
harceaeee e_od iii be iecompatible, would it be only
becenee of dilferent diskette sizes, as well as the
softwares, of course. It may well happen, as we recently
observed in one Ministry, that the same data are
dcretely compiled in two such specially home made

with very specific, yet undetermined,
utilieations in mind, it goes without mentioning.

The era (if rlro files, ultimate transformation of
the rare books, with the same costs and difficulties of
aceese for the user is before us. Such well-meaning but
isolated atteemts nt making irfermation more readily
e4ailable will reeelt in increesed disperzion, reduced
accessibility, and full incompatibility, not to mention
the cumulation of unnecessary expenses for the
development and operation of these isolated systems.
Onfortunately the same scenario may well apply in the
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case of documentation projects, when several ones are

eneaged in the same country by different agencies

without proper co-ordination and install different
documentary systems. This is a common situation. We once

discovered that three fully incompatible systems were

being planned in a country of some 400.000 inhabitants
whose only benefit would have been to stand for the

world record of discrete documentary systems per

capita.

It is thus urgent that a standard tool for the

creation and operation of bibliographic data bases with
micro-computers becomes available. This includes both
functional software(s) and a bibliographic format ready
to run with them, thus alleviating all efforts

associated with the selection of software and format

and the doveloppement of the application. Such a tool

should at the same time meet the requirements
resulting from the particular conditions faced by

information units and systems in the less developed

countries.

3, SPECIFICATIONS FOR AN ADAPTED FORMAT

The efforts which were initiated from the inception
of the UNISIST programme in order to eliminate incompa-
tibilities among bibliographic data bases had to take

into account as a starting point the situation
prevailing in the industrialized countries where it

existed a relatively large amaunt of machine-readable
data organized alone formats and eules pecular to a

broad variety of ini=ormetion systems. The situation in
the less developed countries is still today radically
different.

Computerized bibliographic data bases are still
relatively scavce and have not yet reached large sizes,
ranging from a few hundreds of thousands records at most
to some ten thousands more generally. As a matter of

fact, the establishment of computerized documentation
systems is only at its initial stage in most cases,

especially in Africa. It should thus be possible, in

principle, to avoid the proliferation of particular
formats, it an adapted reference format could become

available.

Being a reference format, it obviously would be
subject to specific adaptations from one installation to
the other, without the intrinsic compatibility between
the various applications being lost, provided a few
simple precautions aro taken. But in offering a

comprehensive and directly applicable tool it is
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possible to secure a significant economy of scale in the
initial methodological investment while preserving their
specificity and homogeneity.

The main requirements for such a format are:

COMPLETENESS

- present a set of fields suitable for recording a
full description of the types of documents most
commonly found in the documentation units of the
less developed countries, including development
projects reports and feasibility studies;

COMPACTNESS

- keep however the total number of fields to the
minimum;

ADAPTABILITY

- limit as far as posible the number of mandatory
fields in order to leave each user the
greatest flexibility for the organization of its
procedures;
- use a modular structure facilitating the use of
the format as such as well as its adaptation to
local requirements;
- be easy to adjust to local requirements (eg. use
of Rational languagee, addition or deletion of
fields, etc.);

VERSATILITY

- allow for an effective utilization of data bases
by the lowest level local documentation units;
- allow for the compilation of co-operative data
bases by merging of data bases produced at any
level in a structured network and their effective
use;
- keep to an absolute minimum the transcriptions
and adaptations of data when exchanging records;

INTEGRITY

- preserve the fullest possible homogeneity,
specificity and autonomy of national data bases, by
keeping apart those few extra data elements which
gre only required by international systems and
handling with separate routines the manipulation of
data in accordance to their rules when they do n
suit the national system;
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MULTILINGUISM

- be e'sle to record documents taking into account a
plurality of communication and vernacular
languages at least for titles and possibly for

indexing, if multi-lingual thesauri are used;

UNIVERSAL/TY

- be fully compatible with international standards,
in particul-r those of the UNISIST Reference
manual on 04lich international systems such as

AGRIS are based;
- be compatible with the Common Communication
Format (CCF);
- allow for the exchange of records with inter-
national information systems with a minimum level
of reprocessing;

PORTABILITY

- be adaptable on the most commmon micro-computers
based documentary softwares, since a variety of
computer systems will in any case be used;

AND, SIMPLICITY

- be as simple and ease to use as possible
be delivered nei.tql a complete and intelligible

manual.

4. STANDARD BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORMATS

The barrier to the exchange of bibliographic
information created by the incompatibility among formats
was noted from the inception of the UNESCO's UNISIST
programme. This led in the seventies to the
proliferation of standard formats, giving birth to four
parent, thus somewhat similar aut yet antagonist, groups
of formats, which were supposed to overcome this
barrier.

Those geared towards the universal bibliographic
control, in first place, which are best represented by
UNIMARC [9]. The basic structure of the record they
propose is meant for a comprehensive notice as used in a
national library in order to produce its various
traditional catalogues and the national bibliography,
whose principal entry is the data element of "Title and
associated statement of responsibility'. Such formats
appear relatively complicated and not much suitable for
the management of data bases in small specialized
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documentation units, which lack the sizeable
professional staff qualified for using such a format.

A second group consists of the formats derived from
the UNISIST Reference manual [10]. The discrete data
elements are there allocated to specific fields, what
makes them more readily usable for the management of
national data bases.

Most formats of the international information
systems are in line with the UNISIST manual, eg. AGRIS
[11]. However they may be regarded as a third group as
they have to introduce specific features according to
their particular type of operation, which do not
necessarily correpond to the requirements of national
data bases. In addition, they are subject to changes as
the international systems evolve which will be forced
upor the national data bases unless the latter prefer to
stick to the previous format, thus loosing their initial
compatibility.

The last group is made of so-called communication
formats, whose major representative is the Common
Communication format (CCF) [12]. Though such formats are
in principle meant as intermediate devices for export
and import of otherwise formated data, they are often
used as the basic format for the creation and operation
of data bases, disregarding the intrinsic complications
this is artificially adding. A further inadequacy, with
regards to our concern, is their alignment on the basic
organization of data elements found in the first group.

From tho above review, which had to remain
superficial given the space limitations of the present
paper, it could be concluded that there is no format
able to respond to all the constraints previously
mentioned.

Meanwhile, it is not possIble to satisfy oneself
with the somewhat abusive assumption which is often
presented by information specialists that compatibility
is grarr:ed by the use of standard documentary softwares.
Although they may do facto offer a basic layout for the
presentation of data, the arrangement and recording
rules of the various data elements have to be defined
before any real application coulj be implemonted. The
demonstration or default formats eventu-)ly provided
with the softwares could certainly Jlot do. The
Inter-Regional co-ordinating committee of development
associations and OECD Development Centre recently
proposed a format for the creation and management of a
bibliographic data baser using Micro-ISIS wilich
illustrates this requirement but did not mean to satisfy

r r.
I
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ell the speeific requirements of national systems f13).

Even if effective measures of standardization could be
enforced, it is further doubtful that the exclusive use
of a given software in any one coutry is likely nor

desirable.

5. ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF BABINAT

The need to develop such a format and eventually
satisfy all the previously mentioned constraints became
pressing in 1986 when large scale projects for the
establishment of national networks in Africa became
operational. This was in particular the case with an FAO
supported project for the establishement of a national
agricultural information network in Cote d'Ivoire
(REDAOI, Réseau national de documentation agricole en

C6te d'Ivoire) where a national data base was to be set
up with the participation of some fourty documentation
units scattered troughout the country, a number of them
being already equiped with micro-computers. Similar
operations in other countries were contemplated at the
same time.

Parallely, the French organizations (Centre de
Cooperation Internationale en Recherche Agrorammique
pour le Developpement -CIRAD-, /nstitut Français de
Recherche Scientifique pour le Developpement en

Cooperation -ORSTON-, the national documentation network
on developing countries IBISCUS and its further
participants) which are currently producing biblio-
graphic data bases on literature related to the less
developed countries and supporting their efforts towards
the development of their information infrastructure,
were looking for a minimum format which could facilitate
the exchange of data among them.

This convergence provided an opportunity for the
preparation of a reference format for national
bibliographic data bases, which was called BABINAT
[14]. The work WAS coordinated by CIRAD and benefited
from the active participation of a number of specialists
from these organizations and external advisers as well
as from interaction with FAO.

The objective was to develop a format which would
offer a complete, though mimimum, set of fields and
functions in compliance with the above discussed
specifications. Meanmhile, the national systems should
be able to introduce any adaptation or extension as
required in order to meet their particular needs without
loosing the compatibility with international information
systems or other national systems using the same format.
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6. DESCRIPTION OF BABINAT

6.1 Highlights of specific features in BABIMAT

BABINAT offers a complete format for the production
and handling of bibliographic records of the major types
of documents processed in national information systems
in the less developed countries, enabling the creation
and operation, with micrr-compa.ter based documentary
systems, of national bibliographic data bases. The
format is designed for an utilization with standard
documentary software packages such as TEXTO or
Micro-CDS/ISIS; it can be easily installed on any
similar software.

Basic rules, in line with international standards
for the preparation of data, are presented in the manual
in a simple form. Those rules have been compatibilized
with AGRIS and the Sahelian documentation network (West
Africa) RESADOC. It is anticipated that a series ;of
companion technical manuals will be prepared at a later
stage in order to offer orientation in the
implementation of typical routines.

The main portion of the format is made of a full
set of fields (63) as required for the handling of a
national data base, both at a local documentation unit
and at a national documentation centre (or any other
intermediate level). It is complemented by a series of
additional sets of fields as required for the
reprocessing of data'or inclusion of supplementary data
in accordance with the rules of other systems with which
one wishes to exchange information. In the present
version 1 such sets of fields have been included in the
manual for export in AGRIS and OCF formats while another
one for RESADOC is under preparation; others may be
added as required. Therefore, the homogeneity and full
operationality of the national data base is preserved,
while participation in cooperative schemes is made
easier by minimizing the need for reprocessing in

export or import routines. AGRIS and RESADOC
correspondence of each field in the main portion of the
format are identified in the manual.

Fields are ordered in logical blocks and sub-blocks
and numbered sequentially. Their tag number can be used
for their identification in the various programmes of
the documentary software packages. Meanwhile, mnemonic
designations and full names in national languages can be
allocated to the fields within each national system, in
order to facilitate the utilization of the format.
Mnemonics in French are proposed in the manual.
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Figure 2. Main structure of thf BABINAT format
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The format can accomodate, subject to the specifi-
cations of the software used, repeatable fields and
sub-fields which provide more flexibility in the
processing of information. Repeatable fields further
facilitate the preservation of local information in
cooperative data !.ises.

Of the 63 fields available for the description and
handling of the various types of documents at the
national level, only one third is compulsory, acccording
to the typo of document and bibliographic level
ceeeidered. This allows for the desirable flexibility
in the specification of a national format and the
planning of data base compilation. A national system can
obviously add the fields which it would feel necessary
in order to meet local requirements. The modular
structure of the format facilitates such adaptations.

It should be noted that a number of .1.elds are
offered which correspond to specific requirements of
documentation units in developing countries. In
particular a series of :ields is available for
describing the contents of projects reports and
feasibility studies. They could be used for providing
planners and decision makers with information analysis
reports.

The format also ellows for the handling of
documents in various languages, participation in
information eystems which use a variety of languages and
the handling of multilingual data bases.

6.2 Overall structure

BABINAT is organized in a series of blocks in which
fields containing the same type of data elements, oe
data elements with similar functions, are grouped
(Figure 2). These are:

Block 0: Control fields.
Reserved for data base managers to record
directories, field labels and general identi-
fication data required for the interchange of data
as speeified by the various systems.

Block 1: Header.
Includes 7 fields related to the identification of
the record, specification of the type of document
and its description (bibliographic level, which is
handled by simple self-contained eodes), future use
of the record.
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Bloeh 2: Bibliographic description.
Includes 35 fields, distributed among 7 sub-blocks.
The use of the fields, wfiich represent the basic
data elements related to authors, title, source is
determined by the type of document and
bibliographic level(s) in the record.

Block 3: Contents description.
Includes 16 fields in 4 sub-blocks related to the
various typos of indexing and abstracting of the
document to be used for retrieval and production of
printed bibliographies.

Block 4: Accessibility of the primary document.
Includes r) fields related to the conditions of
acces to the primary documents such as location,
cost, availability of microfiehes, eventual
restrictions, etc.

Block 5: Transfer between systems.
This block is composed of a series of sub-blocks
containing the additional compulsory
required for the production of records acceptable
by the various eystems with wnich references should
be exchanged. Th y should be dofinod by each
national system ccording to its own cooperative
agreements. For the time being the manual includes
a sub-block for AORIS (4 fields) and another for
CCF (6 fields).

Block 6: Data base management.
This block is to be defined by each national system
in order to accomodate those fields which it feels
are required for tne automatic monitoring of data
base management information at the various levels.

Blocks 7 to 9 can be further defined for specific
applications within each national system. However, it is
anticipated that at least block 7 might be used in a
later version of the reference manual in order to offer
a series of standard fields for basic operations in the
handling of collections, such as acquisition and
circulation.

6.3 Micro-computer applications

Since the sponsors and most present users of
BASINAT operate with the TEXTO software idistleibuted by
Chemdata, France), a complete application using this
software has been developed. They have been prepared
with LOOOTEL, a programming language associated with
TEXTO which enables the TEXTO user to develop specfic
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applications. A parallel application with Micro-

ODS/ISIS, version 2 (distributed by 03ESCO) wan also

developed (see Field Deflation Table -FDT- in Figure 3).

Both TEXTO and Micro-CDS/ISIS offer the basic

functions for documentation work (entry, corrections,

storage and retrieval).

Four complementary progremmes are presently

available in the TEXTO application:

- BABIPLUS for data entry,
BABIOOR for input checks,

- BABIBUL for editing bibliographic bulletins,

BABAGRIS for preparing records to be forwarded to

AMIS.

BABIPLUS selects those fields in the format which

are required in accordance to the type of document

processed and the selected bibliographic level of its

description. The relevant fields only are displayed in

their logical sequence, thus minimizing the time and

effort in the preparation of the input as well as most

risks of common errors or omissons.

BABIOOR undertakes automatic corrections whenever

possible or points to possible errors it detects, once

the input of a record nas been completed. These checks

are based upon the specification of document type and

bibliographic level in the header. The absenee of

compulsory fields or unproper presentation of entries

can, to some extent, be determined by automatic

routines, thus enhancing greatly the quality of input.

BABIBUL allows for tha preparat,..in of printed

bibliographic bulletins. It oearranges the contents of

selected records and their presentation. It sorts the

records accord.Lng to a classification scheme, which can

accomodate two levels, whose entries are recorded in

particular fields. It finally produces the master. A

comparison between the image of a typical record (Figure

4) and tho sample page of a bibliographic bulletin

(Figure 5) shows the extent of the data preparation

implemented by this programme.

BABAGR1S reprocesses the records which have been

earmarked for input into AGRIS so that a file complying

with AGRIS rules (ACPTS Technical Mote 19) could be

prepared. For this purpose it selects the fields in the

BABINAT format wilch correspond to compulsory AORIS

fields and ITIP'95 the required changes in their

presentation when necessary (eg. substituting french

with english abbreviations). The fields are further
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Figure 3. Micro-COS/ISIS FM' of BABINAT

Uhl . DE( inx tlon Champs ( TDC ) B es e dr d miner s : BAB INA

Et . Noe Lon Typ Rep De1 is i teurs / p a tronS

- 100 NODOC 8 I' AA99A999
- 101 NOBAC 9 P 1A9999999
- 102 NI VBI 1 N

103 TYPE; I 1 A

- 104 INDBI 10 A

- 105 CFI 1 N
- 106 DESRFF 5 A
- 200 AUTS 40 x R
- 201 AFIS 200 X R 1.m.myz

- 202 COLS 200 X R wxyz
- 203 TITORS 350 x
- 20 TURAS 350 'x
- 205 TITANS 350 X
- 206 =ALS 350 x
- 210 AUTO 40 x R
- 211 AFIG 200 X P. wxy z
- 212 COLO 200 X P. %ran' t
- 213 TITOR0 350 X
- 214 TIFRAC 350 x
- 215 TITARC 350 X
- 216 TITALC 350 X
- 190 A UTM 40 X P.

- 191 AM 200 X P. wxyz
- 192 COLN 200 X R vwxyz
- 193 TITORN 350 X
- 194 TI FRAN 350 X

- 195 TITANN 350 X
- 196 TITA LX 350 X
- 220 TISER 200 X
- 221 VOLUM. 30 X
- 222 NUMER 10 X
- 223 ISSN 10 X n
- 230 I-4M 10 X R
- 231 LANRE 10 X P.

240 HOMED 75 x P.

241 LOCED 35 X R
242 ISBN 20 X P.

243 HOED 40 X
250 DATE 40 X

251 DA 20 X

252 FAUN 30 X
253 COLAT 150 X

254 NOTE 150 X

Z55 D IPL 0 100 X

256 NOR.AP 50 x
260 NOCOL 300 X

261 NUMCOL 5 x
262 LOCOL 35 x R
263 DACOL 40 X
310 DESN AT 50 x P.

31: CDESNAT 50 x P.

312 GEON A7 50 X R

313 LOCNAT 50 X P.

31'1 NAT 20 X P.

320 EAR ES 10 X
321 RES 1150 X

330 0 UL L 1 50 X

331 SUL L2 50 X

300 CONV 50 X

301 OP ERAT 150 X

302 EXEC 150 X P.

303 BEN : 50 Y. P.

304 FIN 150 X R

305 mOta 70 X

306 PROP 150 X

400 COTE 25 X p.

1401 DISPO 150 Y n
402 0117 50 X P.

403 NOM'. , N

404 MICRO 20 X

500 TRN 9 P m9999999
501 CAT 3 x P.

502 DES 50 X P.

503 . COMMENT 150 X
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Figure 4. Sample image of a bibliographic record for
ar :4rticle of periodical with entries for input into

AGR1S

REF .00043
NODOC .RA88P009
NIVBI .3

TYPBI
INDBI .E

DESREF .A

AUTS .Foncho, P.A.F.
TITORS .The critical growth stage of maize (Zee mays L.) in relation to spear

.grass (Impereta cylindrica) and nutsedge (Cyperus rotondus) weeds
TIFRAS .Le stade critique de la croissance du main (Zea mays L.) par rapport

.aux adventices : l'herbe A baionnette (Imperata cylindrica) et

."nutsedge". (Cyperus rotundus)
TIFER .Revue Science et Technique. Serie Sciences Agronomiques et

.Zootechniques (CM)
VOLUM! .2

RUMEN .1

ISSN .0257-3385
LANTE

LOME .En. Fr

DATE .Mar 1986
DA .1986
PAGIN p. 57-65
COLAT .2 tabl.. 4 graphs.. 12 ref.
DESNAT .ZEA NAYS: CYPERUS ROTUNDUS: DESNERBAGE: ZONE HUNIDE: IMPERATA

.CYLINDRICA: ZONE TPOPICALE: MAUVAISE HERBS
BULL1 .A - AGRONOMIE
BULL2 .2 - AGRICULTURE. PRATIQUE CULTURALE
COTE .RA-22301
DIFF .4

ROOD( .25

CAT .H60: F62
DES .ZEA MAYS: CYPERUS ROTVNDUS: DESHEIBAGE: ZONE HUM1DE: IMPERATA

.CYLINDRICA: ZONE TROPICALE/ MAUVAISE REFIRE
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Figure 5. Sample page of a bibliographic bulletin
with references arranged according 4o two

hierarchical levels

A - AGRONONIE

1 - utsrrourax DE RECHERCHE
00001

RAUP002
Ayuk-Tskea. J.A.
Highlights on trip to Nigeria to join the Consultative
Croup on International Agricultwal Research iCGIAR)
task force team
IRA. Ymoun64 (CH). longue: En
(1987). 8 p.. IRA. BP 2123. Yaounde. Cameroun
mots-cles : ZEA MAYS: INSTITUTION DE RECHERCHE:
COOPERATION IIMMATIONALF; ORGANISATION
INIERNATIONALE: COUR: It ZAU DE RELIMICHE: IAA:

IITA: NIGERIA

2 - AGRICULTURE. PRATIO0E CULTURALE
00002

RA88P009
Foncho. P.A.F.
The critical growth stage of seize (Zes ears L.) in
relation to spear grass (1mperats cylindrica) and
nutsedge (Cyperus rotondusl weeds Le str.de critique
de Is croisitance du mais ilea gays L.) par rapport aux
adventices : l'herbe ó batonnette (leverets
cylindrica) et "nutseuge. (Cyperus rotundus)
Revue Science et Technique Serie Sciences
Agronomiques et Zootechnicues (at). latigue: EA. (Res.
En. Fr)
Mar 1986. vol. 2. n. I. p 57-6c.. 2 tabI.. q graphs..

12 ref.. ISSN: 0257-3385
mots-cles : ZEA KAYS: CYPERUS ROTUNDUS: DEWERBACE;
ZONE HUMIDE: 1MPERATA CYLINDRICA: 20RE TROPICALEt
MAUVAISE MBE

2 - AGRICULTURE. PRAT/00E armapukI

RA88P017
00003

aohcondong
priam.ique des contacts forets-seva, es : des forets
artiftclelles aux fortta Isturelle,. Execnle du Helen
(Dynamics of forest-savannah contacts : fro..

artificial forests to natural 'crests. nie Reins
example)

IRA. Yaounde (CM). 1ancue T4 tRds. Fr. En)
Jan 1988. 24 p., 9 all.. !Ft. SP 2123 Yaounde.
Cameroun
mots-elei : ARBRE F0REST1ER ROISENENT: PEPINIERS.
PORTE GRA1NES: RECEMERATIO%: SCVS BOIS: CAKEROVW

3 - PEDOLOCIE FERTI1ISA7I0%

WOO,
Ameroo3
Ton;e,
Rapport de sassaon Cour, internataoqal sur les
stalastlques appliqued 3 In coition de sots et des,
systdmes de production en atire, cure! (missaon
repo-t International Course on ntatintiCs applied to
soil and production syntess managco.znE an rural
env tronmentl

Cours Interftacional nur IC, Statasileves ApplsquFes 6
lo Costion de, Soln rt des S>st4se6 de Production en
Kiiicu Rural. Kasama 1.7.14( i.16 Aooc 1987
IRA, Yaounde (CM) !arty, Ir

(1487). 72 p 1,(A, OP .;J 1o,Adi. Casorour,
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rearranged according to the AGRIS foralat and the

resulting file is copied onto a diskette for
transmission to the AGRIS input unit in Vienna.

/n addition, MAD has produced two programmes,
TXTISO and ISOTXT, written in C, which allow for the
transformation of a BABINAT file in TEXTO into an

equivalent file in Micro-COS/ISIS and conversely. This
enables the exchange of data within a national system
where the two softweres are used simultaneously as well
as any other exchange based upon ISO 2709.

An interface was also prepared for the TEXTO
application which is able to reformat a file containing
records retrieved from the major bibliographic systems
in accordance with the BABINAT format.

7. UTILIZATION OF BABINAT

Some specific aspects of the use of BABINAT are

worth mentioning here in order to illustrate its
response to the constraints of national systems.

It is understood in first place that each national
system will establish the list of fields it requires in
blocks 1 to 4 adding those complementary fields it

wishes, specify additional sub-blocks and fields in

blocks 0, 5 and 6 as appropriate, and define which
fields have to be completed at which level. This would
normally lead to the production of a national version of
the manual, including specific. rules as required.

Records could be prepared either by using input
sheets, of wbich a model is proposed in the reference
manual, or directly on a micro-computer. The sequence of
the fielos on the input sheet corresponds to the one
they have within each block in the format.

The fields to be filled in for the description of a
document are determined by the bibliographic level
selected, and complementarily by other indicators of the
nature and contents of the document to be ticked in the
header.Five standard bibliographic levels are
considered, which it is assumed represent the bulk of
the cases encountered in most documentation units and
can further accomodate the other cases, if required:
1. Monograph,
2. Chapter or part of a monograph,
3. Article in a eerial,
4. Monograph as part of a collection
5. Chapter or part of a monogrwA which is included in a

collection.
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*.rhe format can thus accomodate up to three 'levels of
bibliographic description within a single record.

Both upper and lower case can be used. The rules
for the presentation of entries and punctuation are very
close to the AGRIS ones.

Several fields are offered in order to accomodate
the subject indexing used by the local units, a national
sectoral data base, a national multidisciplinary data
base and international systems. Additional ones can be
created if required. It is assumed that within a

rational sectoral sub-system, all participating
documentation units will use the same indexing language
which shall consist of a mixture of an internationally
recognized thesaurus and a limited number of local
descriptors as a complement; eventually the descriptors
drawn from the international thesaurus will be those
required by the international system in this area to
which national references should Oe sent. The handling
of 'national' and 'international' descriptors in twv
separate fields might create some problems both by
imposing parallel processes of indexing and eliminating
the proximity among descriptors of either category.
These are Overcome with the BABINAT dichotomy among a
comprehensive 'national' indexing recorded in specific
fields and target fields in which the 'international'
descriptors might be repeated, in the sequence requested
by the particular systems, either manually o-
automatically, with a minimum of effort.

The handling of a national multidisciplinary data
base can be secured by including in the field 314
Subject categories, macro-descriptors in a specified
occurence, or by adding fields in order to follow the
same approach as above.

Geographic descriptors were however provided
separate fields in order to facilitate retrieval and
printing of references or indexes according to them. If
required, the logical links between sets of subject and
geographic descriptors can nevertheless be preserved by
adapted rules of presentation, similar to those used for
authors and affiliations.

Descriptors or other headings of purely local use,
which could not be merged into a national indexing
vocabulary, coull be recorded in separate fields (311,
313) and used in the production of cards or
bibliographies if required. These fields can also be
used by local units which do not have personal properly
trained in order to produce a full indexing.
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It is hoped that the exci,ange of references among
the various documentation units participating in a

national sectoral sub-system could take place in BABIMAT
format without any further processing of records. The
same might also be true for exchanges azong different
sectoral sub-systems with the posible exception of a

complementary macro-indexing.

Most data elements recorded in the BABINAT format
do correspond both in nature and presentation to the
compulsory data elements required by international
information systems, except for some minor changes wbich
may be performed by automatic routines. A limited number
of additional data elements might however be required,
which can be accomodated at the time of preparing the
input for these systems in the corresponding fields of
specific subsets of block 5. It is the )fore anticipated
that the duplication of full records preparation could
be eliminated almost completely by the use of BABIMAT.

Since rural development is by far the predominant
subject in most less developed countries, particularly
in Africa, the firet version of the reference manual
offers a complete interface with AMIS. A similar
facility for CCF is also included io view of its role as
the standard for bibliographic dela exchange.

In the Case of a transfer in the DDF format, the
indications of segments, links end levels, i.e roughly
label and directory data, will be introduced by the
centre in charge of the tranefer in specific fields of
bloGk 0. The fields in sub-block 53 are restricted to
the factual data elements wtlich need to be movided by
the documentation unit wilich originally produced the
record. If a national systems chooses as a general rule
to transfer all its records in the (-,;(lF format. these
fields win obviously be part of the lhe mandatory
fields defined by this system. The general economy of
the interface between BABINAT and GOP is similar to the
one used in the case of IDIN f13].

The operation of data bases in the BABINAT format
is facilitated by the eventual ese of indicators of

destination, to be included during the entry process,
wbich will earmark the respective records for specific
outputs such a% special bibliographies or commlnication
to another system.

The structuration of the ident.l.fAcation nombor of
the references facilitates their retrieval for the
preparation of special bulletins uch as internal
publications of an organization, national or foreign
acquisitions.
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Two fielce can be used in order to indicate
selected entries, assumedly distinct from those offered

by the descriptors, for the grouping of references in

the body of a bibliographic list within a two level

hierarchy.

Detailed information can also be provided to the

users regarding the various possibilities for having

access to the primery documents.

8. CURRENT STATUS AND PROSPECTS

A preliminary version of BABINAT was successfully
tested in 1986-1987, at various locations in Africa and
in France, including REDACI in Cote d'Ivoire, which has

been able to set up a national bilbiographic data base

of more than 2,000 records and provide AORIS with input
compiled with automatic routines.

The internal format presently used by CIRAD, ORSTON
and other participants in IBISCUS for the compilation of
their own data bases is very close to the the version 1
of BABINAT. The latter will be used for exchanges and

the production of specific subsets of these data bases
related to a particular country. As a result most of the

French documentation of interest to the less developed
countries could be obtained in the BABINAT format and
therefore be easily included into national bibliographic
data bases.

In 1969, version 1 of BABINAT should be installed
in national systeme, either specialized or multi-

disciplinary, in such countries as Cameroon, COte
d'Ivoire, Madagascar and Senegal. It is hoped that other

French speaking countries will progressively adopt

BABINAT as their reference format. The French organi-
zations which have participated in tne development of
BABINAT eight also fully merge their internal formats
with it in order to simplify their procedures.

A translation of the reference manual in English is

under preparation and a Portuguese one is being
contemplated. If adequate funding could be obtained
other versions could easily be produted.

One may also hope that similar attempts, if they

should arise, will at least take BABINAT into full

account and preserve compatibilty with it. It would
however be a refreshing change in the usual course of
affairs if organizations interested in providing the
less developed countriee with some kind of reference
format could join their efforts with the BABIMAT team in



order to avoid the probable and unanimously applauded

birth of a sixth group in the family of standard

formats.

For the time being, BABINAT is made available free
of charge by OIRAD to the interested organizations in

the less developed countries which so request. OIRAD

maintains a liaison with BABINAT users and provides
backstopping advice as required for its utilization.

Based upon the experience which will be gained

through the above mentioned operations, it is

anticipated that within a couple of years an expanded
version could be prepared. Meanwhile, additional

standard modules or adaptations might be developed as

requested in order to cater for the handling of

collections, the transfer of information with a variety
of major international information systems of relevance
for the less developed countries, and the implemen-
tation of typical documentation activities in specific
environments or situations.

In first place however, it is hoped that resources
will be available in order to inatiate the production of

a series of practical and simple handbooks to assist
local staff in performing bettor the varioue documen-
tation tasks within systems tieing the current version of

BABINAT.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DESK TOP CATALOG SYSTEM FOR BOOKS

Shuzo Asakura1111
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

CHUBU UNIVERSITY

KASUCAT CITY, AICHI 487 JAPAN

Abstract

Desk Top Catalog System for Books is now developing. The system is

composed a 32-bits Personal Computer, the J-BISC (Japan BiLlio Disc),

a Magneto Optical Disk, and a Page printer. Using this system, making

desk top catalog of books and utilizing this catalog is possible,

At first, bibliographic records from the J-BISC are retrieved and

then some local data are added to them, if necessary. The records are

down leaded to the Magneto Optical Disk. In this way, necessary biblio-

graphic records with local data are collected. This is called the Desk

Top Catalog of Books. Searching necessary book by this catalog is possi-

ble. Printing function of book catalog and card catalog is also available.

In thin paper, this system is introduced.

First, of all, each characteristic of these devices is described in

detail. :lie ability of a Personal Computer which is equipping with

32-bits NM, e.g, Intel 80386, is mentioned. A simple explanation on

CD-ROM (Calpact Disk Read Only Memory), which is one kind of optical

disk, and Itose storage capacity is about 500MB(Mega Bytes), is men-

tioned. J-BISC, which is a CD-ROM version of JAPAN/MARC (JAPAN/Machine

Readable Catalog) is introduced. An explanation on Magneto Optical Disk,

whosr., storage capacity is about 600MB, but which is readable, writable,

and also erasable, is introduced. A simple explanation on a Page printer,

e.g, a Laser shot, LC shutter, and LED printer, is mentioned.
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And tIlen the format of the down loaded bibliographic record from

J-BISC Ls described in detail. A desirable format for easy programming

is discusse(5,
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Development of Desk Top Catalog System for Books

S. ASAKURA

College of Business Administration and Information Science,

Chubu University

Kasugai City, AicH 487 JAPAN

1. Introduction

Japan/Machine Readable Catalog (JAPAN/MARC) " is a representa-

tive Catalog of Japan. It. is weekly published on Magnetic Tape (NT) by

the National Diet Libeary (NDL) of Japan since April 1N2.

Compact Disk Read Only Memory (CD-RON) JAPAN/MARC ' is also

published since April 1988. This is called Japan Biblio-Disc (J-BISC).

Bibliographic records since January 1980 are contained in it. Adding

new bibliographic records, it is quit, terly renewed. J-BISC is devel-

oped for a personal computer.

In this paper, the format and code of bibliographic records on

MT JAPAN/MARC and down-loaded from J-BISC are described '''. A

Desk Top Catalog (DTC) System for Books usiag J-BISC is introduced 5).

Note: Bibliographic records down-loaded from J-BISC are simply
called bibliographic records in J-BISC, in :hia paper.

2. Record Format and Code

2.1 NT JAPAN/MARC

The format and code of bibliographic records on NT JAPAN/MARC
1) are described. A bibliographic record is composed of a record

label (24-byte), a directory (variable length), and repetition of data

fields (variable length). A record is delimited by a record delimiter

(10) to. One example ia illustrated in Figure I.

Note: (Number) 26 denotes that the number is a hexadecimal number.

(155)
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Figure 1 A bibliographic record on NT JAPAN/MARC

00994NAM 0600181 I 45
kaMENNUMW0=9219.09.942MQ 11.'111 II I

I ., II II M. It 0III I II, 11.; II .11441

101006909050021007'1#
ITUMMTAIMMIT1608180016820#$ A035119821201 1980 ENG 1312

#$A11220xford advanced learner s dietionary of current English.$F0362 [By] A.

S. Ho r n b y. #$A0122 3 d e d. #$A0122T o k y o, $B0222K
aitakusha, $00142 1 9 8 0. 2 . #$A0102 1 0 3 6 p$B008219

c rn#$A0502H*V1411 : 71". '7 $11#1/1g#$B0102

210019#$A11020xford advanced learner' sdictionary of current English$X1142<Oxford advanced learner' a dictionary
of current English>$1300622 5 1#$Ab082KS12
#$A0422Hornby, Albert Sydney.$X0462<Hornby,
Albert Sydney. >#$A0142KS 12 5 8 #

Note: Single and wave underline indicate a record label and a
directory. respectively. Data fields are following. "#" and "$"
denote a field delimiter (1E)10 and a subfield indicator (lnie.
respectively.

Both Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC)

and Japan Industrial Standard (JIS) C-6226 code ( and C-6225 code for

control) are used. EBCDIC is one-byte (eight-bit) code used to
express a record label, a directory, and a subfield des riptor
(Appendix Table A). It is used bY IBM and most other mainframe com-

puters. JIS C-6226 code is two-byte cc de used to express Japanese

letters (Appendix Figure A).

Note: "Japanese letters" include Chinese letters used in Japan.

The pattern of a record label and an example are shown below,

XXXXXNAM__06YYYYY_1_45__ (e.g. 00994NAM 0600181 I 45 )

where, XXXXX is record length,
YYYYY is top address of the first data field,

denotes a blank.

Note: Expressing a number as fixed-digit, if the number is less
than the fixed-digit, zeros are added if needed to make up that
length. For example, expressing a number 994 as five-digit, it
is expressed as 00994.

The directory is composed of repetition of entries (12-digit).
This is delimited by a field delimiter (1E)10.
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The pattern of an entry and an example are shown below,
XXXYYYY7.727.7. e... g. 001000900000, 020002300009)

where: XXX is a field identification number called tag,

YYYY is length of the data field.

71.2.17, is top address of the data field.

Each data field is delimited by a field delimiter (1F.)10. The

first data field (e.g. 80016820) is a record number (eight-digit). Oth-
ers (e.g. $A00213P$B008180016820) are composed of repetition of sub-
field descriptors (six-digit, e.g. $A0021, $80081), and bibliographic
data (variable length, e.g. .1P, 80016820). Subfield descriptor is com-
posed of subfield indicator (IF),e, subfield name (one-letter, e.g. A,

B). data length (three-digit, e.g. 002, 008), and data mode (one-digit,
e.g. 1, 2). This is expressed by the number one or two. One or two
indicates that. the following bibliographic data is written by one-byte
code or two-byte code. respectively. It is indispensable because some
one-byte codes conflict with the first byte of two-byte codes.

2.2 CD-ROM JAPAN/MARC (J-B1SC)

The fori:-.it and code of bibliographic records in J-B1SC ' are
described. These conforms to accepted those of Micro Soft Disk Oper-

ating System (MS-DOS). The detail structure of the format is not
declared. In the reference 2), it is roughly stated. It is as follows:
a bibliographic record is composed of items delimited by a CR-LF. One

example is illustrated in Figure 2. Between a record and next record,
one CR-LF is added.

Note: CR-LF is Carriage Return ano Line Feed: (0D),e, and (0A)10,
resto(tiveiy.

Roth J1S C-6220 code and Shift J1S code are used. JIS C-6220
code is one-byte oode used to express alphabet and numeral instead of
EBCDIC cAppendix Table B). And it is almost the sane as American Stan-

(Ire(' Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) code. Shift MS code is
two-byte code used to express Japanese letters.

The first item (e.g. 00130016820) is tag (e.g. 001) and a record
number (e.g. 80016820). Others fe. g. 020$AJP$B80016820) are composed
of tag (e.g. 020) and repetition of subfield descriptor (two-letters,
e.g. $, $81 and bibliographic data (variable length, e.g. JP,

80016820). Subfield descriptor is composed of subfield indicator $,
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and subfield name (one-letter. a g. A. B).

Figure 2 A bibliographic recore in J-B1SC

001800168201A

020$AJP$B800168200
100$A19821201 1980 ENG 1312 g'

251$A0xford advanced learner' s dictionary of current

English. $Fr.By] A. S. Hornby. g

265$A3d ed. g
270$ATokyo, $13Kaital- esha. $01980. 2. CX

275$A1036p$B19cm V,I)

350$A El *in* 13 : 71' y , A 7 * izigf-t%XAfA 0111;14AVJI

360$132100 Fl 91
551$A0xford advanced learner' s dictionary of current English$X <

Oxford advanced learner s dictionary of current English> $0251g

685$AKSINt
751$Atiornby, Albert Sydney. $X (Hornby, Albert Sydney. ) 'PI

905$AKS12-58 VA

Note: g is CR-LF.

Start of record

A record starts at the next, Tharaeter of Beginning Of File

(B0F), or the next onu of two CR-LF.

End of record

J-BISC has no record delimiter like MT record. A record is

delimited at the first CR-LF of two CR-LF, or last CR-LF followed bY

End of File (EOF).

2.3 Consideration

The cause of the difference arising between the format of MT and

that of CD-ROM is as follows: magnetic memory media is low reliability

when MT is developed. So check means are prepared on hardware and

software: parity check and redundant structure format. But now. mag-

netic memory media is almost error free. So these exaggerated check

means are not done anymore.

Media conversion from MT to a florpy disk is easy . This con-

version is useful for the MARCs not published by CD-ROM. Media con-

version from a floppy disk to MT is also easy 4). This is useful for

the following case: the bibliographic records on 141 have been dealing

i ,n
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with by a mainframe computer, ao it is desired to add bibliographic

records in J-B1SC onto the database in a mainframe computer.

3. Desk Top Catalog (DTC) Syatem

DTC System for books using J-B1SC has been cfnstructing. This
sYstem is designed to use bibliographic records converted fr)m MT to
a floppy disk for copy cataloging at the first stage. But recently
J-BISC is easily usabli so it has been already modified into the sys-
tem using J-BISC

3.1 Hardware configuration

To use J-BISC, a personal computer equipping one or morn floppy
disk drive, and a CD-ROM drive are requisite. J-31SC is available to
an 8-6it personal computer. A 16-bit personal computer 's mainly
used. Recently a 32-bit personal computer becomes to use.

It is already prepared in our laboratory that the system con-
sists of a 32-bit Personal computer with a 20MB hard disk, Liquid Crys-
tal Shutter Printer, and a 500MB Magneto Optical (NO) disk.

1) Personal computer

A personal computer is classified into an 8, 16, or 32-bli com-
puter by its Micro Processing Unit (MPU). An 8-bit MPh is now ma alY
used for home game machine. Or it is built in various machines for
controller. Now a 16-bit personal computer is mainly used. But it is
frequently pt_inted oot that tt is insufficient on processing speed and
on handling ability of memory. So a 32-bit personal computer is gain-
ing .popularity.

The specification of a personni computer made by NEC, which is
Prevailing in Japan, and its compatible machine made by EPSON is

shown in Table I. Both machines ntre now using in our laboratory.

(159)
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Table I The specification of a personal cooputer

NU PC-9801RA EPSON PC-386

MN) Intel 80385iclock 16MHz) 4-- (clock 20MHz)

Memory ROM
RAM
VRAM

961(B(BIOS, N88-BAS1C)
1.6MB(max. 12.6MB)
12KB(text), 256KB(graPhic)

tAKB(BIOS)
1.6MB(max. 14.6MB)

Display
Text 80-co 1 umn X 25-line <-

Graphic
Color
Mono

640 x 400 -dot(2-screen)
640 X 400-dot(8-screen)

*-
4--

Character JIS-3. 2 (7. 000-kinds) <-

Keyboaee JIS 4-

Disk: floppy IMB(640KB) 5.25inch x 2-drive «-

hard 20148/40MB 010/20MB/40MB

Interface
Mouse bus mouse 4.--

Printer 8-bit parallel «..

Serial RS-232C
«..

2) Disk
Floppy lisk is removable. Its memory size is rather small

(ordinarily 1MB) and access time is long. So it is often used for

exchanging data. Hard disk is not removable. Its memory size is '<Jig

(at least 20MB) and access time is very short. So it is treated as one

body with a personal computer. Recently. CD-ROM and MO disk are

available to a personal computer. The specification of these disks is

shown in Table 2

Table 2 The specification of disks

Floppy disk
-

Hard disk
- - -
CD-ROM MO disk

Memory (MB) 0. 64-12. 5 10-35C 540 211-326

Diasett,r (irr.11) a 5, a 25, 8 a 5. 5. 25 5. 25 5. 25

Mean access time (ms) 79-300 20-100 0.5 70-150

Revolution speed (rpm) 300-360/3600 3000-3b00 200-530 1800-300(

Transfer speed (Mbit/s) 0.5-14.3MB/s 1.5-12 1. 2 5-7. 5

Price Media (Y) 500-4500 30000
Drive (V x 1000) 60-160 90-1580 150 450-1300

2`,-; 0
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3) CD-ROM

CD-ROM is the same outward form of music CD. It has many advan-

tages: many duplication is made by low cost: the more it is made. the
lower the price is: handling is easy: memory size is enough large: the
data doesn't volatilize: access time is very short. Writing is impossi-
ble is often indicated to be a weak point.. But this is remarkable
advantage. Because tampering with the data is impossible. The speci-

fication of a CD-ROM drive is shown in table 3.

Table 3 The specification of a CD-RON drive

NEC PC-CD101

Media 5.25inch Compact Disk

Memory 540MB

Interface SCSI(Small Computer System Interface)

Revolution speed 200-530rpm Constant Linear Velocity

Transfer speed 150KB/sec.

Seek time 0. 5sec. (mean) I. Osec. (max. )

Size 154(W) x 338(D) x 87 (H) mot 3. 5kg

4) MO disk
Magneto Optical disk, which can write and read data repeatedly,

is put to practical use. This is an epoch making disk: mass storage,
ranclom access memory, removable liko a floppy disk. The principle of
this device is as follows heating by strong laser beam spot makes
change of magnet under magnetic field. It needs three path to write
data onto the disk: erasing, writing, and verifying.

Though access time is longer than that of hard disk in the spec-
ification, it is not inferior to hard disk in practical use. The speci-

fication is shown in Table 4, This almost conforms to accepted the
standard of International Organization for Standardizatior (ISO).
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Table 4 lhe apectfication of a Magneto Optical disic i.drive)

F,ONV IMP- 539

Metiia (accept od ISO; Cartruige type 5.25incji M( disk

Memory

ril orf Ce

5940(double side), 2970;single sidts

I SCSI

Format (accept ed IS() 31sectors/t rack bI211/ seot
I 18751tracks/side

st.oed 24Orpm Constant Arzgu ar Vol o. t y

Mean ti-tif pty 2 ; ..";Koiec

Zeek tine 22mst,c. t 64 track) 90msee,

G ;1;7-(o 1-1-t-i7I-Ut.1:172; I.-2-II-B-,/seo-.-(-bur;,1)

S 126( i4) 310 CD) x 21 1 mil 6. likg

Paxe printer
rag.: ['riot eis is classified into three types y he printer head;

..aser Bean Pr iritt.r. 1.1riid Crynt -al Shut ter Print CT, Light, Emitting

Diode Pr mter. Except printer Lead, these machines -Ire ai tho

samo As a {,oPy fttaohtne. The qualitY of printed letter by these prwt-

firs is al mosi the saM6. The Figure of Japanese letters is generalb-
more complex I ban thet of alphabet. S, to print out. ..!lear Japanese

lei ters, much effort has been made. One Is inorea:iing the dots of
matrix printer head. Even the lowest qs, lity, a 16 >. 1G-dot matriA is

need. Now a 24 x 24-dot matriy. printer i popular. This Paper k writ-

ten w i,h Lignid Crystal Shutier Printer. This 15 a :..42 2432-dot ma triN

printer. I h r,pectf.mation shown in Table 5. Recently a 48X 48-dot

mat ix prini or appears. S- the quality i alruost as same as type face.

Note- A letter on a di,play generaiiv consists of a 16 x16 dot
nat r
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Table 5 The specification of a page printer

_ .. .._. . . .

CASIO LCS-240W Type 60A

Method Liquid Crystal Shutter

Print Resolution
Print speed (A4)
Warm up time
First page print time

240-dpi
9-sheet/min.
max. 100sec.
max. 15sec.

Paper Size: Kinds: Cassette
Unit price (A4)

cut sheet; B43 B5. A4. A5
V 5. 9

Control CPU; RAM
Including font
User character
Character code
Graphics command
Emulate

8086; 1MB
nothing
199characters
JIS C-6226 (1987)
original
NEC PC-PR201H

Font Cartridge: Slots: Kinds 2-slot; 32 ),( 32. 24 ),( 24 -dot font

Interface 8-bit parallel

,./t ower
Size
Noise
Price

max. 785 V
475(W) X 420(D) x 340(H) mm 32kg
50 dB
V 598000

a 2 Software configuration

A program is supported with J-B1SC (Figure 3). The typical way

to use J-B1SC is as follows: the book is retrieved and the biblio-

graphic record is got, local data is added on to the bibliographic

record if necessary, then the bibliographic record with the added

local data is down-loaded and/or is printed out.

Figure 3 Software configuration in J-B1SC

r- Retrieval

Down-loading

Printing List of books

-- List of all items

Card catalog

Here are prepared aree print forms. One is list of retrieved

books. Another is a card with local data The other is list of all
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items of a bibliographic record. gut the features te retrieve and to

print out are not enough for DX System because they are effective

restricted to the bibliographic records in J-BISC.

The way to use DTC System being developed in our laboratory is

planned as follows; at first stage, database of bibliographic records

of holding books is made in the disk; the book is retrieved and the

bibliographic record is got, local data is added on to the biblio-

graphic record if necessary, then the bibliographic record with the

added local data is down-loaded. At the second stagfN the biblio-

graphic records in the disk is processed and/or used: retrieval; sort-

ing; Printing out. card catalog, book catalog, and all items book cata-

log (Figure 4).

The programs to print out. bibliographic records in the disk has

been already developed in our laboratory.

Figure 4 Additional s3oftware configuration

Retrieval

Sorting
Printing Book catalog

All items book catalog
Card catalog

10

a 3 Experimental results

One-byte character and two-byte character are used to write

bibliographic data, so this imposes us much effort to make programs.
..,

Printing out all items book catalog is proposed.

1) Print of book catalog

There rise following problems on printing out Japanese letters.

There has been a rule; if the top letter of a line is punctuation

mark, right parenthesis, or hyphen, this charactor is moved to the

last. of a preceding line. Two characters must be added to this rule:

"dakuten" and "handakuten" (, these are the second character of these

A.. 1 , respectively).

The last of lines is not aligned.

Furtheraore, applying times of that rule to one line must be

decided. Aligning is done only when if.tters in a line is over some

number. This number must be decided.

I
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In this system, applying time is decided to be one and that num-
ber is decided to be regulation number of letters in a line minus two.
The printed book catalog is shown in i'igure 6.

Figure 5 Book catalog

KS12-58
Oxford advanced learner's dictionarY o

f current English. (BA A. S. Hornby.
3d ed. Tokyo. Keitakusha. 1880.2. 10

36p 10es
H*141FA :AvY7.7*-1." ftAXIIPA
114W. 2100FI
1.0xford advanced learner's (notions
ry of current English al.HornbY.Albe
rt Sydney. 0)11512

(JP80-16820)
KS12-50

Oxford etudent's dictionary of current
English. (80 A.S.Hornby. Special ed.
TokYo. Oxford University Press. 1881.
10, 768p 20cm

p gr Ilk ist (340 :ft RI o) 1, 41 A in Or I
mori

1.0xford student's dictionary of cur
rent Engligh al.Hornny.Albort Sydney.
OKS12
(JP82-56834)

XS12-258
An English-Japanese dictionary of the

spoken language Ernest Kelton Satow,l
shibashi Haeakatall (4(IYA) 8.14.Hob
art-Hampden.Harold R. ParlettaM Sou
th Paeadena P.O.and lone Perkins 104
2 1530.20p 20cm

American edition
1.Engl1sh Japanese dictionary of the
spoken lenguage al.Satow.Sir Ernest
Uson. al.ishibashi.Hasakata, a3.Hob
art-Hampdon.Ernost Milos. n4.Parlett,
Harold George. al. itiat-00 q)11512

0833
(JP87-90272)

KS12-250
Rocanized English-Japanese dictionary
with Chinese characters Kikujiro Cii
fferd Komi's* CHonolulta (Kande Kiku
Jiro Clifferdl c1047 548p 20cm
Mt/E:Offico Appliance Co.
1.1losanized English Japanese diction
cry *la Chinese oheractere sl.Kondo.
Kikujiro Clifford. sI.A11-011F CDKS
12 07PU33
OM-90273)

XS57-Al
Thu Zoglish dialect dictionary beln
g the complete vocabulary of all dia
lect words still in use. or known to
have been in use during the last two
hundred Years / edited by Josessii Wr
ight. Oxford Oxford University Pr
se.. 1905 (1086 printing). 6 v. :

27 cm.
"Pounded on the Publications of the
English dialect society and on a lar

2) Print of card catalog
A card has a heading. When the heading is long, it sometimes

happens'that one word vanishes in the middle of it. So the following
elimination method is proposed; scanning the letter strings from right
side, and looking for the first blank that is in the regulation number
of letters in a line, the letters following it are eliminated. A card is
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Card catalog

Oxford advanced learner s

Oxford advanced learner 'a dictionary
of current F.nglish. (By) A. S. Hornb
y . 3ti ed.
Tokyo. Nal takusna. p380.2.
1036p 19ces

* Off Ai ft 3t.liE at

t.Oxfod advarmod 1oarnnrx dictiona
ry of current English al. Hornby. Albe
rt Sydney. i1/KS12

210014
JP80 -16820

12

3) Print of all items book catalog
A program to print out all items book catalog is developed. In

this catalog, blank and CR-LF is converted into and cE, respectively

(Figure 7).

Figure 7 MI items book catalog

00180016820g
0208AJP$D80016820g
100$A19621201_1980 n4G 1312--

2511AOxford_advanced_learner' s_dicti
onary_of_current_Ensl inh. (By)_ A.
_S. _NornbY.

266$A3d-ed.
270$ATokyo, SBItai tskusha. $01980. 2. g
275*A 10361711619ce5
350AE*11114S

X*Offt___SIAMPig
3601182100N g
SSISAOxford_advanced_loorner s_dicti

onary_of_curront_F.ng 11shilit <Oxford_
advanced...learner' 8_41 ct.f onary_of_c
urrent..Eng1i eh) $82515

665$AISS12
751$Allornby. Albor t_Syd nay. < Hornby,

Albert_Sydney. >
905$AKS12-58g

Of

001820589345
020tAJP$882056034
100in19821210...1981 _ENG_1312__

251$A0xford_studone a_dictionary_of_
corrent_Ensi lath. MBA_ A. S. ilornby.

265ASpecial_oe.
2701ATokyo. $BOxford_Uni versi ty_Prase.

sn1581. 10.
275tA769p$B20ce5
350$ * 7r r ;ft

43 94,_ .34
P) : Ft3 If V2

3606'131960115
551$A0xford_student' s_dictionary_of_

current_Engl I shiX (Oxford_student'
s_dictionary_of_corrant_Engl lab) *5
251g

685$ASS122
751tAliornby. A I bert_Sydney. tX (Nornby.

Al bert_SydneY. ) g
905$AMS12-58g

so

00187090272g
020t AJPS 5820902225
100$A19871119_1942 J1'14_1312_

251tAAn...Enel ieh Japeneee_dictionary_
of...the_spo ke n_l neuette111,Erneet_Han0
r_Satow, light bsehijlesakata 5

266tA CO( tr F. M. Dobar t Hampden. Ha
rold_G. ettat g

270SASouth_Pasadens$BP. D. and_lone_Per
ki net01042g

275$A1530. 2008200.g
3504AAsorican_edi tiong
55111AEns11sh_Japansso_dictionary_of_t

he_spoken_lansuams$X <Emil leis...Japan

- t-
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3. 4 Consideration
Printing out down-loaded bibliographic records has been

described. Thc mAter pointed out might be small, but the same type

problem must rise -There a letter is made by two or more characters.

Printing ( tit all itells book catalog is proposed.

If the format of bibliographic records in J-BISC were as follows,

programming becomes vcry easy:
the first item,
tag + record number
others.
tag + subfield indicator + subfield name + bibliographic data

Note: Where + means concatenation.

For example,
00180016820 91
020$AJP 91
020$B80016820 gi

251iAOxford advanced learner' s dictionary of current English. 91
251$F(By] A. S. Nornby. 9

Furthermore,
each item is enclosed with quotation marks and is put side bY

side delimited with a comma. A record is delimited by a GR-LF.

For example,
400180016820", "020$A.1r, "020$1380016820, "100$A19821201 1980

ENG 1312 ", ,"25111AOxford advanced learner' a dictionary of
current English.", "251$F[By] A. S. Hereby.", ... VI.

In this case, tag + record number and tag + subfield indicator +

subfield ohne are called tag.
In this paper, algorithm for hyphenation is not referred. This

subject is easily solved restricting in English. But it is very diffi-

cult for an algorithm to cope with various languages.

The program for retrinval and sorting is now developing. There

are some problems resulted fromethe restriction of IIS-DOS: only 64KB

memory can be handled at a time. But these problems will be solved in

a few years by appearance of nem DOS.
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4. Conclusion

The format and code of MT JAPAN/MARC and CD-ROM JAPAN/MARC

has been described, Desk Top Catalog S:,stem for books by using a

personal computer and the newest devices is introduced. In the near

future, local bibliographic records control is done by using a per-

sonal computer, and every library will be able to publish its holding

book catalog on CD-ROM, a MO disk, or a Write Once Read Many (WORM)

Optical disk.
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Appendix Tablas

Table A

0 1 2

EBCDIC

3 4 5
Upper 4 bits
6 7 8 9 ABGDEF

L
o
w

e
r

4

b
i
t
a

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C

D

E
F

SP &

,
I

V

< *
( )
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.
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%

>

?

#
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7
4
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t
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hlt
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t
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3
f
1
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0
A J 1

A B K S 2CLT 3
DHU 4ENV 5
F 0 W 6

A G P X 7
H Q Y 8
I RZ 9

3 V

11
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9

Table B JIS C-6220 code

2 3

0
1

SP 0
DC ! 1

L 2 " 2
o 3 DC # 3
w 4 $ 4
e 5 % 5
r 6 & 6

7 ' 7
4 8 CN( 8

9HT ) 9
b A LF * .

i B VT ES 4- :
t. r FF Fs , <

8 D CR GS .
E SO RS . >

F SI US / ?

Upper 4 bite
4 5 6 7 8 9 ABCDEF
0 P P
A Z a q
B i b r
C S c sDIdt
E U e u
F V f y
G W g w

HX h x
I Yi Y

.1 Z i z
K ( k (

L v I :

M 1 a )

N n
0 o
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Appendix Figure

Figure A J1S C-6226 code

21
Second byte

40 7E

...

. . . .

$

16

81 9F AI FC FE OF

' /ix/ ",,

£0

FO

FC
FF

:;:;::',',":.`, ... ...
,.;.,. ., \,-*.;;,;.4.,\..k

1 te.. ''. 'N\ .::,, \'`' .-.,
.\\\. .,. ... .... ... \ ...- \ \ a \ ., ....

£0

FC1

FC
L- FF

21 40 7E 81 9F Al FC F£ FF

Note: ?- J1S code NDL symbols NDL letters

Sift JIS code

.4 C.
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PRACTIChL, CONSTRUCTION OF A THESAURUS

THE IFIC EXPERIENCE

L. Robles - Austriaco
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ASIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BANGX0K, THAILAND

Ariston G. Trinidad
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MARAIVI CITY, PHILIPPINES

Abstract

The !nternational Ferrocement Information Center (IFIC) serves as

a clearing house of information on ferrocement and related construction

materials. To provide an efficient and most appropriate dissemination

in these materials, IFIC maintains a bibliographic database. From these

records, IFIC provides computerized bibliographic search services for

requests on particular aspects of ferrocement technology and related

materials. The Ferrocement Thesaurus contains the authorized subject

terms by which the documents in the databases are included and retrieved.

It comprises of two parts: Part I Hierarchical listing and Part II

Access Vocabulary. The listing contains 1061 postable terms and 249

nonpostablo terms. The access vocabulary contains postable terms,

nonpostabla terms, pseudo terms and other entry terms to provide multiple

access to i-.he thesaurus. The IFIC experience in the development of this

thesaurus is presented.

( 171 )
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PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION OF A THESAURUS

THE IFIC EXPERIENCE

L. Robles-Austriaco

International Ferrocement Information Center

Asian Institute ot Technology

Bangkok, Thailand

Ariston G. Trinidad

Mindanao State University

Marawi City, Philippines

The International Ferrocement Information Center (IFIC)

serves as a clearing house of information on ferrocement and

related construction materials. To provide an efficient and

most appropriate dissemination in these materials, IFIC

maintains a bibliographic database. The Ferrocement

Thesaurus was developed to help users get access to these

information. The IFIC experience in the development of this

thesaurus is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The International Ferrocement Information Center (IFIC)

serves as a clearing house for information on ferrocement

and related materials.

Ferrocement is a highly versatile form of reinforced

concrete, constructed of hydraulic cement mortar reinforced

with closely spaced layers of continuous and relatively

(172 )
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small diameter wire mesh. Ferrocement prima.ily differs
from conventional reinforced or prestressed concrete by the
manner in which the reinforcing elements are dispersed and
arranged. As such, there are terminologies unique to
ferrocement.

All information collected by IFIC are entered into a
computerized database using UNESCO'S Computerized
Documentation Service/ Integrated Set of Information Systems
(CDS/ISIS). IF/C databases contain over 3500 records and
these are expanding at the rate of 300 records per year.
Each record contains aW:hor, title, source, abstract and
keywords as primary information and availability, date,
language and type of publications as secondary information.
From these records, IFIC provides computerized biblidgraphic
search services for requests on particular aspects of
ferrocement technology and related materials. The
Ferrocement Thesaurus is the key to the subject matter of
these documents and a tool to achieve a unity of indexing
terminology.

THE FERROCEMENT THESAURUS

Ferrocement Thesaurus contains the authorized subject
terms by which the documents in the databases are included
and retrieved. It comprises of two parts: Part I
Hierarchical Listing and Part II Access Vocabulary. The
hierarchical listing contains all subject terms and cross
references ourrently considered for use. The listing
contains 1061 postable terms and 249 nonpostable terms. The
access vocabulary contains postable terms, nonpostable
terms, pseudoterms and other entry terms to provide multiple
access to the thesaurus. The access vocabulary contains
2248 word headings.
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Acquisition and Development of Database

IFIC started as early as 1977 to compile terms unique

in ferrocement technology. IFIC used the empirical or

inductive approach. Terms occuring in the field were

collected from various sources and a relation of terms was

only formed if it appeared useful. At this point,

collection was only based from terms in the literatures

available at IFIC. The information scientists at IFIC would

go through the abstract and conclusion of the references,

recording words and phrases that seem important in

describing ferrocement. Collecting terms manually was

tedious and time-consuming.

In 1980, IFIC created a computerized database using

CDS/ISIS software from UNESCO. The Ferrocement Keywords was

used to index the documents. IFIC provided literature

search service for users and these searches indicated

subject interest of users, a rich source of terminology.

These terminologies were added in the keyword list. This

list was printed as an internal document entitled

"Ferrocement Keywords" (Fig.1). "Listado de Terminos Sabre

Ferrocemento", the Spanish translation, was published by

the Centro de Informacion Tecnica, Cuba in 1988.

In 1987, IFIC decided to upgrade its list of keywords

into a thesaurus on ferrocement. IFIC staff reviewed a

number of existing thesaurus and decided to use selected

terms from the NASA Thesaurus 1985 Edition [1) and the 1967

Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific Terms [21. Terms in

the literature on ferrocement and related construction

materials. The main objective is to provide the 'right
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AISOOPTION

AIUTMENTS

ACCELERATED COIN

ACCELERATED TEST

ACCELERATINI ARENT

ACCELERATION OF HARIENINS

ACID

ACII RESISTANCE TESTS

ACOUSTIC LOADIMS

ACOUSTICS

ACRYLIC MODIFIERS

ADDITIVE

MIXTURE

ADVARTASES

AERATION

OMEGA%

Ain CONTENT

AIR ENTRAINED

AIR TIGHT

AIR -ENTRAININS AUNTS

ALKALI ATTACK

ALKALI CONTENT

ALKALI RESISTANCE

ALKALIES

ALLONADLE STRAIN

> < <

USE; CHEMICAL

USE; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

USE: ADDITIVE

USE: HERMETIC

USE: HERETIC

USE: CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

USE: CHENICAL ANALYSIS

USE: CHENICAL RESISTANCE

USE: CHEMICAL

Fig. 1 A page froa "Ferrocement Keywords"
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word' tor the author, the editor, the indexer, the abstactor

and the user of information.

The selected terms were entered into a thesaurus card

(Fig. 2). The card is made out in duplicate so that one

copy is filed under each subject group and another is kept

in alphabetical order. Information about the term and its

relationship was gradually added to the thesaurus card

during the compilation process (3).

ThemormForm

Ors:number

BEN DING .MOA-Igiors

UF
T Le x arad momeni-s

kan es-) Is
Dennitions

Scope Nom

6irea- ra- 41.rilV ioetohRT goo/hi/nun"? i

1441774/ -Thlr es

Sorci
NT

L

Fig. 2 Thesaurus Form

When subject terms have more than one meaning or where

distinction between terms must be made clarification is

provided in the following ways:

parenthetical qualifying expressions or glosses

are added, becoming part of the subject term.
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Example: Mortars (material) term.

parenthetical scope notes (SN) are also added for

explanation or definition. They do not become part of the

subject term.

Example: SN (Excludes foundation members and
substructures)

In general subject term are presented in the noun and

plural form. The singular fizm, however, is occasionally

used for specific processes, properties, conditions and

hardwares.

Organizing Terms

Cross reference relationships in the hierarchical
listing is as follows:

Cross reference Notation

Broader Term GS

Narrower Term GS

Related Term RT

Use USE

Used for UF

The Broader Term indicates that the term represents

more inclusive concepts. In the Generic Structure (GS), the

Broader Terms appear above and to the left of the ttrm
referenced. The Narrower Term indicates that the term

(177 )



itRROC6iENT THESAURUS

<ABRASION>
UF Abrasion resistance
RT EROSION

FINISHES
FRICTION
HARDNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TOUGHNESS
WEAR
WEATHERING

Abrasion resistance
USE <ABRASION>

Absolute temperature
USE <TEMPERATURE>

<ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)>
RT FILTERS

<ABSORPTION>
RT DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME

DRYING
INSULATIO
PENFTRAT:1\

P,CP"ITIcTNI**
°OROS:
SOUND RANSMISSION

<13PTRACTS)
DOCUMENTS
.<ABSTRACTS>
ZUMMARIFS
.<ABSTRACTS>

RT ANNOTATIONS
;BIBLIOGRAPHIES
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
INFORMkTION RETRIEVAL

Abutments
USE <BRIDGE ABUTMENTS>

<ACCELERATED CURING>
GS CURING

.<ACCELERATED CURING>

;ACCE1RRATPD TPSTS >
RsT ACID RESISTANCE TESTS

CORROSION TESTS
IMMERSION TESTS (CORRCSION)
1;1UALITY CONTROL
SERV/C2 iFi
STRESS CORROSION Tr:RTR
TESTS-N**

HIERARCHICAL LISTING
7

<ACCELERATING AGENTS>
GS <ACCELERATING AGENTS>

.CALCIUM CHLORIDE
RT ADMIXTURES

RETARDANTS
WATER REDUCING AGENTS

<ACCELERATION OF HARDENING>

<ACID RESISTANCE TESTS>
GS CHEMICAL TESTS

.<ACID RESISTANCE TESTS>
CORROSION TESTS
.<ACID RESISTANCE TESTS>

RT ACCELPRATED TESTS
IMMERSION,TESTS (CORROSION)
GALVANIC CORROSION TESTS
STRESS CORROSION TESTS

<ACIDS>

<ACOUSTIC LOADING>
GS LOADS (FORCES)

.<ACOUSTIC ;_OADING>
RT ACOUSTICS

<ACOUSTICS>
RT ACOUSTIC LOADING

ARCHITECTURE
NOISE (SOUND)
1-istEICAL PROPERTIER'Nt**
PROPERTIES\N**
SOUND TRANSMISSION
VIBRATION

Ac7ylic modifier's
USE <POLYMERS)

<ACTIVITY INDEX>
RT PONOLANS

<ADDITIVES>
GS <ADDITIVES>

.ADMIXTURES

.PLASTICIZERS

..SUPERPLASTICIZERS
RT BINDERS (MATERIALS)

COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
LUBRICANTS
RETARDANTS
WATER =DUC7NG AGT-2NTS

<ADHESION)
RT SOND:NG

CEMENTA'ION

Fig. 3 A sample page from "Ferrocement Thesaurus"
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represents more specific concepts. In the Generic Structure

(GS), the Narrower Terms appear below and to the right

(indented) of the term referehced. The Related terms (RT)

indicates that the two terms are closely related
conceptually but are not structured within the broader or

narrower hierarchy. The reference indicates that the term

is not 'postable' (approved for use in indexing) and that

the following term or terms should be used instead. Used

for (UF) is a reciprocal of the USE cross reference and

identifies valid or postable terms.

The cards were grouped in the same category. Once the

categories have been identified the next step was to

organize each into hierarchies. (Fig.3).

CONCLUSION

The Ferrocement Thesaurus will be updated to

accommodate topics not previously encountered. This means

developing existing hierachies in more detail, thus making

the vocabulary increasingly specific. The rate of growth of

the vocabulary will depend on the number of documents

indexed; the depth of indexing and the specificity of the

thesaurus. Terms which are rarely used may be reduced in

status from full index terms and a reference made from them

to the nearest broader terms.

The Ferrocement The6rus is on development process and

further refinements still need to be done.
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Abstract

Bibliographic control is predicated upon information gathering

and collection building. It is aided by legislation and determined

by library policies and resources. These processes in turn are

influenced by such factors as information demands and a sense of

national pride.

Malaysia's colonial history has meant that significant

information ant.] collections of early official publications reside

elsewhere. In later years, with the advent of local legal deposit

legislation, the responsibility for their bibliographic control has

shifted back to institutions in the country. Various bibliographic

tools have been produced to support use of these collections. The

paper indicates the success, shortcomings and problems of various

aspects of bibliographic control.

The post-Indopendence period has seen the expansion of the

official administrative machinery and its extension into much

socio.economic activity. Current official publications have assumed

an importance not encountered before; and intensified their interest

for a wide varioty of information users. A need for useful and efficient

bibliographic description of such materials has become imperative.
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Conventional methods for handling official'publications have not

always proved to be entirely satisfactory for the organi8ation and

information rot-ieval of such publications. Recent years have seen

experiments in computer management of such collections even by

relatively small libraries. The paper traces computerisation efforts

by various typos of librarjes; national, academic, public and research

libraries. i (I.:scribes a current experiment at the University of

Malaya LibrRry which is attempting to manage, monitor and retrieve

information frfil a special Malaysian official publications collection,

using a combination of the CDS/ISIS package gifted by Unesco, and an

inhouse software package programmed in dBase.
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MALAYSIAN OFFICIAL PUBLISHING:
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL AND DESCRIPTION STANDARDS

KHOO Slew Mun
Chief Librarian. University of Malaya

INTRODUCTION

Bibliographic control (BO) found early expression in conscious attempts by libraries to collect
written materials compreheneivety, or within certain specified parameters, and in efforts to describe
such coilectiens by way of listinge arid cetalooues. Legislations establishing depository libraries and
preecribing tnea responsibilities have eril lanced BC withm national boundaries The early19705 saw

coasohdation uf professional thinking and practice of BC ifl a world context. The works of D.
Anderson, M. Line and others enunciated a formalised structure for action, and universal biblio-
graphic control (UBC) was linked to the: felt need and objective for universal aahldy of publieat ions
(UAP). Institutions such ae IFLA and Unesco have actively promoted and supportd efforts towards
these ends (see Anderson i966, Unescole82 etc ). As used in corneinporary professiorial literature,
BC may take one or more of tne following con orations

(0 Aequisitlon control over physical items of publications by a specified national institutirn, andner
by various institutions within a nation, which in cooperation with regional and international
organintions contribute towards realizing UBC.

(ii) Information control, with the objective of drawing informatme from collectics is of physical units
for better user aecess. Bibliographic description, application of staadaids for batter exchanges of
fnformation, application of appropriate organizational procedure:, eed technic:a meti iods are some
considerations within this aspect of BC

ManagemeW control of the collection, with the objective of obtaining into= mation about tne
colk3ctinn, ni orcier to support decisionanakeig.

The sections followi1 3 examine I hese ateseets of BC withal Melaysie. in re;ariori to Malaysian
:ifficial publishing.

IL ACOUISITION CONTROL

Effective zinwisdions cuntrof s predicated upou knowing whai has teen published, who the
publishers aio, and from whom the publications may be obtained le countries where legal depcsit
exiats, an additiorail teol is given to depositories to better effect BC.

iri bb ogsaphicallv developed countries the casual user and tVe serious coileCtor of govern-
;Nem publications can depend on infrastructures which weie deilbenaely eetablished to publieh,
publicize and oiseeminate s.urh poblications. Thus those wishing to check older materials of the
United Staten need merety to refer to the Checklist of United States Public Documents 1789-197G
(which updated the 7909 Cheakst.) Through various authoritative and cumorehensive listings and
indexes issued by agencies such as the Library of Congrws, the Corigressional Information Service
(CIS), the American National Technical Information Service (NM) besides the USGPO's Monthly
Catalog of United States Government Publications. users are able to obtain regular and curreet
information on official publishing. A similar situation prevails in Si kale whore the steriing publishing
activittea of both public and private sector presaee, such as that of the HMSO, the British Librari , arid
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C. iadwyck-Healey amongst others, have also ensured comprehensive, current and retrospective BC
of the main body of officiai publishing. Updated information, as in the HMSO Daily List and in the
House of Commons Weekly Information Bulletin are available from a variety of sources. (See e.g.
Whitehall & Westminster 1984, for descriptions of sources). With the advent of computerisation,
many of these agencies have faced the respoasibiley of providing information even more efficiently
than ever to their users. In terms of currency, this has often moved from a weekly, monthly or daily
basis to online access. Access to massive databases are being made available; as well as those of
smarter selective databases. With these advances, libraries and their users world-wide may be able
to access such information, as they take the diskette format or may be made a railable on CD-ROM.
Giver below are two of many such examples.

(a) HMSO databuse online. The HMSO database of UK govern-
ment publications is publicly available online at long last....
The initial file is an impressive retrospective source with
details of 120,000 titles and it is updated with new titles
monthly.... The online file can be searched in a variety of ways
including by name of official body and of author or chairman,
series number, year of publication and date of eney in the file
(for current awareness searches).... The new database is to
be welcomed as it makes access to information on HMSO
publications easier and more convenient. Dialog users will
have access to both HMSO and non-HMSO British official
publications by switching between the HMSO and Chadwyck-
Healey non-HMSO files. The forthcoming CD-ROM version
combining these two files in a single disc offers even greater
searching convenience (Refer, 1989, p.22). [This has been
released in March 1989]

(b) Diskette data from US federal agencies. The National Tech-
nical Information Service publishes a catalogue called Data
Files on Floppy Oiskette that lists over 80 data files from 15
U.S. government agencies currently available on diskette. in
addition, NTIS can convert its inventory of over 1,000 data
tapes to diskette at the request of the user (Anderson 1987,
P.34r).

In addition, the process of distribetion is effective. In Pe itam, for example. 'selected subscrip-
tiol is' schemes allow libraries to obtain from the HMSO materials of their choice. Sti trigs of HMSO
sl lops retailing ail key official output satisfy the needs of the general pubhc. Out-of-print materials in
current demand are available in dozens of libraries across the nation, and invaluable seNiCes are
provided by presses such as Chadwych-Healey, whose document delivery services and publ;cations
give continuous support to newer libraries in their acquisitions efforts.

in America, where strenuous efforts are ;trade or constantly being recommended to onsure that
the public has easy access to official documents, Congress has created an inslitution, the
depository library system comprising over 1,400 locations around the country, where anyone can
walk in and put their hands on a piece of information that the govefnment has made available' (Willard
1986, p.324). Willard also explains the concept of 'on demand' publishing, where the NTIS 'has
millions of Piles under its control, and can provide any one person intim country one copy of any item
upon request' (Willard 1986, p.324). Nearer home, in Japan, the Council for the Diffusion of
Government Publications (1956-) establisted in the Prime Minister's Office is charged with the
responsibility of drawing up strategies for the efficient production and distribution of official docu-

84 )
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tnents. A nationvide system of Senile° Stations for Government Publications ensures that all who
wish may have access to such documents. in most al the these countries legal and traditienal
depository libraries neeead throughout the nation help to ensure that BC over the bulk of official
publishing Is effected, iS1/terials are not onty being preserved; but in the meantime users are able to
go to scores f thraries to obtain most of what they need. Big central libraries act as lenders of last
resort for the more exotic doeuments.

THE MALAYSIAN SCENE',

Compared to tne bibliographieally advanced countries the local sceoe is iess tetcouraging,
Problems tare faced in cbtaining information relating to official publishing teurrent and retrospective):
current info'mation on issuieg egencies; and there ts no single department or oreanization to saiien
acquisition requests may !es directed. Finally current deposit keestatien pie:iv:alone are extietneei
limiting. These features are discussed below.

(i) Informelien on Wei Publishing

From the late 170Ce4to the con ent century, the different states le Malaysia wer a through arecrent
degrees of colon....1 tule. The Straits Settlements (now Penang, Maiacca and the nation-state et
Singapore) were British colonies. The 'Federated Malay States (rms) of Perak, Negri Sembilan,
Selangor and Pat e-ig were under British administrative rule, while the 'Ur ifederated Malay States' of
Kedah, Perlis, Johoro, Kelantan and Trengganu, were obliged to accept british advice on all matters
save on religion and Malat estom. For the Straits Settlements and the FMS the government
Gazettes carried notices on publications issued by private presses, the notitication of which was
statutorily required under enaetments such as the Presenration of Copkes of Books Printed in the
Colony (Ord. No.XV et-1886). Legislations did pavee for maintaining 'A Catalogue of Books prink.:1
in the Straits Settlements', Printers and Publishers Ordinance (section 6. Ord. 2011926, rev. edn ) and
'A catalogue of Books pr inted or published in the Federated Malay States' (section 6, Cap.90 of 1916:
an Enactment to provide for the preservation and recestration of books). All these enactments
provided for legal deposits of pubLcations to be mace at the British Museum However, the
Government Printer was specifically exempted from such provisions. These enactments were -also
regulatory in rature and early objek/ive was probebly to ensure that pi ireog presses were not teeing
used to produce materials which could be against the intereste of the ruling authorities, nv:so
misused Ur der such circumstances, it was riot surprising that the Covernrnent Printer wes
exempted, as its publications wore all authorised befoieheed. This strai eel meant tnat

Norwas all printed mateeal caught by the registration system
Government publications were exempt tmm :registration, nnd
therefore, ironically, are not wen represented ill this [the
British Museum's] most official of r.:oilections t'Proltdfnot
p.1 C).

To date foi older materials, there is no single list similar to that of the updated US 1309 Checklist,
and no one knows for eure whet !las been published in Mo. 1 hus for iterospeetive searches tor
otfieial imprints, besides pleughing Ire ough all issues ot the Gazer:es, onu mould have to depend on
less official and conTreeenswe sources. Ceuah descrits tete dezei ; biLi >graphleal Itsengs on
gwernment pebticatioi is including R.O. Tilmani & P. Burn's Guicle to British I it,twy Holdings of
Government Publications; M. Roffs Ofticia; Puci,cetions of Malaysia in New York bbraries, the
Catalogue of the Singapore/Malaysian Collection of the University of Singepore Library, publithed by
G.K Hall in 1968, the Supplement to wrwich was published o 1974 by the University Press (Chuah
1988. p.115-27.) Such searches necessarily tend to be tedious, and represent a two-tter search first
tor the bibliographies, then for the items (rf they are listed). As most are holdings lists, there is no
single comprehensive, authoritative source that one can turn to tor a complete bthhoqraphicel
overview of pre-war (and even of pre independence) publithing by the various administrations
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(if) Current Information

As in other countries, the main tools for general BC may be expected to emanatefrom two official
soerces: the Government Printer and the National Depository. The relevant lists are the List of
Publications ot the Government Printer; and the Malaysian National Bibliography.

List of Public:36m- of the Government Palter. Contrary to the belie of many, the List of Publications
is not a comprehensive listing of all government pubhcations for the year. nor an accumulated listing
et all government publishing undertaken by the Government Pnnter.

During the 1960s the operations of the Government Printer
expanded following developments after Independence. The
switch to Bahasa Malaysia as the national language resulted
in an increase in printing jobs as texts of several documents
have to be printed in both English and Bahasa Malaysia To
cope with the increasing volume of work, it was deckled to
continue decentralization of printing operations and new
plants were set up in lpoh in 1964 and in Min (Sarawok) in
1981. resulting in a total of six branches undertaking printing
jobs on a regional basis. Currentty the press at Afar Seger
does printing for Kedah and Perlis; the Inch press takes care
ot Perak and Pulau Pinang; Kuala Terengganu caters for
Kelantan. Terengganu, and Pahang; Johor Bahl u copes with
the needs of Johor and Melaka and Kuching and Mtri takes
care of Sarawak (Chuah 1988 p.54-55).

The Government Pnnter at ;wale Lumpur headquarters concentrates on publishing pareamen-
tary papers and publications of th Federal Temiory of Kuala Lumpur and the State of Selangor. This
has tended to disperse both information and peblications. and no centralised information is
maintained, thus the lest of Publicahons is not intended to be a 'uivon' star klist of all branches; each
hi anch tending to issue its own punlicity

In the early 1980s the Government Printing Department went through a testruetunng process.
the objectrve of which was presumably to allow it to cope with the vaet cinounts of printing work
required by a much expanded governinern machinery. Mere and more departments were allowed
to print their publaen ions (annual reports, bulletins. magazines, etc.) at private presses, By 198A it

was estimated that well over ;NM of the printing work done by the Government Printer at Kuala

Lun,pur was to satiafy slaeonery needs of government depaemenle. Of the balance were the
government Gezetres (all parts), some listings (e.g. federal establishment lists), significant publica
lions (ea. the national pianF.); and ieports of some key departments F or the tarter, most were
returned to the onea ieting departments tor distribution/sale. (interview with Deputy Die-croi,
Merch 19ek) T hus tt ie List of Pubiica(ions though fuerlamentally still important. is of extremely limited
use as a guat durticiai publisha lg. The titles listed rtpt esent (a) thc.se that are printed and to be sold
by the Printer, ano kb) only those trees that are in sleek No cuinuiatioi is have been issued for all
Goveroment Printer imprints, and it is unlikely that this is possible as no information is recorded of
printing jobs beyond a few years. In addition, r o union Fst of publications by ali the branches is
available.

The Malaysian Natrona; flibirowraphy (MNB). TI us was first issued in 1969 (for 1967). and since 1983
has been computensed. As a finding aid to records haled, rt is acknowledged to be superior to
accessions lists arid publications listings as it provides muhiple access points and records are
cieated in eccordance with international standards. Howevei, its defects are that it is fairty behind:
in June 1989, the quarterty ;ssue of January-March 1987 only is available, thus affecting Its
usefulness as a selection and acquisitions ere' (See Chuah 19(38 p.102-5) This situation is likely to
improve in the future, when the National Libriry of Malaysia (NLM) is fully computerised,
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Departmental Lists. In the absence of any single, tooi or source which consolidates informatiOn on
the sum total oi official government publishing, whether for old or current materials, the inquirer of
government publishing has to journey from department to department. Here he will meet with varying
degrees of success. For example, the Ministry of Agriculture's Bibliography of Publications, 1910-
1982 is very useful; as are bibliographical series issued by the Nuclear Power Untt at the Prime
Ministers Department, ihe National Valuation Institute and the Malaysian Centre for Development
Studies, though not all items listed in the latter are official documents. Various research and institutes
e.g. the Rutber Research Institute (Rill), i,orest Research Institute (FRI), and the Malaysian
Agricultural Research and Development Institute (MARDI), have documented fairly comprehensively
their own institution's output; as have departments such as the Geological Survey Department; the
Statistics Department and the Information agencies. But such practices are exceptior al, and there
are equally as many departments especially at the state level that have not re en file information on
their own publishing output. The results are therefore uneven, and comprehensiveness of informa-
tion is certain to elude the enquirer.

Library holdings Information. For some years now the Sabah State Library has been issuing a
quarterly 'Government Publications' accessions list which is especially ueeful for locating official
publications issued in the State of Sabah. Since 1986 UML has maintained a computer database of
the bulk of its government publications. Besides online access listings of the collection by issuing
agency and tttle of publication have been produced for internal use. Undoubtedly, the biggest pool
of information would be contained in the MALMARC (Malaysian MARC) database (see Table I)
created since 1976 by a library consortium for shared eataloguing comprising the NLM and six
academic ins:Autions (see Um 1980 for a description of MALMARC). This database is not available
to non-consortium members, although records may be purchased from the consortium. It is
currently not used as a tool for acquisitions by the general run of ithraries. though this may change
in the future.

(iii) Absence of a Central Supplier

The alasence of a central department, or supplier to whom libranee and the public can turn to
obtain the bulk of official publishing is a real hindrance to effecting BC. The laek of the equivalent of
HMSO bookshops or any significant book dealers In official publications exacerbate the problem of
dispersed government publishing. The major problem faced Is that many official publications are not
for sale as they are published as statutorily required for reporting departments to their respective
authorities, and therefore are not necessarily for sale to the public. Thus libraries which are
unsuccessful in getting on to a department's mailing list to receive complimentary copies will very
likely not ever be able to obtain many items.

Alt these problems make the legal depository provisiorss of oeramourit importance as .)cri for

BC of official publishing by individual libraries.

(iv) Depository Legislation

The most serious setback to BC by libraries is doubtless the passage of the Deposit of Library
Material Act of 1986. Prior to this Act, specifically between 1966 and 1986, Malaysian deposit laws
provided tor one legal deposit, NLM, and eight other demand depositories comprising libraries to
academic and research institutions, and state libraries. The current Deposit of Library Material Act
1986, effective in 1987, repeated the 1966 Preservation of Books Act. It retained one legal depository
only (the National Deposftery which is the NLM); and removed demand rights from ail the other
demand depositories. The reverse had been hoped for. That is, in view of the nation's commitment
to LISP to greater and easier access by all to information, and in the light of international trends to
establish adequatety large numbers of depositories, that more libraries would be scheduled to
receive government publications, at least. With the current situation, acquisisone by any institution,

LI 87
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apart from the NLM Is likely to be adversely affected (Khoo 1987; in press). It has been established
that In all the academic institutions, for example, collection of government publications had de-
pended almost entirely upon legal deposit provisions. After 1987 the old depositories have stilt been

;setting gifts as a tail-end effect of the old depository legislation. For UML a special Government
Publications project was launched in 1985 to send part-time statf to government departments to
collect official putstications. This project Is apart from, but running parallel with, gifts still being
obtained for the main collection. Statistics gathers() In respect ot official publications for the projeet

are shown in Table 2. Though the data is very raw, it is sufficient to indicate that libraries hoping to
effect better BC over Malaysian official publications cannot afford to sit and waft for materials to arrive

On the other hand, the cost of going to the field to collect is probably beyond the resoumsof most

libraries.

(v) Unawerenesa, Distribution Priorities end Enforcement.

Other factors affecting BC adversely relate to general unawareness of the importance todeposit
materials with various types of institutions and often an inability to do so due to smallprint runs_ it hae

been noticed that many government departments do not send in copies of their publications to
anyone, not even the NLM not because of recalcitrance or unwillingness to cooperate but merely
because they forget, or are unsure that such publications are required to be deposited under the Act

Moreover, in the formats that many 'publications' now appear, many may be excused for not
remembering that these are 'publications' by library standards. The policy of having small imprints

adopted now by many departments with tight budgets also make it hard for them to remember
everyone in the distribution process. Those in direct control get a copy; the rest of the copies
(especially if not many are left) are kept as 'spares'. The absence of genuine recalcitrance makes it

difficult to enforce the Act; or to penalise 'offending' departments even if such omissions were

discovered.

In the more bibliographically developed countries the acquisition of, and access to, key
government documents, and those documents required to meet the normal mainstream of user
demand is a peablem that has largely been solved. Probtems in these ceuntries have moved up one
level, as it were. Libraries and their administrators may still faCe problems of funding, space arid staff

to deal with their documents collections. Though the tracking of fugitive items still pose problems

(see Copeland et a). 1985), the main preoccepation currently is towards what to do with the materials

after they have been obtained. Problems associated with more efficient methodology for organizing
the materiais; speedy intormation retrieval to meet user needs; greater publicity tor access now fosm

the foci of attention.in countries that are less bibliographically endowed, such as Malaysia, at least

two sets of problems prevail, (a) the first-ievel, more fundamental concern as to how to obtain the
physicai items in the first place; and (b) those same organizational problems faced by sister

institutions elsewhere, it is to these problems that we now turn.

`DIBLIOTHECAL' CONTROL AND BIBUOGRAPHIC CONTROL
FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

While this is not the place to enter the debate on bibliographi-
cal semantics, it is essential to disentangle the concept of
handling materials from that of manipulating the information
they contain.., the former will for our present purpose be
identified as 'bibliothecal control' and the latter as Iretorma-
tion retrieval' (Pemberton 1982, p.150. Emphasis added.)

With Pembertor's definitions as background this section will examine these two aspects of biblio-
graphic control as they relate to Malaysian official publishing by focussing on four topics:

(188 )
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Defining parameters for collectiorebuilding;
- Location of the government pubtications coliection within a library;
Methodotogy for organising the collection; and
Management control of the coltection.

DraiiNING PARAMETERS FOR COLLECTION-BUILDING

In collecting official publicatkins, library administrations niusi decide oil what to collect; and how

much to collect Parameters are geographical boundaries, levels of administrative hierarchies,

subject fields and forma/ of rrOoria.. Depending on library resources of storage, staff and funds,

decisions are taken on what parameters within which to opera/e. in most libraries, the Documents

Section which homes official publications worild normatty iectude officialpublicatiom from national,
regional and international sources. In the United States, where a chain of nearly 1,400 depositoty

fibranes form a base for BC of official publicatiens, each must decide bow much they wish to uoilect
At onetime, 25% et US Official publishing was reeernmended as a giJideilnettlough each library could

exercise its own discretion.

In Malaysia, (lithe handful ot litearies that have established separate government publications

sections, that at the National University of Maiaya (UnNersiti Kebangsann Malaysia:LR(M) Libraiy
adopts Ole principle of incorperating all national, regional and internat one; documents together, with
about equal collection strengths for local Malaysian and international documents The Doeuments

Collection Section at the International Islamic University Library (1111L) which is a much smaller

collection, follows this praetice. For the Sabah State Library. however, whose collection is
considerable,

a the collection policy limits the coverage to Sabah, riiarawak
and Federal Governments. An attempt is made to coliect
eveiy pubhcation issued by Sabah Government, but the
coverage of the Feoeral and Sarawak Governments is limited
io those expected to be in demand. Priority is given to
statistics, manufacturing, development, budget. laws and
legislation (Mitcheit 1963, p.16)

'the focus is thus towards 'netional puiershrag'. 'Fre collection at Ufa tollows the goo-
erapnical parameters of the Sabah State Library, but reversos the order of priority for documents
collect ion in terms of adminii alive hierarehy. Federat documents are more nth/sty sought out, with

state documents being limited to 'main calegones of doeuments such asannual reports or Key state

departments end statue-my boae--3. Other parameteia also vary, with UM'c'scoSection being iiderin

scope, comprising organizational charts; pamphlets, pc.stars, soiA anir programmes, broadsheets
publishee as a matter of toutine. arid artifacts issued or created irt CO-filrnt,rflwalon ofspecial events

This last category which admittedly is a small collection, inctudes a dock, issued by the Sarawak

State Government to commen rate 25 yeare at Sarawak's indeirendence within Malaysia; and
medallions tsseed to commernoiate the 25th and 3nth anniversaries of the Employees Prowtem
Fund. An all-embracing scope has been specified by the National Depooffory. The scope is
determined by the relevant legislation, and is currently scheidieed as Miews:

Library material Ne.of tioplee

1. Printed library material Including heoks,
serials maps, chant; and poste, s

2. Non-printed library material including
cinematograph films, microforrns. phonorecords,
video and audio recordings and other electronic media. 2



The scope of collection-building both in terms of breadth and level of adrienistrative hierarchy is a

significant determinant contributing to overall BC of official publishing.

LOCATION OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS COLLEC11ONS

Library administrations have the options of either (a) integrating the official lublicationswithin

the main library collections; or (b) establishing a separate collection for documents. Each decision

is linked to the next question: that of organizational methodology practised upon the collection for

information retrieval. In general, integrated collections would tend to be subject analyzed and
processed according to whatever classification scheme and set or cataloguing rules are used by the
library. Libraries which have established separate collections tend to do so as they wish to adopt a

special classification scheme or otherwise adopt a different se of processing rules for this collection,

quite different from these used for other monographic and serial woeks in the library.

There are many examples proving cogent arguments for each of these decisions. 'From the

outset in 1967, La Trobe University Library established a separate collection of government
publications in the social sciences, to include putAications of federal, state and localgovernments
and of international government organizations' (Miller 1982, p.9). At York University Ontaria, it

was decided that the collection should be a separate one physically, and that it should be classified
by a special documents oriented classification, wle, h was not yet available.: (Cannon 1982, p.66),

A similar decision was taken by the Legislative Library Le British Columbia, Canada which 'has always
maintained a separate documents collection, shelved by issuing agency' (MecEachem 1982, p.7I);

and also by the Trinity College Library at Dublin (Goodwillie 1982, p.87) Other libraries, however, are
with the Library Parliament, Ottawa which took a decision, some 30 years ago that '... where
practicable, to integrate the official publications collection into the main collection and classifying

materials when this is judged to be the most useful approach' (Hardisty 1982 p.42).

The Malaysian libraries are similariy split. Most libraries have integrated their government
documents collections into their main collection. The separate collections established in the four
libraries noted above have been recent phenomena: the oldest teing that at the UKML dating from

the mid-1970s; that at Sabah State Library from the mid-1980s; that at UMLfrom 1985; and at IlUt, from

just a year or so ago. Basically, the location of a collection is net particularly important, except for the

impact this has on access, both in terms of physical access, but more important, in terms of access

to information on the collection.

ORGANIZATIONAL METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The 'i. aegrationists' generally attempt subject access via the classeication scheme, and filing

order (of the catalogue and shelf order) being determined by the scheme and cataloguing practices

adopted. The 'separatists' on the other hand, have tended towards either (a) ignoring subject
anatysis altogether, but use notation schemes to determine shelf order; or (b) for those with access

to computers, to use a notation scheme in conjunction with indexing procedures for information
retrieval. (c) Another solution is for a library to adopt a mixture of both methods Thus examples of

the above are:

(a) National Library of Malaysia, which maintai ts an integrated collection and subjects the total
collection to cataloguing and classification, the scheme at the NLM being Dewey.

- ,
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(b) tnititute el Development' Studies% Suasex, is one of many examples where the library 'uses none
of the standard olassilicatkon schemes but instead relies on fairly extensive subject indexing based

on a set of descriptors appropriate to the scope of its collectkm` (Gorman & Downey 1982. p.131)

(La Library of Parliament, Ottawa, where 'a substantial proration' of its official publications are
integrated into the main collection and are fully catalogued and classified. 'Meanwhile, the
publications el foreign countnes and international oroanizations which are not gtven librarycatalegu

ing are arranged acconang to sehemes provided by the publishing governments andorganiaations'

(Hardisty t2, p.%).

in Malay ,ria, as elsewhere, the trend seems to be that thea iwtthsubctantiai collections of official

riocuments used in a rwearch oriented environment would establish separate collections and not

subject the collections to full cataico.ring end classffication. The reasons for thisnon-adherence to

standaros set for bibliographic description stems from observations by document librarians that

even the fullest of cataloguing and most accurate of classifying is unlikely to help either the librarian

or toe user in information retrieval. An indication of problem; faced by users if official publications
ware proemial traditionally is as follows.

:sautes agenclea, 'F requent, some may say continual, changes in the names of issuing bodies art

a constant problem in the cataloguing procedure' (Gorman & Downey 1982, p.130). Under ouirent
cataloguing rules the researcher will certainly have to wade through many inversions, standard

headlngsi 'sees' and 'see also' before he gets what he wants, if he gets it at ell The chief problem
eecountered with cataloguing rules rs that they do not basically recognize an issuing body or
publisher as a 'subject in traditional terms, yet this is one of the primary facets by which users of
official documents request their materials. This was the case in Malaysia in the mid to tate 1970s

when many public enterprises were created. This aroused a lot of interest which has not abated.

Pnblications by such organizations had to be used as sources of information in conjunctionwith

materials on thorn. Undei traditienal cataloguing, these deraiments became scattered (bysubject),

arid could not be emeeed fnsily. For those researching a particular quangco, that element which

read merely as ampnra detail to the cataloguer was in fact the researcher's 'subject'.

Titiee, As Mitchel/ has observed.

A thorough exemination of Sabah and Federal Government
agency and statutory body publications shmed that if cata-
logued according to MCR2, the majority would be entered
under title A brief study of tbe most common means of
retrieval indicated subject !miter and issuing agency are
muet often requested._ Furthermore, entry ba title is not
practical because a great many files begin with the words
study, report, namthly and annual (Mitcheit 1a83. p,15)

in afar convent:one! Um. nany ut the documents a reader needs may wolf have Oeen catalogued
by title, the least trimmer element in most instances.

Subject headings. iriadditian, traditional subject headings are too Laced to be of any real use, and
quite otter cennot Latch up with the curse nt language of the its,ature An additional problem's Posed
with pubaehing in a multilingual env ilonment. A document on a vera local and specific topic may only
be useful if ft was reti ievable under that specific local term To have it burred under a more general
subject heading may well incur loss of its usagein rota

(191) r,
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Indexing anti Notations

As i argued some years ago, librarians tiy to make classifica-
tion numbers serve three purposes - subject access, shaft
arrangement, and link between catalogue and shelves - and
they seive none of these well, since most class numbers
provide goes* inadequate subject access while being far
too long and complex for sheif arrangement and for users to
care/ in their heads between consutting the cataltsgue and
finding the iternc on the shelves. The functions need to be
differentiated (tine 1988, p.12).

Ttie necessity of avoiding the type of problems outlined above have made documents librarians
realise the truth of Une's observations; and that for government publications particularly, intense
classtfication aad cataloguing efforts may only bring forth a mouse in intormation retneval. Many
libraries therefore have decided to adopt or devise a simple notation scheme for shelving purposes
and in-depth indexing for subject access.

indexing. For the type and depth of indexing envisaged for a collection of any signrficant stze at all,
the process of indexing has to be automated to be effective. Three considerations need to be taken
Into account: the hardware; software; and a high degree of professional organization of index terms.
Minimally, there shouid be sufficient storage for the data to be stored and to be efficiently manipu-
lated. The software should pretereably be an indexing package with an ability to index the fields
desired, produce the necessary dictionary lists, and preferably be able to allow for basic boolean
searches. As the number of fiekis indexed affects the size of storage needed, decisions must be
taken to balance the two factors. Additional index terms may be Introduced apart from the ones
existing in the database. Thus, it titles are indexed and yield two terms 'apples' and 'oranges', ft might
be necessaty to introduce the more generic term 'fruits'. A necesstly tor linking terms must exist; and
cleaning up of dictionary terms needs be done for the final authority terms to tie clear. The processes
become more complicated in multilingual databases than in monolingual ones. espocially it say, two
or mere languages share words that aro klentical in spelling but cany different meanings for different
languages e.g. 'err Neter' in Bahasa Malaysia) or dist o differently weft terms mean exactly the same
thing. e.g. *oranges' is identical to 'oreni, as woutd be the case in a Malaysian database.

Nototion, In this, most libraries are with Miller who felt that any notation should be as simple and as
brief as possible and reflect orey those elements which seem essential. These elements include
'jurisdiction, issuirg body, form and a unique number for tele' (Miller 1982. p.10).

Malaysian libraries have each tended to go its own way in devising notational schemes tor their
official collections. di(ML uses mainly the issuing agency indicator for filing their card catalogue and
for determining sheff-order, with the collection being divided into two sections, one br local and
another for internaticeial documents. The llLYs notation indicates jurisdiction and provenance. it
includes an LC class number for subject analysis, and a Cutter number for the document (UUt. 1987).
The Sabah Siate Librarti's notation indicates jurisdiction and provenance. the document's generic
type; and individual title indicator. UML`s notation is yet to be devised, but it is likely to be fatly simple.
Elements will include jurisdiction, provenance, term and date. A unique document indicator mil
probably be drawn trom these indicators e.g. 'AR 1977' for an annual report of that year.

Clearly, complete agreement on basic elements to be included does not as yet exist. it is
expected that other depattmental libraries are aleo devising notation schemes for their collections
and these are likely to differ both in terms of inclusion of elements, and in their placing and location
within the notation.

( 192 )
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MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF THE COLLECTION

Most libraries know more or less how many books they have; extent ot serial runs, maintains
enctess statistics on loans, the number of visitors, etc. it Is often surprising that pemaps besides the
absolute size, few librarians posses few other details about their documents collection. Less
information Is available, if at ail, on such features as the collection by type, mode of acquisition, by
cost, the currency of documents, and so on. As Morton has observed 'It has long been apparent that
documents librarians generally have given low priority to the keeping and use of statistics' (Morton,
984, p.195). Yet the need for subjecting sue' a collection to monitoring is fairty essential, if a !bray

is to be able to report effectively on such features as use of the collection, in order to maintain or obtain
specialised funding, space used, staff expertise, ail of which are in turn of utmost importance in
getting the most out of a documents collection. Like so many aspects of library services. the
monitoring of usage also leads to improvements and more efficient methodology for handling queries
to be instituted (See Lamble i 982, p. 27-28 for an example of this point.)

Such a situation is generally the case with libraries in Malaysia Thus even for those libraries
which are in trie MALMARC consortium, which would have indicated the jurisdiction levels for their
government documents holdings, they would be hard put to state how many federal documents they
possess as against state or district level publications. It would be very surprising if any one can state
how much their collections cost them to establish, or even to estimate a value forth° collection. There
is much truth in the following comment:

Documents librarians can learn much about their collection,
their litxary, and their omi judgment by analyzing and applying
statistical data to a problem. Likewise, much can be learned
about documents librarianstiip through the aggregate and
comparative analysLe of various libraries. To do this, however,
the numberical data must be ccmpatible - the same things
have to be counted, and they must be counted in the same
manner.... without statistical data indicating the slatus quo,
there can be no empirical measure of accomplishment of
stated goats or the success of implemented programs (Mor-
ton 1984 p.196; 197).

The ideal in BC for a documents collection would be as follows:

(a) an ability to process materials quickly and efficiently, at a minimum cost;
(b) ensure as wide a subject access as is possible; and
(e) maintain management control over the collection to be able to monitor such features as its

usage, usefulness and cost.

All over the world. documents librarians are trying to achieve these objectives, with varying degfees
of success. Some with better funding, more experience and greater expertise, have achieved their
objective; others on the other end of the scale are still striving. Below is described a case study of a
small collection in the latter category.

IV. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL OF OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
CASE-STUDY OF UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA LIBRARY

The establishing of the University of Malaya Library (UML) 'PR' collection (Persuratan Rasmi or
Government Papers ) in 1985 has been described elsewhere (Khoo 1985) and it is not intended to
repeat its history. It is only necessary here to highlight the expenmental nature of the collection and
procedures being adopted for its organization. In consonance with beliefs, observations and
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recommendations at CML eel elsewhere, it was decided to set up a separate collection of official

documents in an attempt to effect better BC of Malays tan official publieations.

Acquisition's. The Ureversity of Malaya as an entity, hadenjoyed depository status for nearly 40 yea rs

and until It lost its depository status in 1987, it had been integrating government documents into the

main collection. In view of the difficulties associated with collecting Malaysian official publications

which Warne more evident after the loss of depository status) end the increasing importance of

these materials for both teaching and research, a concerted attempt to put the collection on a firm

footing was felt to be necessay. From1985, items collected from past efforts are being extracted from

the main collection and added to the PR collection. The main methods of current acquisition were

decided upon, as follows:

(a) A five-year 'blitz' effort (1986 -1990) in sending out field assistants annually on a month-long stint

to collect publications from departments at federal, state and district level; and to firmly establish

UML on the mailing lists of government departments;

(b) For the rest of the time by scanning issues of the MNB, accessions lists of other libraries, scannii ig

the daily newspapers, talking to researchers, particularly in the social sciences, to try to track

down relevant materials for aequisition by gift or purchase.

Organization. The total collection of governmentdocuments in the MALMARC database (as at June

1989) is aboue 15,000 unique records. This represents the catalogued holdings of the National

Library of Malaysia and five Malaysian university libraries, since the mid-1970s, one of which, USM

has fully converted all its library holdings (Table 1). The PR collection at UML therefore, was not

expected to be very large, in absolute volume; and overthe feet five years was not expected to exceed

20,000 volumes, even with the amalgareetion of ietrospective matedais. This was also in view ot a

decision taken to leave all legal materials in the Law Library; this would have formed a significant

percentage ot the official publications held within the system. It was decided not to catalogue and

classify the collection, but to input all relevant data for indexing.

Notation. The collection is at present sheived in closed access, by issuirg body. A notation scheme

will be devised, but work has been delayed as a result of staff shortages a id other pressing demands

of computerisation.

Managornont. It was decided from the outset that managerial control and monitering of the collection

would be essential. In any case, the project was an approved research project of the University

undenaken in conjunction with the National Institute for Public Administration Institute and therel ie

had to be reported upon biannually. It was also tett that W) little eas Icnown about the nature of

Malaysian government publishing especially in terms of departmental publishing trends, prieing. and

other policies, that as full informaeon as possible would be captured

Hardware. The Liteary is still wtthout mainframe or mini computer facilities. it had, however, a few

PCs. For the collection an IBM PC/ATwas made available, with a 40MB hard disk, later upgraded to

80MB.

Software. A problem was encountered on realizing that statistical or management software

packages do not retrieve information veiy well; and that conversely, packages capable of handling

indexing do not count at all. It was decided that, expensive as it may have to be, that the management

software would have to be written in dBASE; and the. "ermatlonretrieval would have to utilise any

of the software packages available. In 1987, on application to Unesco, the Library was gifted the CDS/

ISIS ver.l. In 1988, it obtair ied ver. 2.

214
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d9AVE programme. The use of dBASE as a data mariagernent tool involving bibitographic data has
been well-demonstrated (see e.g. Pollard 1988). In 1987 a programmer was found to write a
programme In dBASE3 Plus to cope with the management ot the data. Input elements are as follows:

- Lssuing agency
- title of item
- 'author (d any, e.g. chairmen of committees; inoividuai authors of specific reports etc.)
- type ol materials (monographic or serial)
- year of publicatien, or dWe element
format (pamphlet, organization chae, Kale!, etc; in original format or photocopy)
source of document (purchase, exchange or gift; by donor)

- cost of acquisaion (prices peid)
cost of photocopying

- notes
- the notation. when devised, will also be input

A special field was created for annual reports of departments. so as to be etre to recall and analyse
this type of publication more efficiently. For many departments annual reports reoreeent the only
publications try or on there As such they are invaluable for research, and are much in dernand.
Appendix 1 describes the dBASE programme.

The Library has been able to monitor the growth ot the collection by form reports, type and by
issuing agency It is also possible to generate reports according to specialised demands ea, ali
publications issued by a department; all publications held on a particular state in the federation; etc
Most important, it allowod the Library to monitor tho costs of aoquisition; and measure this agairea
the value ot gine received.

informe2len Retrieval, In the long f u n, as lull sublect aecess as possible would be available. By 1988,
the collection had grown to over 10.000 items; with more than 8,000 being unique records. Better
subject access was felt to be imperative. In 1988, Unesco aga!t kindly responded to the Library's
appeal for a conversion programme to CDS/ISIS. in June1989, the Systems Anatyst on secondment
to the Library strooessfully downloaded the data from dBASE to CDS/1SIS, thus allowing for better
subject retrieval. Appendix it describes tne procedures.

Indexing. As a pilot project, it was decided to index only one field, the titie field. This has been found
to be fail ty useful for retriivol, given the feta that titles to ofitoial documents tend to be dear, indicate
sea. oificaiii the contents ot the document; and do not generally possese exotic meanings to words
A dictionary of terms le tilka3 (in both English and the National Language) to the twat rioldino may
be hrcmsed Much werk still needs to he done. in the 'tagging' together of departments which nave
developed from many pie!, roes predecestors to facilitate retrieval, index terms have to be cleaned
up, or innerted, as it is noted tnat A mess ot uncontrolled and unedited keyword terms c ould be a
nightware' (Line 1988, p 13). For the present, due to a total lack of hardware tor OPAC services, such
searches have :all to be thiamelied to the Documents Librarian. Ms. Kristin Chean. The Libraty
hepea to he able to computer rae on an integrated basis, with its own inhouse microcomputer by 1990.
With this reaieed, des,-Neomente will be towards better ireormatlan retrieval. More sophisticated help
soreens wiV be created to help OPAC tkaers along. Appendix III thews the results of a search made
for the te;m th,nen (a iocnl frec). The search elicited 10 items out et the 15,000 records, results were
sorted by issuing agency; and panted Sorts by autaoraizte are also possible.

LWa. In the me:inhale, to addilion te online access, hardcopy hstinm are IA far consultation
Appendices a; and V are two samp:a pages taken from the listinge by (a) Issuing Agericy; and (b)
alphabetical listirig of toles.

Storage A total of 36MB hzeg3 been US64:1 tor storage, This consist of 30MB In dBASE (17MB for the
Master File, 12MB for 9 indexes, and 1MB for programmes), and 6MB in COS/ISIS (Masterfile,
indexing one field, and programmes). This still leaves 44MB for expansion in the Masterfiles,
additional indexing and space for data manipulation.

1.195) F
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Problems and Constraints. A problem encountered is with the generation of listings. The process

is tedious and can take inany hours with a relatively small database of a few thousand items Onhne

access to information, however, takes no time at all. The metnodology employed effectively
necessitates the maintenance of two databases: one on CDS/ISIS and ono on dBASE Some may

feel that this is an expensive way of doing things. However, two different sets of problems are being

tackled, thus the idea of now 'expensive' a method is must be viewedin relation to the end resuffs,

and of whether such results are worthwhile In a sense, there is an analogy to the keeping of authoil

title and subject card catalogues. Libraries maintain both catalogues atthe same time, yet do realise

both serve two purposes, and thus justify the time a, id effort invoked in this duplicative process

Patently, this method cannot be possible for a vety large database, as tile PC will run out of

storage. a has to be remembered that the usage of fNed fields indBASE implies that a certain an iount

et wastage is inescapable. In addition, storage approximatey the size of the database itself is

necessary in order for data to be manipulated. With technology,however, one has to live in hope that

over lime, advances in both software and hardware will reduce or eliminate such wastages. In the
meantime, so long as data is captured, it will serve its uses for online access, and will be ready to be

more efficiently stored and manipulated in due course.

The collection is still a long way towards being an established referral coilection However, the

Library has hopes for its future. In 1989, shelving is to be made available in the new Malaysian

Penochcals Library for it to find a permanent home. With purchase of hardware, it will have its own

terminals for public access. A Documents Librarian who has been enthusiastically involved with the

collection from its inception, and who is therefore familiar with many aspects of official publishing will

provide the professional expertise. Planning and implementation for information retrieval will be the

responsibility of the newiy-appointed Head of the Automation Unit, advised by a small group with

interest in government publishing and their organisation. By the end ofJune1989, ail formal approval

has been obtained for the Library to purchase its owe minicomputer hardware system, and an
integrated library system software. With these deveiopments the BC of official publications will move

to a new phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper takes bibhographk: control to mean BC of data and information, as well as of the

,2hysical booy of Malaysian official publications. From findings presented, a few observations enc.,

recommendations may be made

BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL OF DATA AND INFORMATION

Standards and Standardization

The -eation of and adherence to standards is well reczignised as tools for BC. Standards tor

bibhooraphic descnpt ion have long t glen the concern of Malaysian Library circles. Ongoing projects

at the National Library, forums provided by the Library Association, ad hoc effons oy different
institutions, have focussed attention on a variety of standards in library work. The adoption of the
MARC format by major libraries, applicanon of AACR, and use of CIP and *BD& for example. have

resulted in fairly high deni.ees of standardisation being achieved on general bibliographic descrip-
tion. In 1976 the Library Associations of Malaysia and Singapore established a Joint Subcommittee
Bibliographical Standards (BILCO) which took over activities of previous Standing Committees In

1980, it published Standards for Elbliograph;cal Compilations which have laroely been adhered to by
subsequent compilers. The Joint and national BILCOs have continued to play a usetul role in
recommending standards, such as for adoption in reporting bibliegraphical projects; maintaining
library statistics, and in other areas of library work. However, relzrtively little attention has been given
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to the application of standards for processing official publishing, apart from the use of standard
MARC tags for those in the MALMARC consortium. Tho current situation too should be noted.

(1) Most libraries with significant official publications collections are not members of the MALMARC
consortium.

(ii)Those members of the MALMARC with significant collections are not inputting their official
publications collection data into MALMARC; and

(iii) Most libraries have moved away from adopting traditional wooed( ires of 'class, and cat.' for their
official publications records, preferring to use Inhouse notation schemes and indexing tor
bibliographic management and information retrieval.

Standardisation then, within this context, takes on a different complexion. The move is away
from the standard full bibliographic description; focus should be on all the elements that should
generalta be captured to ensure data manipulation for different purposes. At the deta management
level, it would appear that there is minimally a need for the following:

(a) creating etandaros tor those elements that are not yet standarth.zed tor use in data manage-
ment, such as in notations; and

(b) recommending the application of those standards which have already found acceptance, to be
used in such data management.

Two examples are given below.

(a) Issuing bodies. Document librarians would benefit from having a comprehensive RI of ail current
deparanents and agencies arranged by juesdiction, with recommended standard abbreviations.
Abbreviations should be arrived at with the needs of managing official documents in mind. Some
useful preiim'nary work has been dor e, e.g. NIM'sStendard Headings for Malaysian Statutory Bodies
(1974); and Yeah's Malaysian Government Names: an Authority List (1986). However, both are not
comprehensive. It is also most unfortunate that the NLM's listing pre-dated the period when a large
number of statutory bodies was established, as the list itsetf is informative and well-compiled. giving
such details on statutory boards as date of establishment; brief history, body to which it is
responsible; and address. An annual and comprehensive update along the lines of this publication
would be a boon to official BC. In a country with a bifingual tradition, where some agencias and
departments are better known by their abbreviated forms in English, and others In the national
Language; and where variant forms occur for some ae nci, a comprehensive listing of teem
mended standard abbreviations would save much time and effort for many librarians.

(b) Standard abbreviations for names of states within Malaysia have already long been accepted.
Libraries, however, are still using variants from these standard., or are using numerical codes, to
denote this level of jurisdiction. F Amer adherence to standards :Ichieved would reduce confusion.

Standard Elements In Notations

Consensus on standard elements tor inclusion in notations may also save subsequent libraries much
time and energy in devising schemes. Researchers using different libraiy collections are better
served; and libraly management of data would be more uniform. It is clear that much time and effort
have already been invested in devising schemes which basically describe sirrular collections. It is
expected that many ebrariee all over the cc Iraq are engaged in exactly the seine persuit, the reLsults
of which might differ. Ideally therefore, one standard notation scheme for Malaysian official
publications should be devised as a guide to ensure greater uniformity.

Input Standards

As more libraries move towards automation . recommendations on input standards will be useful.
This will ensure not only better ana more even management control, but shoi ild contribute towards
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better ierormation access. The populartty of dBASE as a management tool; and COS/ISIS ae an
indexing tool is obvious throughout Malaysian libraries Enhancements and development in both
promise immense capabilities for data management and on-line aecess te inforrnetkin whieh were
not possible just a few years ago (see e.g. Pobukovsky 1988, p.e39-45).

On-ilrei Access

It might serve documents librarians well to reote observatkens euch as the tolerwing

Precise identification of any item is possible without detailed
bibliographic description in 99.9% ot cases, and the cost at
detail in the remaining 0.1% does not justify ifs universal
use.... a well designed online system. with keyboatd access,
shiauld enable most wanted items to be found where me
word in the title is wrong or where the author's forenames or
initials are wrong - or even where the author or title is badly
wrong but where one of them is right (Line 1982, p.11)

The observalkeis (though onginaily apphed to monographic matenals) seee panicularty apt for
official documentation For the future, increased attention to points stated above weuld seer:"
indicated.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTFiOL OVER THE BODY OF OFFICIAL PUBeISHING

The crucial issue in the bibliographic control ot Malaysian official documents is a more
fundamental one, and lies in the truth re the statement that: 'Poor bibeographic control accompanies
difficult acquisition problems' eeastonguay 1987, p.188). To date, theie is no one single source to
which one Gan confidenee turn, to obtain comprehensive information on the extent at official
publishing at federal. state and district levels of jurisdiction. More important, there is no central point,
or designated system, to which one can go to acquire, either by gift or purchase all key official
publishing (both monographic and serial) at different levels al jurisdiction.

In the (rather) long run, given the generally cooperative attitude ct governmental depart nents.
it may fairly be expected that five copies of most trees win e.obetely be deposited at the National
Depository. Unless the Depository is willing, in turn, to undertake massive p ograrnmes of photo-
copyingfreproduction of these copies to meet subsequent demands tor euch items, one cannot see
that general interests of bibliographic availability will be served. Such a programme is generally
neither feasible. nor fair to expect c0 the Nationa! Depository. The solutioe must lic elsewhere.

Nationel Publishing and Distribution Centre

The most ebvioes solution is that of 'centralizatien ci ail pubiishing activity, either in the
Government Pereer or with indeed, al ministries' (Chuah 1988, p.164). F urt her, it has beee suggesied
that a central body be eetateished for both publishing and distributing ;Alicia! publications, along the
lines of the Australian Government Publishing Service. Such a body will not onty print and puOlish
all key documents, it wiii establish publishing standards in style and format for all official publishing
in the country and establish selling and pricing policiee. More important, a will oeiesponsible for the
distribution progress to tne National DepositoTy and all other institutions, organizations and
individuals, by way of get and sale. Some institutions which may have tair claims to be maintained
on the mailing list have been suggested to include )ibraries, chambers ef commerce, public interest
arid social refofTh groups, professional organizations, an 4 research ;fleet utions (Khoo, in press). The
basic consideration in measuring effective bibliographic control thus reiates to the source for
acquiring of Ida! documents 'Is this source known and accesaible?' (He on 1989. p.50). ft the
answer is in the affirmative, bibliographic control looks wetl to be in hand. if no sueh source can be
identified. the obvious solution is to establish this source.
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LegIstative Reform

For the future If E3C of official publishrng s to be achieved, reforms will be necessary to the our rent
depository itsgiataion Not only should the old dern.nd depositor/ status be restored, but othor
essential depository point , such as all state lib:arias, should be granted such status. In 1988,
through an administrative c ular Issued horn the Chief Secretary s Office to all *datal aod state
depart ments and statutory boards, tho Library of Ohio University (USA) was designated to receive all
Malaysian publications, including official publications. This is an enlightened and heahening step
towards ensuring greater availaoility of MUM publishing outsirie the countly (Circular No.3 of 1988
PM(S) 12011 411doll:130 dated 19 November 1988). Thus, even if the rut-rent leg,islation is not
amended, a similar device in n3spoct of local libraries, for go. . nment publications at least, would
enable part of their old demand status to be restored.

Documents LIbiadans Groot,

At present, teoonar, academic, public and research librarian cyoupings liatre been weli
recogibse0 by the Malaysian Libary Assoolation. A documents Wore; on group has yst to CiPerOP
The estabffshino of such an htterest Group' has been nuggesteci along the hoes of SCOOP (Chuah
1986. p.177) It has also been suggeteo that the Malaysian Library Association initime a forum as
provided by GODORT of the An reheat) Library Association. This group can then undertake activates
such as study of deposit legislation: suggest refotrns, ano generally ad as a voice tor better Oriel
bibiiographio control (Khoo, in press).

Finally, it must be ec ognizad that all standardization etforta will contribute linte to effective bibtio-
graphic control it there is nothing much to standardize. From this viewpoint, one should wish to see
a shift from national precxcupation with staridaidization in billographic description towards greater
obsession with obtainieg the physical bibliographical item. In the bog run, it current depostt
legislation remas is unr hanged and concomitant steps are not taken to establish a national publish-
ing and distribution centre, one fears that a paradoxical situation could arise, with better bibliothecal
.ontroi beino achieved (over five deposllory items held in one depoaitory), but with lesser avallabihty

of publications to individuate within the nation.

Conclusion

There ale ve,y good gencial indications of governmental concern for better access to OIIICI
publshaig. The dniversihi of Malzry a project to collect and document official publishing was well
eceived by the National Institute tot Pi iblic Adniinistration (Institut Tadbiran Awam Negara: MAN)

which atso ooreed to toiatty sponsor the project with the Unrvereity. The protect recerved the blessing
oi the Office at the Chief Seoretary to the Government which dtafted an appeal 'atter to government
departn lents to cooperate with the University ano INTAN The project has subseouently been
approved by tot; Miaistry of Science end Technology, whi.tri has granted, most :rierousty,
M$42,000 (i0,0(5) pounds strarting) it auppon of the protect. The 1963 Ohio UnNeis,ty project has
bow noted Ali tho ouour well as t-Keitive signs of eoctouragotnent at the official fel. Througnout
the Int few r. as (19ao individu31 departments at federal and stare lovels have atso cooperated
wiilingly with t:-Ic Uoiversity, and in many cases, well beyond expectation. Mast of the items were
donatec or :ant to thci Library fot copies to be made. A Kral of official understanding and goodwill
urtdoubl'etny est:s. The co,-. .os reform must come from the profassion.

faci ig the fun togetnor Oocumei its Or atiaos in Mataysia need to reassert thes professional
winmrtment. Uniike ttit etactoi,shod counterparts (ibroad, Malaysian documents librarians are
unkoown to others, (*nolo thei 0%1E5 They heviJ a try ing time ahead. towevei, they and their library
admirdstrations shouid col /tin ue to pmss fur reforms to the mama structure of official publishing and
ojtatibotion; striothaneausty, aft avaitable profess:ono! experience and expertise should be brought
to bear uptv the management of official itor: nation, for the niterests of the witier community.
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Table 1

MALMARC Holdings of MaIsysien Official Publications
(As at 15 June 1989)

Level of Jurisdiction Number of Unique Records

Books Serial Titles

Federal 5,116 763
State 601 439
Statutory Boards 7299 449
Undetermined 40 55

Total 13,056 1,663

18

Notes: 1. The records are nearly all unique. A small number are duplioated owing to inconsistent
cataloguingbetween various consortium members of MALMARC; mispelling, or wrong
input of elements such as issuing departments, names of authors of monographic
words, etc.

2. Serial title figures indicate number of serial titles, and not number of indMdual serial items.
3. Local authority publications have been merged with state departmental publications.

Source: Compiled from data generated by the MALMARC Unit, Universiti Sains Malaysia, whose
kind cooperation is gratefully acknowledged.

Table 2

Comparison of Monographic Acqusitions 1988;
UML Acquisitions Division and Government Publications Project

Monographs Departments

Collection No. of Titles No. of Vokimes

Acquisitions Div. for
Main Collection n.a. 136 28

ii) Government Publications
Section 356 573 345

Notes. 1. Figures are non ;:nique records.
2. Excluded from both collections are all serial materials (data for which was not available

for the Main Periodical Collection), such as annual reports, posters, and ephemera.
3. Also excluded are gifts from universities, including the University of Malaya departments.

Theae are likely to be received without any lagal obligations to deposit.
4. Of the 345 departments visited by the Government Publications project staff. not all were

able to donate materials; most of those who were able to do so, gave serial materials.
Sources: i) Gifts and Exchanges Unit, Acquisitions Division.

Annual evaluation report submitted to the Ministry of Science and Technology and the
University of Malaya. Project on 'Official Publications of Malaysia; an Exercise in Biblio-
graphical Control for the year 1988.
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APPENDIX I

A COMPUTERVID SYSTEM FOR
THE MALAYSIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS COLLEC11ON,

UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA LIBRARY

Systems Development: by W. Rasiah, Physics Department, University of Malaya.

Release date: 1987

Background and Primary Objectives: The University of Malaya Library IUML) found it necessary
to systemalically organize matenals in the Malaysian Government's pub'....:ations. It was decided to
computerize this collection as it was possible, by using the computer, to edit, reorganize, manage
and list information of the collection In any manner as required by the user with ease. The steps are
described below.

General Deecription. The Governmeet Pubrication Collection system is a data'oase system for the
maintenance and management of the collection. This includes the entry, editing and deletion of
records. Further, the search of the reaoro(s) based on the title, author, department which published
the material, etc. can be made The system Ls also to print reports in a number of pro-prepared
formats. Theee reports form the hardcopy records of the collection. The system is completely menu
(Oven with useful messages in English. A set ot utility programmes also come along with the system,
which provide break downs of various statistics collected upon the coilection.

Hardware Configuration. The system operates on an IBM PCAT with a memory size of 640Kb wah
an SOMb hard disk and onei .2Mb floppy disk drive. An Epson 9 pin pr inter is used to print the reports
The system also runs on an IBM PCXT or its compatibles with a minimum RAM size ot 512Kb. The hard
disk configuration required is determined by the size of the collection.

Software. The system rens in an MS-DOS environment using programmea developed using the
dBase3 + as the host for the database system. The database !Neff consists of single Me with a record
length of about 1 Kb, It also has six indexes which are automatically updated as the data are entered.
The maximum number of records tnat may be stored depends primarily upon tne spme available in
the hard disk The maximum number of records possible using d8ale3+ is one billion. The
command language is English.

[1.J. Rasian
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APPENDIX II

CONVERSION PROCEDURES FROM DBASE3+ TO CDS/ISIS

This Appendix discusses the following areas:
I) The ceenvertion of dBase3 file to CDS/ISIS

Indexing techniques In CDS/1SIS
kit) The search ianguage in CDS/ISIS
10 Discussion on PR.MST

SOME BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

1. To defies a CDSASIS datebase, 4 basic components must be set up, they are the Field Definifion Table
(FDT), Field Select Table(FST), Display Format (DF) and the Worksheet(WS).

2. CDS/1SIS can import databese which is in 1S02709 format (1SO.MST is the default name for such files. )

3. D1321S0.EXE is a dBase3,- to ISO exponer util4 written by Alejandro, this utility oenverts d8ase3+ file into
1S02709 format.

4. The database in dBase3i is PRMASTER.DBF containing data on the University of Malaya Library's Official
Publications Collection. It is the source from which CDS/1SIS database PR.MSTgets its data.

(I) CONVERSION OF PRMASTER.DBF TO PR.MST

In this exercise, a dBase34 database called PRMASTER.DBF is sonverted into a CDS/ISIS database called
PR.MST. There are 3 steps in the process of conversion.

a) Setting up a CDS/ISIS database structure that is compatible to that of PRUASTER.DBF
b) Convert PRMASTER.DBF to ISO.MST (1S02709 format) using D831SO.EXE
c) import 1SO.MST to CDS/ISIS

1
dBso3-4-

PRMASTER.DBF

Using dFlaseat
to ISO

exporter utility

In 1S02709 format

iff.ms r

Using CDS/ISIS

CDS/1SIS

PR.MST

The above cf.:1gram tio,,v the process of generating a CDS/IS1S database(PR.MS T1 by extracting data from

a dBass database(PRMASTER.DBF).
_

a) Setting up a CDS/ISIS database structure that is compatible to that In dBase3+

CDS/ISIS is executed and a database called ts setup by defining the FDT, FST, DF and WS. Since all the data in
all fields in PRMASTER.OBF is to be imported to PR.MST , the FDT and FST must be appropriately moulded ,
Hence the PR Faraed PRO:ST (Table 1 &2) both contain at! the fields listed in the structure of PRMASTER.DEF
(Table 3).

b) Convert PRMASTERDBF to ISO,MST (IS02709 format) using DB3ISO.EXE

The export of PRMASTER.DBF to IS02708 format is effected by running DB3IS0.EXE . The input file is PRMAS-
TER.DBF, with reference to PR1.FST, DB31SO.EXE generates 1SO.MSTas an output tile ("Table 4).

c) importing ISO.MST to CDS/ISIS

The Impon routine in CDS/IS1S Is activated, PR MST is generated from ISO.MST.
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(II) INDEXING TECHNIQUES

A datatxase is not very useful unless it makes speedy retrieval when meaningful search terms Is specified, that is
where the strength al CDS/ISIS lies. To make a particular field searchable that field must be ladexed. There are 5
techniques in indexing a field.

Indexina technique 0
Build An element from eacii line.

Indexing technique 1
Build an element from each subfield.

indexing technique 2
Bu Id an element from each term or phrase enclosed in triangular bradiets(e...).

Indexing technique 3
BM an element Irom each term or phrase enclosed In slashes

Indexing technique 4
Build an element from eactword in the field.

The fields and the type of index techniques desired are specified in the FST file. After indexing, all the data that is
indexed is arranged in ascending alphabetk order in the dictionary and users can refer to this list to determine all the
available search terms.

("I) ME SEARCH LANGUAGE

1. Precise access points

A preeise access point is all searcnable elements listed in the dictionary of a given data base.
Example: To search the term

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC)

You must enter it ae fellows:

"GERMANY (FEDERAL. REPUBLICy'

2 . Right-truncated access polnle

Instead of specifying a precise access point, you may just give a root. This technique, referred to as root searching
or right truncation, allows you to search on leading sequences of characters. The system will automa, eally perform a
logical OR operation between all access points having the specified root.

For example: FILM$ is equivalent to:
(FILM FILM INDUSTRY e FILM LIBRARIES e FILM-MAKER-i FILM-MAKING eFILM-MARING TRAINING)

3. ANY Terms

An ANY telen is a collective term standine for a pm-defined set of awess points. Whenever you use an AMY term In
your search formulation, the system will aitomatically OR together ail access points of the cluster associated with
that ANY term.

4 . Logical 'OR' (Inclusive)

The logicai OR is the class union operator The result of a logical OR between two classes is the class obtained by
merging the two classes, retaining common elements, U any, only once.

Thus, for example, to retrieve documents about the Benelux countries one could use the logical OR operator as fol-
lows:

BELGIUM e NETHERLANDS e LUXEMBOURG

(205 ) 225
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5. Leg Icai 'AND'

The logical AND is the class intersection operator. The result ot alegical AND between hvo classes Is the class con-

taking only those elements which are common to both classes. Thus, for example, to retrieve documeris generalty

about on-line information retrieval systems one might use the logical MD °petal:it as foams:

ON-UNE SYSTEMS* INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

6. Proximity search operators

proximity: not more than 'n' words apart, where 'n' Is the number otperiods pars one. For example:

A . B adocent
A . . 8 at most one word between A and B

A . . . B at most two words between A and B etc.

$ proximity exactly 'n' worm apart, vitiere 'n' is the number of dollars plus one. For example:

A $ B Axed
A $ B exactly one word between A and B
A$$$B exactly two words between A and B

7 . Logical *Nor

The logical NOT is the class exclusion operator. The resutt of a logical NOT between two classes is the class con-

taining all the elements of the first class which do not also belong to the second class.

For example, a search request might concern documents about disadvantaged grotaxbut excluding references to

disadvantaged children. The query may be formulated as team:

DISADVANTAGED GROUP - DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

(iv) DISCUSSIONS ON PR.MST

dBase3+ uses fixed length records to store data, this means each record will alwaye take up the length defined in

the structure regardless whether the data is long or shod, hence .3 lot of unusec. space in many records. However
it is difficult to determine the most suitable field length tor data with variable length so a programmer usually set the

length as slightly greater than the longest data known to him. In contrast, CDS/ISIS maintains variable length
record, i.e. the record length is just long enough to accept the data input hence no wasteage of space.

1) Speed consideration

dBase3+ is able to make fast retrieval on indexed fields using Index files, but more oftenthen not, users need to

search using a ten that Is not the fest word of a field When such is the casedt was observed that lo list the records

which contain the word 'RADIATION' In the Title field using PRMASTER.D8F ,even after 16 minutes the search

has not completed. But with CDS/ISIS which is abie to index every word intheTitle (words to be excluded is put in

the Stop word file) when same search is repeated. theperformance is remarkable; the relevant receipts we ready

for display in about one second.

2) Space consideretion

The different in space utirisation in CDS/ISIS & d8ase3+ Is very significant; In this exercise CDS/ISIS emerges as

the clear winner in space saving. In this exerrise, both database with Identical data have this title field indexed

andTable 5 ilustrates the amount of space used in both dataraeses.

or r,
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r Table 1:
! Field Definition Table (F ) ter
I CDS/ISIS Database

Field Detirdilon Tdole (FDT) Database: Kt

Table 3:
STRUCTURE OF PRMASTERMSF

. list structure
structure tor database : EAdbasoViataprrnaSierdbf
Number of data records: 14051

TN Name

.. 1 AUTHOR
2 MIMSTRY

C.1FPT

4 PRE _RUE
5 TIME

SERIES
VOL

8 AD
_ 9 A_FUATE.

13 PLACE
11 PUEL

DATE:
FORMAT

_14 LANG
_15 COPIES
16 TYPE

_17 AOSTAT
8 CONOR
19 COST
20 MEMO

MATE

Len

45
5

100
20

254
55
30

1

9
25
60
9
10

15

3
10

7
50
8

200
9

Typ

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

114

X
X

X
N
X
X

D3te Ot last update
fleki Field Name
1 AUTHOR
2 MINISTRY
3 DEFT
4 PRE_ITTLE
5 TM E
6 SERIES
7 VOL
8 Xi)
9 &R..Dala
10 PLACE
11 PUBI.
12 DATE
13 FORMAT
14 LANG
15 COPIES
16 TYPE
17 AOSTAT
18 DONOR
19 OCYS

20 MEMO
21 NDATE

: 06/131/89
Type
Character

Character
CharaCer

Character
Character
Chareeer
Character
Chanacter
Nurrieric

Cfaracter
Character
Ctvater
Character
Character
Numeric

Character
Cliaractzr
Chartictrd

Numeric
Charaer
Monett

Wket
46

6
100

20
254

55
30

6
25
60

10
15
3
10
7

60
8
200
6

Dec

2

Table 2: Field Select Table for CDS/
ISIS Database

ID

1

2

0
0

DATA EXTRACTION FORMAT

V2
3 0 '13

4 0 V4

21 0 V21

TABLE 5:
Spaces used by dilase3+ and cosnsis

PriMASTECIMBF 12,e27,627 b
TITLE.NDX 2,352,298 b

15,286,923 b. LisAsE:34

KAKM111113.1.0011/41.911,41/URtRar

PR.CNT
PRIFP
PRNO1
PRNO2
PA101
PR.1.02

Iota! {index)

PR.MST

40 b
7.0.3,0$6 h

0,e28 b
3,;186 b

131,224 b
a5,6i6 b

973.412 b

4,259.840 b

cosirsis
Inverted Ides

Total 5,234,302 b CDS/ISIS

L..

Table 4:
Exporting EUBASE3+ File (PRAMS-
TER.DBF) By Running DE131S0.EXE

083150

dBASE III to ISO exporter ulibty.
ver 2.70, witten by Alejandro, 3/1987.

Select: iFivort, E
dBASE ill Me name 1..DBF):PRMASTER

PRMASTER.DSF

Output ISO file ilSO.MSTI:ISO.MST
ISO.MS'r

input Field Selection Table Me f.FSTr. PRI .FST

Converaton affected by:
Mr. YO0 S:tng Nge

1

Syztema Analy3t
Computer Centre
tittiVOW1 Malaya



APPENDIX III
003905 SEARCH ON 'DURIAN FROM TITLE FIELD
AUTHOR: THOMAS, A.V.
MINISTRY: KPU
DEPT: Forestry Dept., Peninsular Malaysia
TITLE: Malayan timbers durian and behgang

005528
MINISTRY: KTAN1
DEPT: Inst. Penyelidikan & Kemajuan Pertanian Malaysia

(MARDI)
PRE_TITLE: A
TITLE: Guide to durian cultivation

005629
AUTHOR: KHO., Boon Lian
MINISTRY: KTAMI
DEPT: Inst. Penyelidikan & Femajuan Pertanian Malaysia

(MARDI)
TITLE: Induced nutrient deficiency symptoms of durian

seedlings

26

009775
MINISTRY: KTANI
DEPT: Jab. Pertanian Semenanjung Malaysia. Caw. Perkembangan
TITLE: Penyakit-penyakit durian

009780
MINISTRY: KTANI
DEPT: Jab. Pertanian SemenanJung Malaysia. Caw. Perkembanoan
TITLE: Ulat daun durian

009794
MINISTRY: KTANI
DEPT: Jab. Pertanian Semenanjung m,-laysia. Caw. Perkembangan
TITLE: Tanaman durian

009824
MINISTRY: KTANI
DEPT: Jab. Pertanlan Semenanjung Malaysia. Caw. Perkembangan
TITLE: Ulat pengorek durian

009875
MINISTRY: KTANI
DEPT; Jab. Pertanian Semenanjung Malaysia. Caw. Perkembangan
TITLE: Penyaklt cerana durian

002689
AUIHOR: UMAR Kayam
MINISTRY: KK8S
DEPT: Fem. Kebudayaan. Bella & Sukan
PRE_TITLE:
TITLE: Penyatuan daya kreatif bahasa Melayu dalam kebudayaan

dan bahasa di a lam Melayu": Syarahan ke XII pada 17
Dis., 1982 di Dewan Maktab Perguruan Pereppuan Melayu
Durian Daun Melaka.

012285
MINISTRY:
DEPT:
TITLE:

KK8S
Kem. Kebudayaan, Delia & Sukan. Jab. Muzium
Duriant raja segala bush

'28
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10/03/86 APPENDTY iv

WVERNMFNI PUBLICATIONS !E!,D AT UNIVERSITY OF
MALAYA

31.nhnbinica) orer

FORMAT LANOUA,CF,

Lao':ran Laf;unart i:5/Aiy1:121 .sy:pzwi, 1975 OrIg.

oevelnpme ..10,or1ty

LT:1C (3;no* m.ko!'t 1013C Crig, rt

f=

6,1.1de:int7-1 t.c*. !,ct, Ort.A. P).?:

Min. Trndt. TnduW%ry. 1.nvern.43(;nal Trade TAv.
4r)60 Omdbr):. o ecrt urocdurest

a i7midt. for MAlf,v*tan ex:wr,:ers

4 National Produr-tj%qty CrTtt,e

P,!nvara Um3.pnan/Anrx1 rev10,4 19641

Per.U.Idauen Kemi,juan Pe'tancungan t!a1 Ay:).1n/Tourist

DevetiopTc.nt Corpc-ation Malay
Ltpurhn tltona r. dart penyata 'tetra-Urn/Annual

rcoort ;Ind iitatemeW nccolmts 1r47.'/1073

Orjg.

Orig. RT

Bt.,/BC

4(87 iapurar taNnan (Int .enrit& klAnnu5l Ortg. Bm/B1
oenort and J'-atf.-.Aent accounts 1w4

ro.3at Da).z2 Pe!c.g11:arn.n Pegara

Ceur..;.9 tor dev:-.to71m,nt )f m,snagemenl. Orig. 8M+BI
:y

c,i,n.gnruf-.1 v.! tf)(:c. 1(4 Orkg.

460S yl-kwru:3 :W*,uk pengtwo,av: iadual Orti72,

108,WrAweic5 ft:r eovt,lomf:nt 01 rrInagenimr.:
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Pave No.'82

VOLUME

APPUDIX y

REPORT ON THE GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS HELD AT
THE UNIVERSITY or MALAYA

(in alphabetical order of title)
FORMAI LANGUAGE RECORD NO.

949 Bahaya dadah menurut kacamata Islam, 'Ants Alam. SeJangor Selangor. J
3o. Agama IzIam [1928)

Orig. BM 13012

950 Baiki-lah saloran dapor kamu, Kota Kinabalu, SaL4h Sabah. Jab. Perla
nian n.d.

(irig. BM .131!..)5

951 Baitulma), [Kthila Lumpur] Majlis Agamcl f.l im WIlayah Per..:;ekutuan. ha
1927

Orig. BM 1.24-0

952 Bakat '05 di Auditorium Bmar, Angkasapuri pada 2(hb. Ott. 19U5 k.3
0 mcilam, [Kuala Lumpur) Jab. Penyiaran Malaysia [1925.1

Orig. BM 3559

953 Balai Seni Lulus Negara 1950-1900, Kuala Lumpur Balai Soni Lukis Nog
ara 1903

Orig. BM-1.n 14025

954 Bala]. Sen]. Lukic Nogara Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur balai Seni
Negara 1932

Orig. BM 14024

955 Balai muhibah, Kuala Lumpur Jab. Perdana Menteri. Lemb. Perpaduan Negara
n.145 (April 1976) Orig. BM 2266
n.I98 (Dec. 1170) Orig. 13M

956 Balai muhihah, Kuala Lumpur Jab. Perdana Montori. Jab. Rnkun lotangg
a & Perpaduan Newira

n.235 (1982 Orig. BM 5:i36
n.238 (April. 1982) orig. BM 5337
n.241 (July 1922) Orig. BM 533a
n.242 (Aug. 1982) Orig. BM 5339
n.244 (0E:J. oe2) orig. 6m 5340
n.245 (Nov. 1922) Orig. BM 5541
n.246 (Dec. 1982) Orig. BM 5342
n.247 (Jan. 1923) Orin. BM 5:143

957 Balai muhibah, Kuala Lumpur jab. Perdana Monte;1. i.tb. Perpaduan Negara
n.240 (Feb. 1963) Otig.
n.250 (April 1903) orig.
n.251 (May 1923) Orig.
n.252 (June 1983) orig.
n.253 (July 19(713) Orig.
n.254 (Aug. 1903) Orig.
n.255 (Oct. 1983) Orig.
n.260 (Aug/Sept. 1984) Orig.
0.264 (April/May 1985) (rig.
n.266 (Aug/Sept. 1905) Orig.
n.267 (Oct/Nov/Dec, 1985)Orig.
n.270 (April/May 1986) Oria.
n.272 (Aug/Sept. 1986) Orig.

BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
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UNIFIED FORMAT FOR INFORMATION SHARING

AMONG LIBRARIES AT THE LOS BANOS COMPLEX

V. G. ANDAY

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES AT LOS

BANOS, 4031 COLLEGE, LAGUNA, PHILIPPINES

ABSTRACT

The Los Banos Complex or the University of the
Philippines at Los Banos (UPLB) complex, situated some 67

kilometers south of Manila sprawls on more then 1,000
hectares of campus land, experimental fields, demonstration
farms, and reserach areas. The UPLB complex has seven
colleges and 25 research and training institutions and only
9 of these colleges/institutes have libraries in addition to
the University Library. Most of these libraries use
information systems which are independently developed and
tailored to their particular needs. This has resulted in
data inoompatibility leading to limited access and use of
available information. This paper discusses the resources
and current operations of these libraries and the various
formats and standards used in their bibliographic records.
Data elements of three existing databases, namely:
Acquisition, Cataloging and IASt were compared to determine
their incompatibilities. Using a common software, CDS/ISIS,
an attempt was made to propose a unified format that these
libraries can use to exchange and share information within
the complex. Although this is limited to UPLB complex at the
moment, libraries/information centers of affiliate
institutions are being considered for inclusion in the
future.
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UNIFIED FORMAT FOR INFORMATION SHARING

AMONG LIBRARIES AT THE LOS BANOS COMPLEX

V. G. ANDAY

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERS.ITY OF THE PHILIPPINES AT LOS

BANOS, 4031 COLLEGE, LAGUNA, PHILIPPINES

The Los Banos Complex

The L a Banos complex or the University of the

Philippines at Los Banos complex, situated some 67

kilometers south of Manila sprawls o'n more than 1,000

hectares of campus land, experimental fields, demonstration

farms, and research areas. in 1965, two colleges, four

institutes and a national training center make up the Los

Banos complex which aimed to contribute to the building of

an efficient, dynamic agrieulture in the Philippines and

other'Southeast Asian cauntries so their expanding millions

can 'live a life of abundance, freedom and dignity.

At present, UPLB has seven colleges and 25 research and

training institutes (Appendix 1). It has likewise affiliate

institutions within and off the campus. Among these are the

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), the

Southeast Asian Regional Center for Graduate Study and

Research in Agriculture (SEARCA), the Philippine Council

for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Research

and Development (PCARRD), the Forest Products Research

and Development institute (FPRDI), the Forest Research

Institute (FORI), and the Education and Training

Center of the Department of Local GovernmeW., and Community

Development of the Philippine Government.

(212)
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Libraries at Los Banos Complex

The libraries at Los Banos complex can grouped into
libraries of UPLB and libraries/informa centers of
affiliate institutions.

Library cooperation on a limited extent is being
practiced among these libraries due to inadequacy of
library resources coupled with the increasing researoh
activities. Researchers from these institutions Are allowed
to avail of library resources within library premises,
subject to each library's rules and regulations.

This paper limits itself to libraries of the UPLB.

These libraries are under the umbrella of one organization,
so policies and regulations are not much of a problem.
However, these E,L'-aries use information systems which are
independently developed and tailored to their particular
needs. This has resulted in data incompatibility leading to

limited access and use of available information. Their
library resources, current operations and the various
formats used in their bibliographic records were surveyed.
An attempt was made to propose a unified format that
these libraries can use for better exchange and sharing of
information within the complex. Once this is implemented,
libraries of affiliate institutions within the Los Banos
complex should be included in resource sharing, since these
libraries are located within a limited geographical area
whose users have similar level of interest and whose
resources are complementary and supplementary. However,
effective resource sharing becomes a reality if there is
commitment, funding and great deal of goodwill. The
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acceptance of rationality behino resource sharing and

demonstration of willjngness to share are key aspects to

successful sharing schemes.

Library and Information Exchanges within the Complex

Of the 7 colleges and 25 institutes at UPLB, only 9

have libraries, excluding the University Library. Of these,

3 are college librariek- and 6 are institute/school/center

libraries. Others have reading rooms whtle the rest depend

on the University Library. The UPLB Library System includel

the University Library or Main Library and Unit libraries,

namely: College of Forestry (CF) Library, College of

Economics and Management/Agricultural Credit and Cooperative

Institute (CEM/ACCI) Library, Institute of Agrarian Studies

(IASt) Library, College of Veterinary Medicine/Institute of

Animal Science/Dairy Training and Research Institute

(CVM/IAS/DTRI) Library, and nu-al High School Library. These

libraries are under the supemision of the University

Librarian. Four other UPLB librariee, namely: the National

Crop Protection Center (NCPC) Libra, Institute of Plant

Breeding (IPB) Library, National Institute of Biotechnology

and Applied Microbiology (BIOTECH) Library/Reading room, and

Postharvest Horl.,el,w.e Trai.:n7 -1:).! Research Center

(PHITC) Library are directly under the supervision of the

heads of the centers/institutes.

The University Library has the most extensive

cullection of agriou3tural materials in the country and is

particularly strong in the plant and animal aciences. It

also serves as the National Centers for the Information

System for the Agricultural Sciences and Technology (AGRIS)
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and the ASEAN Food Post-Production Information Exchange
Program (APEX). At the same time, it has CD-ROM AGRICOLA now
ready for use. The current AGRICOLA disk covers 1984 to
present and is updated quarterly.

All UPLB libraries use the Library of Congress
Classification in the organization of their library
materials, except for IPB Library which is to be organized
yet. Seven libraries are doing indexing services. The
outputs are either in book form or slips filed in
boxes/catalog trays. These manually produced index to
periodicals have been designed to meet the immediate needs
of their users. These local periodicals being indexed are
not included in commercially published indexes. The common
data elements used in these indexes are : Author, Title
of the article, Title of the Source, Volume/Issue Number,
Pages, Date of Publication, and Subject Heading. .Fifty
percent of these libraries have Current Awareness Service in
the form of Acquisitions List, SDI, etc.

Software apd Hardware Available

Of the 10 libraries covered only the University
Library, IASt Library and NCPC Library have microcomputers.
Three software packages which run on microcomputers are
available at the University Library and IASt Library,
namely: CDS/ISIS (Computerized Documentation
System/Integrated Set of Information Systems), Wordstar and
DB III. The NCPC Library has Wordstar and DB III and is

currently applying for the acquisition of CDS/ISIS.

At present, the University Library has embarked on
computerizing the library procf-sses. Using the CDS/ISIS
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software developed by UNESCO, it started with Acquisition

and Cataloging in 1988. It is still in the experimental

stage, starting with 1988 book orders, and inspite of some

minor problems, the library's needs are being met so far.

Circulation and Serials Control are also being considered

for computerization. Lately, the IASt Library started to

computerize its collection using CDS/TSIS. Several staff of

NCPC Library are now being trained on CDS/ISIS at the

Agricultural information Bank for Asia, SEARCA, while the

BIOTECH Library/Reading room intends to install a

microcomputer using also the above software.

Since CDS/ISIS software is already available to some of

these libraries, a eommon format should be adopted by these

libraries to facilitate better exchange of information. At

the rate these libraries are going, and with manageable data

yet to work on, it is but timely that a unified

bibliographo format be designed for compat.bility purposes,

easy access and maximum ahAring of resources. With

integrated effort, duplication of work will also be

minimized.

CDS/ISIS is a generaiized Information Storage and

Retrieval System dt>gignr,' 'Por the computerized

managoment of structured non-numeyical data bases. One major

advantage of this system is that the same set of computer

programs is able to manipulate an unlimited number ef

databases each of which may consist of completely different

data elements. Some features of CDS/ISIS require some

knowledge of and experience with computerized information

systems but once an application has been designed, the

system may be used by person having little or no prior
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computer experience.

Although CDS/ISIS deals with text and words, it does

more than text processing, even though it offers many of the

features normally found in word-processing packages. This is

because the text that CDS/ISIS processes is structured into

date elements that are defined.

CDS/1SIS data base may be thought of as a file of

related data collected to satisfy the information

requirements of a given user community. It may be a simple

file of addresses or a more complex file such as a library

catalogue or a directory of research projects. In all

these files, each unit of information is made up of

elementary data elements (such as personal name, a title,

etc.) which may be defiaed and manipulated ia various ways:

- Define databases

- Enter new records

- Modify, correct and delete records

- Automatically build and maintain fast access files to

each database

- Retrieve records

- Sort the records

- Display the records

- Print catalogues and/or indexes

CDS/ISIS consists of a set of programs performing the

above various systems functions. Data elements are stored in

"fielda",each of which is assigned a numeric "tag" which may

be thought as the name of the field. The collection of field

containing all data elements of a given unit of information
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is called a "record". The unique characteristic of CDS/ISIS

is that it is specifically destgned to handle fields/records

of varying length. A field may be optional (i.e. it may be

absent in one or more records), it may contain a single data

element, or two or more variable length data elements. /it

the latter case, the field is said to contain "subfieIds",

each of which is identified by "subfield delimiter"

preceding the corresponding data element.Furthermore a field

may be "repeatable", i.e. any given record may contain more

than one instance or "occurrence", of the field.

Unified Format for InformationLResource Sharing

With the foregoing discussion, resource sharing within

the geographical area or within the complex is possible if

there is a unified format among these libraries, Cooperation

in the development of collection and services among

libraries hope to provide users with all the information

they need. Library cooperation and resource sharing

mitigates the inability of libraries to meet user need due

to limited resources. It works by coordinating and

standardizing library records on demand.

Standards today take a variety of forms. They may be

guidelines or models against which services, etc. are to be

compared. Library standards fall into this category. Other

standards take the form of rules for 'activities that should

be applied as consistently as possible but which, by their

nature, will not necessarily produce the identical results

even when followed, Catalogng rules are of this type. A

third class of standards are specifications or "technical"
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standards for which strict observance is necessary if

sharing is to take place. Format structure, character sets

and code list standards fall into this class which the

paper also aimed to attain.

A format is the container which carr s both data and

data identifiers in a machine system. Data must be

identified explicitly if it is to be processed and

manipulated. The commonality of format allows some sharing

of computer software; as computers get cheaper and

programmers get more expensive, this sharing seems likely to

spread.

Sharing of resources of any library must also include

the expertise of the professional and non-professional

staff. It is this amalgamation of people, processes, ideas,

materials and money which form the substance of a library

and can be described as its resources.

Since no library, even the largest, can hope to acquire

and house every boos that its patron might sometimes need,

it is apparent that every library must depend to some extent

upon some outside sources to provide what is lacking in its

own collection to me.,1, the needs of its patrons.

In any efforts at resource sharing there should be a

clear statement of priority between the individual library

And group. Each participant muet think in terms of the

up, otherwise the resource sharing system will not work.

On the other hand, resource sharing can bring great

satisfaction and a sense of aervice to users, but it can
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also bring a sense of frustration and skepticism. Many are

afraid to give what they possess. In most cases, it is the

human factor that can spell success or failure in any

library cooperative ventures whether at national or

international level. There are other constraints under which

resource sharing must operate such as limited financial

resources, dearth of competent staff and delay in the

delivery system because of distance factors.

In the case of UPLB libraries, librarians interviewed

are amenable to having a unified format, with the University

Library as the coordinator of these activities to minimize

duplication of effort$ and to maximize resources for

compatibility purposes, easy access and better flow of

information. Hopefully, libraries/information centers of

affiliate institutions will soon join in this undertaking.

Proposed Unified Format

Table 1 shows the list of data elements in 3 existing

databases, namely: Acquisition, Cataloging, and IASt.

Forty-three data elements are present in these

databases. Eight data elements are common to the three

databases; eight data elements are common to only 2

databases and 27 data elements do not have any similarity

with the other databases. These 16 common data elements

however, do not have common tags. Four of these common data

elements are repeatable in one database but not in other 2

databases. Also, 4 data elements are subfielded in one but

not in others. Incompatibilities In these elements need to

be worked out as to which is to be followed for
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compatibility and standardization purposes. Since CDS/ISIS
allows modification for data elements, unified format is

attainable.

To facilitate the communication of bibliographic
information among computer-based systems, large and small
all over the world, is the aim of the Common Communication
Format(CCF) which was established at the International
Symposium on Bibliographic Exchange Formats in April 1978
and was sponsored by UNESCO/PGI.

Since one of the databases used tags for data elements
common to CCF, it is but appropriate to adopt these for

unification purposes. Those data elements of the existing
databases which are common to CCF may be assigned the same
tags or tag numbers as the CCF. Data elements which are
repeatable in one data base should also be made repeatable
in other databases. Likewise, data elements which are

subfielded in a other should also be subfielded in the other
databases. Those data elements that are not with the CCF and
those which may later b- added should be assigned tags and
field characteristics which are consistent with other
upcoming databases of other libraries. As long as libraries
have common or unified format in inputting data to the
system, like determining access points, using standardized
headings/subjects, etc., exchange of information can easily
be facilitated, regardless of varying output formats
libraries may need. Even if libraries will have their own

indexes/catalogs, union catalogs/indexes can also be easily
produced if these needed data elements are present in their
databases. For LC using libraries, the International

Standard Bibliographic Description would be of great help in
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making a common format for information exchanges among

them.

Table 2 shows the prosoosed tags and field

characteristics of the common data elements to be used by

UPLB libraries already using CDS/ISIS as well as those

intending to acquire one. These are still subject to further

modification, depending on the needs and consensus of the

involved libraries. For the purpose of this paper, only the

16 data elements are to be modofied at the moment while the

27 uncommon data elements may be retained and will serve as

the switching format (Table 3).

Once the 16 common data elements are processed, with

the tags of Acquisition and Cataloging databases converted

to the proposed tags similar to IASt, using one of the

functions of CDS/ISIS, the unified 43 data elements (Table

4) will serve as basis for other libraries to follow in

creating their own databases.

Conclusions/Recommendations

The Los Banos complex is not on1y limited to UPLB but

includes affiliate institutions as well. This proposed

unified format could be presented to the information

centers/libraries of these institutions to determine their

interest, whether they truly accept the idea of resource

sharing. Since these libraries are within a limited

geographical area whose users have similar level of

interest and whose resources are complementary and

supplementary, it is with high hopes that these libraries

(222)
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outside of UPLB will be willing to cooperate and share

because effective resource sharing only becomes a reality if

there is commitment, funding and great deal of goodwill

among participants.

Unified format among these libraries is necessary to

ensure that common procedure, compatible guidelines, and

standards are implemented by the individual

agencies/institutions to make the most effective use of the

exchange of bibliographic data.

Prohibitive organizational policies and library's rules

and regulations should perhaps be reviewed for the benefit

of the resource sharing group. Among affiliate institutions,

PCARRD, SEARCA and IRRI (although not in the library but

currently being used at their Computer Center for testing)

have CDS/ISIS software package, thus, unified format among

UPLB libraries cc'uid then be extended to Los Banos complex,

then perhaps to National and International levels as well.

It is an ambitious undertaking, but once it becomes

operational at the Los Banos Complex, realization of higher

undertaking may not be too far behind.
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Table 1 - LIST OF DATA ELEMENTS IN EXISTING DATABASES(DB)

Tags/Field Characteristics

Data Elements Acquisition DB Cataloging DB IASt DB

Author 5(R) 5 300

Title 10 50 200

Publisher 15 65 400(Sa)

Publisher Address 20 60 400(Sb)
Price 25 465

Edition 30 55 260

Pub, Date 36 70 440

Copies 40

Letter Order No. 45

Date Ordered 50

Date Received 55

Fund 60

Subject 65(R) 110 620

Recommended By 70(R)

Library 75(h)

Dealer 80

Status 82(R)

ISBN 85 90

Accession Number 90 105(R) 615

Co-author 10(R) 301

Corporate Entry 15 310(Sa)
Acronym 310(Sb)

Editor 20(R)

Introduction By 25(R)

Forewo:d By 30(R)

Sponsored By 35

Translator 40(R)

Illustrator 45(R)

Collation 75 460
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Table 1 (Continuation) ...

Notes 80 500

Contents 85

Tracing 95

Call Number 100 610

Source 115 025

Date Cataloged 120

Type of Material 005

Type of Document 010

Mode of Acquisition 015

Conference 320

Degree 030

Volume 450

Series 480

Abstract 600

(R) - Repeatable (Sa) Subfield a (Sb) Subfield b

(226)
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Table 2 - PROPOSED UNIFIED TAGS AND FIELD

CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMON DATA ELEMENTS

Tag Data Elements/Field Characteristics

200 Title

260 Edition

300 Author (R)

400 Place of Publication and Publisher

400a Publisher (Sa)

400b Publisher's Address (Sb)

440 Publication Date

615 Accession Number (R)

620 Subject (R)

90 ISBN

115 Source

301 Co-author (R)

310 Name of Corporate Body

3I0a Corporate En'zry (Sa)

460 Collation

465 Price

500 Notez

610 Call Number

(227)
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Table

Tag

20

25

30

35

37*

39*

40

45

50

55

60

70

75

80

82

85

95

005

010

015

030

120

310b

320

450

480

600

3 - TAGS/DATA ELEMENTS NOT COMMON

DATABASES

Data Elements

Editor

Introduction By

Foreword By

Sponsored By

Translator

Illustrator

Copies

Letter Order No.

Date Ordered

Date Received

Fund

Recommended By

Library

Dea)er

Status

Contents

Tracing

Type of Material

Tyre of Document

Mode of Acquisition

Degree

Date Cataloged

Acronym

Conference

Volume

Series

Abstract

TO EXISTING

* Renumbered
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Table 4 - PROPOSED UNIFIED FORMAT FOR ALL THE EXISTING

DATA ELEMENTS

Tag Data Elements/Field Characteristics

200 Title

260 Edition

300 Author (R)

400 Place of Publication and Publisher

400a Publisher (Sa)

400b Publisher's Address (Sb)

440 Publication Date

615 Accession Number (R)

620 Subject (R)

90 ISBN

115 Source

301 Co-author (R)

310 Name of Corporate Body

310a Corporate Entry (Sa)

310b Acronym (Sb)

460 Collation

465 Price

500 Notes

610 Call Number

20 Editor (R)

25 Introduction By (R)

30 Foreword By (R)

35 Sponsored By

37 Translator (R)

39 Illustrator (R)

40 Copies

45 Letter Order No.

50 Date Ordered

55 Date Received

60 Fund
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Table 4 (Continuation) ...

70 Recommended By

75 Library

80 Dealer

82 Status

85 Contents

95 Tracing

005 Type of Material

010 Type of Document

015 Mode of Acquisition

030 Degree

120 Date Cataloged

320 Conference

450 Volume

480 Series

600 Abstract
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Appendix 1 - UPLB UNITS

1. College of Agriculture

a. Dairy Training and Research Institute

b. Farming Systems and Soil Resources Institute

c. Institute of Animal Science

d. Institute of Food Science and Technology

e. Institute -f 7)1!,-1 'reednr

f. National Crop Protection Center

g. National Plant Genetic Resources Laboratory

h. UPLB-ASEAN Postharvest Horticulture Training and

Research Center

2. College of Arts and Sciences

a. Institute of Biological Sciences

b. Institute of Chemistry

c. Institute of Mathematical Sciences and Physics

d. Learning Resource Center

e. UPLB Limnological Station

3. College of Economics and Management

a. Institute of Agrarian Studies

b. Agricultural Credit and Cooperative Institute

4. College of Engineering and Agro-Industrial Technology

a. Agricultural Machinery Testing and Evaluation

Center

b. Regional Network for Agricultural Machinery

5. College of Forestry

a. Institute of Forest Conservation

b. Forest Development Center

c. Forestry Research and Extension Center

6. College of Human Ecology

7. College of Veterinary Medicine

8. Specialized and Trt...ining Units

a. Center of Policy and Development Studies

b. Muneum of Natural History

c. National Institutes of' Biotechnology and Applied

Microbiology

d. National Training Center for Rural Development

e. Research Management Center
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC STANDARDS OF INDONESIA

Dady P, Rachmananta

NATIONA!, LIBRARY OF INDONESIA

JAKARTA, INDONESIA

Abstract

As librlry science is considered fairly new to Indonesia, librarians

are still trying very hard to gain a foothold for a bibliographic control

standard which may hold ap as the Indonesian standard. Even then, most

librarians til1 use the AACR1 as the basis for their work up to now,

which in some cases complies with the Indonesian condition. In coping

with this situation, several institutions, including the University of

Indonesia's library school, began developing their own standards in the

hope that it would be implemented nationally. As it turned out, although

based on the internationally acknowledged, they do not conform with each

other in the sense that a generality should have been made instead of being

independently created. It is for this reason that the Center for Library

Development took an action by pruj:ctiog manuals and standards during the

seventies to be used by libraries in Indonesia, stressing on provincial

libraries which are under the auspices of the Center, so that they would

become the criterion by which other libraries in the province might follow.

In the year5 that follow, the call for developing an Indonesian verLiion of

a communication format arose in the early eighties, this format for

computerized bibliographic records, named INDOMARC, is expected to be most

helpful in the distribUtion of cataloging data to libraries throughout

Indonesia
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC STANDARDS .OF DIDONISIA

pady P. Rachmananta

National Library of Indonesia

Jakarta, Indonesia

Background

The history of bibliographies in Indonesia dates back to the 19th

century and early 20th century during the Dutch colonial period. A noted

Dutch bibliographer at that time whose painstaking effort had resulted into

one of the most comprehensive bibliographies of the Netherlands East Indies

ever made was G. Ockeloen. Regarded by many as a pioneer in the field, he

succeeded in compiling a nearly complete listing of literature, monographs

as well as serials, dating from 1870 to 1954. Despite all the difficulties

encountered, he managed to accomplish no fewer than ten volumes of bibli-

ography. Another prominent Dutchman of the same field, Jacobus Anne van de

Chijs, had also gathered such materials but of an earlier period, ranging

from 1659 to 1870. His work was in reality a precedent of Ockeloen's, but

the latter seemed to be more distinguished since its coverage was more of

importance in scope.

Although the description is simple, comprising only the "traditional"

author, title and publisher statements, their work indirectly became the

basis of the present Indonesian National 2.1bliggrimhy. (BNI/Bibliografi

Nasional Indonesia). The system contained no indexes and class numbers

whatsoever, since no scheme for such had existed yet. Commenciag 1 January

1953, the Ministry of Education decreed the founding of the Office of Na-

tional Bibliography (KBN/Kantor Bibliografi Nasional). Its main task was

to register all literature published within the country and to produce a

national bibliography to be issued periodically. It the following years,

several changes had been made on the structural organization of the KBN,

which ended in 1975 when it was transformed into the Division of Bibliogra-

phy and Deposit. As a subordinate of the Center for Library Development,

this Division was wholly responsible for the production of the BNI, besides

serving as a deposit library for Indonesian materials and as a regulatory

agency for the National Union Catalog (EIN/Katalog lnduk Nasional).

Similar difficulties, as experienced by the early bibliographers in

dealing with the listing of printed materials, were partly due to the lack

of coordination among publishers in the scattered provinces. It was true .
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in respect of acquiring government documents because they were never pub-

licly distributed nor sold. Another problem was that a legal deposit act

had not been resolved yet, thus causing a snag to the flow of books to the

Division. In spite of its limited resources, the Division had performed

very well and its coverage kept increasing with each new edition of the

I.

Aside from these issues, the Division had contrived means of catalog-

ing rules especially for the need of Indonesian libraries. The rules of

course had considerably changed from the traditional style that the early

bibliographers used to the highly complex ones as established by the AACR

(Anglo-American Catalsing .Rules). Even after the integration of the

Division into the National Library in 1980, the local rules had also prog-

ressed in accordance with the existing condition as the National Library

now emerges as the focal point of library "sophistication" in Indonesia.

(The bivislon officially merged with three other big libraries in Jakarta,

i.e. the Museum Library, the Social Sciences, Politics and History Library,

and the Jakarta Provincial Library, to form the National Library).

The f'seues

As library science is considered relatively new to IndonEsia, the

librarian continuously struggles to gain a foothold for a bibliographic

standard which may hold up as the Indonesian standard. Even then, most

librarians maintain the AACRI as the basis of their work up to now, which

in several cases accommodate the Indonesian condition. Some of the rules

offer the flexibility which we need, rather than the strictness and rigid-

ity of the later rules which were developed mostly for automation purposes.

In dealing with various publicetions and formats, the catalogers in many

instances equire a combination of both.

In coping with this situation, several inecitutions have devised their

own standards in the hope that it would be implemented nationally. Still

based on the AACR, they do reflect what kind of standards Indonesian li-

braries Leally need. Some have been produced by the University of Indo-

nesia-s library school (JIP/Jurusan Ilmu Perpustakaan), but for the most

part these aee intended entirely for teaching. For the practising librari-

ans, they may somewhat be regarded as static and old-fashioned as they

connist largely of theoretical elements. Nevertheless, as the basic el-

ement of library science, they are truly and magnificently thorough. Yet,

we face the fact that certaiu institutions dealing with libraries are per-

sistently producing their own manuals. Although based on the internation--
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ally acknowledged rules, they do not conform with each other in the sense

that a generality should have been made instead of being independently

made.

The stamdards

It was for this reason that the Center for Library Development began

projecting manuals and standards during the 1970s to be used by libraries

in Indonesia. Stressing on provincial anes which are under the auspices of

the Center, it was expected that these libraries would become the bench-

marks by which others in the provinces might follow. Standards such as for

cataloging, geographic division, authority name, and so on, eventually

started to appear. Tr date they are as follows:

- Extension and adaptation of notations,on several sections in the Dewey

Decimal Classification (DDC) specifically related to Indonesia

- Authority list of Indonesian names

- Indonesian cataloging rules

- List of unf.form headings for geographical names and corporate bodies of

Indonesia

- Abridged Dewey Decimal Classification and relative index of the lOth

edition

Extension and adaptation of DDC

The

taken by

Indonesia,

Extension and Adaptation, which was a result of the work under-

the 1972 International Book Year in

exclusively used for the Indonesian

the Technical Committee of

is basically the DDC variant

region. It consists of the modifications of the sections of Islam (297),

language and literature (499 and 899) and their regional subdivisions, and

geography and history (915.98 and 959.8) also with their subdivisions.

Examples: Geography 915.98 Indonesia
915.9821 West Java (province)
915.982141 Bandung (city)

History 959.8 Indonesia

959.88 Irian Jaya (province)
959.887 Jayapura (:ity)

This local treatment has been developed considering the already wide-

ly-used Dewey scheme in Indonesian libraries. The need for an extension

for local subjects was felt as the output of books was becoming higher and

higher, and the provision for them in the scheme was understandably quite

limited, e.g. Indonesian language and literature were provided only in
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499.221 and 899.221 respectively. Besides, it was impractical because of

its lengthy notation and it lacked details when subdivisions need to be

added. So, the Committee decided to use 4X and 8X instead to replace those

two provisions as the bane numbers for language and literature treatment,

and extend them according to the subdivisions devised by the Center for

Langualo Development.

Examples: Language 4X0 Indonesian language (Bahasa Indonesia)
4X0.3 dictionary of the Indonesian language
4X1 languages in Sumatra
4X1.4 Minangkabau language
4X.5 languages in Bali and Musa Tenggara
4X5.1 Balinese language

Literature 8X0 Indonesian literature
8X1.4 Minangkabau literature
8X2.001 Ancient Javanese literature
8X5.1 Balinese literature
8X6.3 Toraja literature

Even though the DDC was formerly intended to be used internationally,

but for several sections, specifically local treatment, it lacked the adap-

tation from the location where this system originated. As shown by the

scheme, subjects concerned with the United States have the most emphasis

compared with other parts of the world. The same goes to the religion

section (200) where Christianity has the biggest portion of treatment.

Criticisms have been addressed to librarians from several honorable members

of the Parliament (DPR/Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat) a couple years ago concern-

ing the notation for Islam (297) in the DDC.

They, as members of the DPR's Islamic fraction, argued that the DDC

did not contain enough notations for the country's religion; therefore,

they proposed a broader and more specific provision to be made in conform-

ity with the national requirement. Other remarks suggested that the whole

DDC schete be changed completely on the grounds that it did not reflect the

Indonesian culture at all. But as we all know, this is unavoidable; no

single existing system can ever satisfy the need of every individual at the

same time, no matter how just that scheme may be. It was for theee rea-

sons, among others, that this standard was brought up, hopefully, as a

plausible answer to the problem for a local treatment in the scheme.

Authority list

The authority list has three editions: the first was published in

1973, the second in 1978, and the third in 1985. Coverage was more or less
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the sane but to the latter had been added quite a number of entries. The

only one of its kind in this country, this list needs to be updated rean-

larly to aid the catalogers in their work. Presently, we have a collection

of files of author cards at our disposal, which is meant as guide tirds for

making author indexes in the BNI. By publishing this collection, ideally

we could, at certain intervals, produce editions of authority lists. As

the basis of the heading for an author, the real name in complete form is

used; if not available, the name by which he or she is popularly and com-

monly known is chosen, which could either be his or her nicknames, pseudo-

nyms, etc. The last element of the name is entered as entry element (ex-

cept in certain Lases). References are made from all other forms to the

name being used in the heading, including from direct order, as Indonesians

are accustomed to address each other by their first names.

Examples: lialim, Karim, 1918-

x Atma Anoma (a pseudonym)

Hanka, R.O. (a pseudonym)
Karim Halim
Sekarjadi (a pseudonym)

Gautama, Sudargo, 1928-

x Gouw, Giok Siong
Sudargo Gautama

This list, however, is limited only to authors of Indonesian origin.

However, if a foreign author has changed his or her name to an Indonesian

name, then the name would also be included with a reference made from the

previous name (as illustrated by "Gautama").

Cataloging rules

Another step toward the application of Indonesian rules in cataloging

is the ihprovisation of the AACR and 15BD into the Peraturan KataloOsasi

Indonesia. This manual contains various cataloging rules pertaining to

common usage in Indonesian libraries. Of great significance, the ISBD (in-

ternational Standard BibliogrAthic_Description) is the standard by which

all books and serials and non-book materials alike are described so as to

be understood internationally. Those who are at work in the cataloging

field will find this manual usetul; it contains not only the rules them-

selves, but also their examples included at the end.

Already in its second printing, it is distributed to institutional and

public libraries in the country gratis, as are all other publications is-
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sued by the Center for Library Development. But sooner or later this book

may become obsolete for the greater part of regional libraries have begun

using the newer AACR2. As automation has just recently been introduced to

libraries in Indonesia, the latest rule would be the choice since it seems

to be more suitable for machine-readable formats. Differing mostly in

punctuations from the earlier edition and in rules for corporate body head-

ings, the AACR2 has been used for quite some time at the National Library

with slight modifications in the local place names, such as:

- Irian Jaya (Indonesia : Province) modified to Irian Jaya

Conference on Library Surveys (1977 : Bogor, Indonesia) modified to
Conference on Library Surveys (1977 : Bogor)

Thus, only the well-known facts are utilized, and redundancies (which

the AACR2 does not consider so) are omitted. ("Indonesia : Province" is

left our because Irian Jaya is known to be a province; no other place or

thing has such a name). However, the strict application of AACR2 in the

National Library is inevitable where uniformity is required, such as in the

case of the SEAPRINT project with its SEAMARC format, and the coming INDO-

MARC format, which we shall discuss later.

Uniform headings

The Center for Library Development has added another publication to

its series of standards, entitled Defter Tajuk Seragam untuk Nama-nama

Geografi dan Baden Korporasi Indonesia (1981), concerning headings for

geographical names and corporate bodies. For geographical names all member

countries of the United Nations and their capital cities (in Indonesian

spelling form) are included, as well as Indonesian place names from all

levels of,local government. Even though it contains place names outside

Indonesia, the emphasis is really on local geography. Details rarely found

in geographical publications do exist in this book, such as municipal or

village names which sometimes fail to appear in the map. Although quite

comprehensive in its listing, the only thing missing from it is the list of

coordinates which distinguishes it from the National Gazetteer, published

by the National Coordinating Board of Survey and Mapping (BAKOSURTANAL).

It consists of many see and see also references from foreign names and

unused forms of spehings.

Examples: Berlin Timur
x East Berlin

East Berlin lihat Berlin Timur
Greece lihat Yunani
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Irak
x Iraq

Kabul (Afghanistan)
Kemusu (Boyolali)
Tegal (Kabupaten)

Yogyakarta
x Jogjakarta

Another important feature of this publication is a list of (central)

government bodies and agencies with their subordinates. Some local ones

are also included which may serve as examples for other regions in the

country. The numerous changes in names which had occurred since the birth

of the nation are not :Included yet. As it is customary perhaps to alter

government structure and policies with every change of the Cabinet, those

concerned with cataloging (Indonesian) corporate bodies have to keep track

of their history since there have been many changes during all this time.

The State Secretariate in the past had published several directories

of government bodies, but now most of them are already out of date. The

problem often confronting catalogers is that such governmental changes (and

their addresses) are seldom publicized or announced, and consequently they

have to devise methods of their own for searching these peculiarities,

which in fact are never easy to find. Nevertheless, national catalogers,

manage to comc through the ordeal, yet look forward to having the edition

revised and, if possible, supplemented periodically.

Subject headings

This list of subject headings is essentially the Indonesian version of

the Sears List of Subject Headings. Originally, it was meant as an ap-

proach to the implementation of local headings for smalA public and school

libraries as its title suggests, instead of using the English language one.

Eventually, it now becomes a national standard for the application of Indo-

nesian vocabulary in all types of libraries. First published in 1977, it

was not only in use by small libraries but also by bigger ones like the

National Library, which staff had some difficulties in determining subjects

for the varieties of literature due to the list's rather limited headings.

In the second revised edition of 1986, besides the headings themselves (a

large part adapted from the LC subject headings 10th ed.), class numbers

based on the DDC 19th edition ere added, designed to simplify the process

of assigning subject headings and classification.

Plans to publish a th4rd edition are under way, but again because of

some technical and financial problems this project is held up for the time
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being. There was once an idea of using the Library of Congress Subject

Headings (LCSH) for the National Library and translating them, which nat-

urally would be more appropriate for such a big library; but of course it

was never realized. Retaining the English version would "violate" its

national mission to promote local headings, but on the contrary translating

iI would require a vast amount of manpower, time and money which definitely

is out of the question. Aside from all these, the list nevertheless roves

to be indispensable; in addition, it helps to stimulate our imagination on

how to extend and improvise the headings and their subheadings, and creat..!

new terms whenever possible.

Abridged Dewey scheme

As the name implies, the abridged version of the Dewey scheme is none

other than a simplified decimal classification of the 10th edition, trans-

lated with permission from the Forest Press. Intended primarily for stu-

dents in library courses organized by the Center for Library Development,

it assists beginners in using the system with the purpose of assigning

class numbers. It simulates the original DDC so that it will give its

users an overall view of the ins and outs of decimal classification. How-

ever, lack of English language proficiency remains the number cne obstacle

to using the English publication in their everyday work that constantly

plagues most librarians and the public in general.

It was for this reason that motivated the Center to publish this hand-

somely-bound manual in 1983 (second edition) for the benefit of would-be

catalogers. The scnedules, tables and indexes are combined into a single

volume, with an instruction for use and list of terminologies included. A

glance over it would give the impression of complexity, but a closer look

at its contents dismisses all bias opinions that classification is a very

hard thing to comprehend. Therefore, it is recommended that students of

library school use this book as an introductory stage for determining

simple class numbers to books that need no long notations. Ultimately, as

knowledge advances, the real DDC would take over as they undergo training

in the real world of classification with complicated books to work out.

Other standards

Serial numbers

A serial is defined as a publication issued in successive parts and

intended to be continued indefinitely. The very nature of serials, which
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are so often subject to change in title, in frequency, and in format has

made necessary the development of a standard code for their identification.

To be efiective, the implementation of the code had to be international,

while registration had to be initiated at the national level where the

serials a, published. The Indonesian national center for ISDS (Interna-

tional Serials Data System) is adminiatered by the Center for Scientific

Documentation and Information (PDII), which is responsible for promoting

the use of the ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) and achieving

total coverage in the registration of Indonesian serials.

The national center maintains a close contact with the International

Center in Paris and the Regional Center for Southeast Asia at the Thai

National Library in Bangkok. The International Center is responsible for

establishing and maintaining, in machine-readable form, a reliable interna-

tional register of serial publications. Records of Indonesian serials are

sent here for inclusion in this file. The PDII, since 1976, allocates ISSN

to Indonesian serial publications and focuses on covering all titles re-

questing seriel numbers.

Scheme for the ISBN (International Standard Book Number) has started

since 1985 and is implemented locally by the National Library which keeps

in touch with the international agency for the ISBN in West Berlin. By

assigning ISBN to their books, publishers will have an opportunity not only

to promote and sell, but also help to facilitate the distribution of books

worldwide. Records of their publications are kept both by the national

agency in Jakarta and the ISBN agency ,in West Berlin, representing the

International Publishers Association and the International Federation of

Library Association (IFLA). Besides designating ISBN, the National Library

also controls CIP (Cataloging in Publication) for new books. Copies of

their title page and bibliographic information are forwarded to the Library

to be cataloged, and are later sent back to the publishers to be included

in the publications. Currently, there are about 200 publishers taking part

in this scheme, government and commercial as well, out of which 60% are

actively involved.

Spelling form

To sImplify the work of catalogers in making author entries, the Na-

tional Library has since 1982 adopted a standard albeit not yet imposed as

a national one. Unwritten but formal as it may seem, it minimizes the

varieties of "personal styles" in names which in one way or another gener-

ate unwanted confusion in filing and authority list as well. By applying a
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similar technique from the BISA (Bibliographic information on Southeast

Asia) project at the University of Sydney, all Indonesian personal names

appearing in entries as access points are converted to the new spelling

form of the Indonesian language. (This new spelling form, or EYD, intro-

duced by the Department of Education and Culture in 1972, was the result of

an agreement between the governments of Indonesia and Malaysia to establish

a uniform spelling for their languages). Namely, the old ch, Ai, 1, Li. are

changed to kh, , c respectively, including the Dutch form of oe to u

that often appears in Javanese names.

Examples: Achmad becomes Akhmad
Djoeleha Juleha
Harjanto Haryanto
Mardjali Marjali

Soekotjo Sukoco

Before practicing this technique, the ENI's indexes contained many see

references from the old spelling to the new one and vice versa, which in

effect took up much space and were not considered so urger.tly needed. By

eliminating this feature, the inconsistencies of individual authors could

be treated uniformly. There was, however, the see reference made from a

direct name order to a "supposed" surname, because customarily most Indo-

nesians go by their first names rather than their last (except in certain

ethnic groups, such as the Batak or Ambonesf, where surnames or parga names

are of prominent nature). Even official name directories, like the list of

employees at the National Library, the telephone directory, or, irenically,

the list of students attending the library 3chool, are arranged alphabeti-

cally hy first names. But, as we are all aware, the utilization of last

names for entries is for library purposes only, aq it has been the consen-

sus, and does not by any means reflect the common practice in Indonesia.

National. format

Library automation in Indonesia showed no sign of progress yet, but in

the last few yeats a couple of libraries have begun experimenting with the

application of computers to carry out their administrative work and litera-

ture searching. One of them is the Center for Scientific Documentation and

Information (PDII). Strictly for internal use, their automation process is

presently limited to compiling indexes of scientific journals, and making

the iniormation available through a selective dissemination scheme. Never-

theless, the National Library is already planning for computerization, and

it is now in the phase of completing a communication format, namely, the

INDOMARC.
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This machine-readable cataloging (MARC) is one of the results of, as

well as prerequisite for, library automation. The Indonesian implementa-

tion of the International Standard Format ISO 2709 is a format for bibli-

ographic information interchange using magnetic tape or other machine-

readable media. The call for promoting an Indonesian version of MARC first

arose in 1981) in a meeting of the Consortium of National Libraries and

Documentation Centers, Southeast Asia (NLDC-SEA) as part of a plan for

cooperative development of an automated selected bibliography for Southeast

Asia. Amongst the five nations, Indonesia was the only country which did

not have a MARC format. However, the appearance of the Indonesian format

was delayed by some insurmountable obstacles.

As INDOMARC was initiated partly as an endeavor towards cooperation

between the Southeast Asian nations, it resembled, therefore, the MARC

format for Southeast Asia (SEAMARC) in tise at that time. (It is intended

that the INDOMARC format will be most closely compatible with USMARC).

During the first half of the 80s, as part of the SEAYRINT (an acronym for

Southeast Asian imprints) project undertaken by five national libraries in

the Southeast Asia region, Indonesia was then responsible only for complet-

ing input sheets which were based on the SEAMARC format. Through the Na-

tional Library, they were petiodically sent to the project's regional cen-

ter at the Universiti Salns Malaysia, Penang, to be processed and input

into the computer. This project, which has been terminated due to lack of

funding, had the objective of projecting an interlibrary exchange network

among its members and a selective regional listing of national imprints

using the computer.

In whatever way, through this project, there was a possibility of

producing the I as a by-product of the regional listing, and this could

be achieved by slightly modifying the regional system. It was expected

from this very project that we should gain a lot of experience by taking

full advantage of these Indonesian and foreign standards as well. Thus, it

should enable us to narrow the gap between the changing rules and the ones

we have at home in this ever-evolving world of machine-readable format and,

eventually, disseminate this knowledge to librarians and those concerned

throughout the country.

The National Library plans to use INDOMARC to create bibliographic

records for the Indonesian imprints in ENI. It also plans to use this

format for cataloging other titles added to its collections. (Fortunately,

the transliteration of vernacular scripts does not pose a problem because

the Indonesian language consists only of roman scripts; even though works
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in old Javanese and Balinese scripts are collected at the National Libr

they are readily available also in the transliterated and translated f

as well). These records together will form the basis of a national da

base of bibliographic records. This data base will be the foundation o

network for sharing library information. It is hoped that other librari

in Indonesia, as they acquire the necessary hardware and software suitab

for operating a bibliographic data base, will also use the INNMARC form

to catalog library materials in their collections, and eventually contri

ute their records to the national data base.
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The bibliographic standards discussed here are considered to be in th

preliminary stages of development. It is for the benefit of librarians

that they are initiated so as not to be dependent on foreign standards

alone, since most of the latter turned out to be rather difficult for the

average users. However, this handicap in (English) language skill is, a.

matter of fact, the driving mechanism behind all the issues that compelled

them to formulate standards of their own. In use by the National Library

and most, if not all, libraries within the administrative activities of the

Center for Library Development, they are by national standard considered

excellent and comprehensive in contents and scope. This achievement indeed

has a profound effect on later improvement of those tools and other propos-

ed ones. Newer editions with better typography and stronger bindings are

among the suggestions put forward by users for heavy-duty purposes. Though

neither commercially distributed or sold to individuals, they may otherwise

be obtained free of charge by writing to the publisher.
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